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ABSTRACT Counselling Portal 
We have reached the beginning of a new millennium, and needless to say, 
information technology i relatively changin very rapidly Alon with rhi: revolution, 
the lives of people have become more complex and conv luted, with problems And 
insecurities creeping up endlessly. raditional face-to-face c un cllinn doc not pr vc t 
he the best remedy for thi phenomenon anymore. Living at a fast pace ha forced pc pl 
t turn to technology to provide them with the be 1 lution for . olving th ir prob! rn: 
and soothing their troubled mind online coun el ling. 
Online counselling has brought us into a new w rid f communication and 
problem solving. Ironically, computer coun elling has alrcad evolved bcf re web ha 
taken it. roots. Initially it W(I. more on pro zram whi h co1111. I. and a t. lik du .ator · 
When web evolved, nline c un clling wa irur duced due t the fact that there were 
numcr u availa le medium. f r c mmunicati n and un cllin 1. re p pie ' h 
knew the web well started c p rirncntin r n thi 111 dium for c mmurn uon and 
counscll in 1• 
Well we arc n t pioneer , but we will try t car n fr m \1 h re the · ha c 
already reached. The ·y rem that wc arc oin t build i called the un clling P rtal. 
Althou th this portal i. buill on the plat rm e I ·d zc nd id ·n. , it attempts 
to addres: three dif rent is. ue sunultan r a ad •mi , ar ·r i: ml 
relation hip. The c three i. ue v ere .clectcd am 11, nil others because uf the mhcrent 
fact that they are them t n11nd~b g ling pr blcrn'i th tl :tud ·111 · t da, h 1 't fo · ·. 
With the aim f uilding n clc •ant ct er. tile p 1 al in mind, \ \! ill It 
select th best re. our , nrt mfc)m1 u1 11 \\ • 't uld ltn I \ hnpi: H c 11c1 1101 c nl th• 
·urr nl n~ d · 1f .. tu lenl-, t1ot (d..; 1th ·11 '' 1111 111 the hmJ:!. nut hi h 11; h v t: tt • 11 111 
th , Int ·st w ·ht · h1111 ., I IP. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction Counselling Portal 
This project is part of the course requirements in order for me to complete m 
Bachelor's Degree in Software ngineering. The system that my two other collca 111 . 
and I are going to develop is called the ounselling P rial. Thi: system i. ba i ally a 
website that provides free online guidance and coun ellin services n the t pie of 
academic, career and relation hip. This ystem will enable Mala ian tudent to zet the 
advice and directions they need more ea ily, quickly, ffectivcly and with cheaper c t. 
Users can get all the inforrnati n they need just by acce in, the web pa e, . o long a. 
they have Internet c nncction and a web br w ser. 
Thi project c n i ts of three devel per , each re p 
coun ellin z. A I am re ponsible for Academic unsellin '• I will be f u: ing n thi 
component throu 1 out thi. rep rt. Whencv 'r r I vant, I will also in ludo snap: h ts and 
e ample. from the ther 2 comp ncnts f the portal: arccr un ell in 1 and Relation hip 
ounscllin z. 
This project will introduce t u a new brcakthr u h tc hnolo r;y ailed Pl I 
Simply put, PJJP is a recur. i c acronym for P 'r · nnl II me Pa 1' l IP II pertc I 
Prcproccs: or. ll Ila. quickly b c me 11c of th• m st popul r s ·r er side . .nptin 1 
languages for creating dynamic Web pa 1 s. h 11 zhout this r ·p rt, I ' ill µrncluall I to 
expose its attribute , its function and it trcn iths · that v e c uld und rstand it mor • 
clearly and thoroughly. part fr m that, we will b • usin acr mcdi 1 Drcamw 'H c1 1 ' 
to create this portal. Dream' ea \!r I/ i · a er s pl11 11 ·atcd v ·h-cditill lo >I th 11 
allows web desipning. d c.-:1 pment nnd J 1 •1 ;1111nHn~' 10 I · cl m' 111 m 11 ' inl ·1 rnt · l 
n ironm ·nl. 
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Chapter J - Introduction Counselling Portal 
1.2.1 Definition of Counselllng Portal 
According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, ounselllng is a noun whi h 
refers to direction, advice or suggestions as to a decision or a course ofactton, ),'Ip tclall 
from a professional person. W:itl1 respect to relationship c unsellin Y, pr fc si nal per. n 
may refer to a marriage counsel I or or a phy iotherapist. In the ca c of career ouns cllin -r, 
a career consultant is probably better suited. Meanwhile, lecturer , academic advi rs and 
cour e instructor might be regarded as the be t per on t give counselling n a adcrnic 
matter . 
When people seek for counselling the are trying t id ntify their pr blem , find 
out alternative of olvin their problem , receive advice and dire Ii 11 n which path i 
the be t t take, and learn mor ' helpful coping kill . un cllin als helps µ • pie t 
reco nize and accept their own internal worth, and inte 'rate their le rn ·d habit o 
thin in , ab ut them elves and their teamed bchavi ur .. 
In the context f c m utin 1, the w rd portal ha · n t made its wa to th' 
contemporary dicti naric . However, ace rding t the Free nlinc icti na 
omputin 1 (www.dictionary.corn), a p rtal i a w b s11 that a1111s to b 1 a "doorway" 10 
th, World-Wide W th, I pically nj.fer111g as tar ·h engin ' 111 I or /111ks lo uv ~f11! 1 u~n. 111 I 
possibly news or other services. Th tse servtc ts are 11.\11t1llJ prm ided for fn•1• in th ' hon« 
that users will make the .\II' then default hom '/ (1p;t: or at I 1 vt vtvu u aften. lo\t portal, 
on the Internet exist to R tnerat • ulvt•1·11,111R 111 onu: / sr thvir owners. othcr« 111r11• he 
focused on a specific group o mer· and mm· h • f 1r1 of 111 111trm1t•I or •\·trw1t•t ln \II 
case our portal i fi cu ed n I ·al ·tud nt · m1cl um! ·1 11odu 11 ·s 
In ·h rt, we uld n lu th 1t .1 • \111 · limp p Ht 111 ·th• · 
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Chapter J - Introduction Counselling Portal 
1.2.2 Definition of Academic Counselling 
Because I will be developing the academic counselling component f the por al, it 
would be incomplete if I were to leave out the meanin of academic counscllin '· P ~rhaps 
the most suitable definition for the word 'academic' in our con ext i som •thlnf{ that Is 
associated with academia or an academy, and/or related to scholar] performance, 
Therefore, the overall meaning of academic coun elling w uld he dtrerttons. ad in· M 
suggestions a to a decision or a course of action that is related 10 cm acadctn or 
scholarly performance. 
At this point, we may be wondering, what can academic counsel/Ing dofor me? 
lot, actually. It can assist you in selecting your cour e , ch ing a pro 'mm f tud 
clarifying your requirement for rraduati n, interpreting univer ity and facult p licy and 
acces ing all forms f financial a si tance, cademic un elling C!L aims 1 
y ur academic kill uch a readin and n te takin . that u will b a le t b ncfit 
fully fr m univer ity experience. And becau ·c the y tern we are g ing t build is a 
portal, much relevant inf rmati n, new and a i ranee will · c includ · with n tar tin 
mind: to be rcspons ive t tudcnt ' individual needs and to pr ide appr priate erviccs 
so that students can rain the confidence es ential r their ucce at the univer it 
Before we dcl e deeper int th purp 'C · n o ~ • 11 
a good idea to brief e plain the m .aninc th ·s · '' terms. · · rdin t t 
Advanced Learner's Diction , a purp • i - som 'IJ1111g that 011 i mtvnd» to do, >{c!I, or he, 
or in other word a per,011\1111t•1111m1. iccti ',<nth < thc1 lwml, 1 ·ll:t: tc wmt·1h111,, 
that is aumd nt or \fl lw I nr 11 m' c1, \\ • can I ·du ·t th 11 thi.: J 111 ·1 cld1111111rn 1 · 
·qui ralcnt t \'Ollll rhmp. th 11 mw ml'""' rn ,l'c'/ or ' ·/m•1•1·, 1 1111 1tH 1 111 pt l p1111dv.1hc 
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Chapter J - introduction Counselling Portal 
purpose of an action. Therefore, in this report, purpose and objective primarily refers to 
the same things and thus I will not try to distinguish between the two. 
That being clear, we wilJ now ee the main purp sc and bjccuvc: f the 
Counselling Portal: 
• To overcome the limitations of traditional face-to-fac coun lling. 
Everybody knows that although the traditional face-to-face c unscllinz i. mor 
effective, the proce s of getting ne is very cumber ome and pr blcrnauc, i. red 
below are the setbacks of traditional face-to-face coun el ling: 
,. Time con urning 
The proce f bo king the c un cllor , makin app inunent and finall 
meeting them can be I ng and unbcarabl '. M re Ilen than n t, the 
number of coun: cllors i. limited, thus makin 1 it imp sible t attend I th 
need f cv ry uudcnt. 
A said earli r, the pr cc f getting un lling an b ng and 
unbearable. Thu when c un lee. arc facin J pr bl ms the an not 
uninformed d is1 n and bad choic . 
ome coun elee might nd ll di icult t a tu· ll 1 meet the · iuns II r' at 
ted Ill th umver atv It. It' 111 I th1'i t111phl fl\ ikc 11 It II I rrn t11 It nt 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction Counselling Portal 
};>- lnflex.ible time 
By this stage, we should be well aware that full-time counsellors work at a 
fixed time, just like everybody else. They cannot w rk 24 h Hr. n da . 
This might make it difficult for c un elee t get help from th m 
especially when their schedule overlaps with the counsellors'. 
Attho rgh the coon ellor will try to afeguard the particular. o c cry 
coun elee, the fact that uu i a face-to-face oun lling introdu . th 
inherent problem of counselees not being able to preserve total anon mity. 
Plus, being at the counselling centre it elf mi Jht bee me a telltale t 
ther . 
• To improve the wen kn es and d efici ncics of e isttng oun: llin w b. it s. 
·xisting coun ellin t web ites ar u ually w11 d and d • to d b a ad mic 
in tituti n for the benefit of their tudcnt and ta hcrcf re. the v eb: ite 
content is u ually con trained and uidcd b th polici and pro xlur , th 
institution itself, especially in the c nt t of acad mic c uns llin . hu , the 
services riven mi zht n t ppeal to part fr m that, most .oun: ·II in 
portal deal with a pcci ic i . uc nl , uch . r I ti n hip coun ctliua r car ·er 
coun elling; but n er both c arc t in 1 t build a oun .ellin 1 port 11 \ hi h 
deals with academic, career and r lati 11 hip uusciliu r 
serving any student fr m ur unt re iardless of" hi h uni nsit or a ad mi · 
instituti n he/ he i rn 
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Chapter J - Introduction COJmselling Portal 
• To make the process of counselling easier, fa ter, cheaper and more effective. 
This objective is probably the result of the limitations that traditional face-to-face 
counselling has imposed on us. Because this system provides onlinc ounscllin 1, 
counselees will not have to go through the cumber ome ways of reaching the 
counsellors. No longer wi11 they have to wait f r hour or even day to r I ti~ 
advice they need. Everything they need to know is at the tip of their fin zcr. his 
will certainly prove to be a lot easier and fast r. And bccau the scrvic 
provided here is free, users will only have t pay for their Internet onnecti n. 
The fact that this portal is run by professional people also helps to make the 
on line counselling process just as effective as the traditi nal one. 
• To fully utilize the trength of PHP 
When the Internet . tarted t achieve wid spread p pulari , the lumc 
request for informati n fr m web crver b ran t increa c tr mend 
p wcr f the Web re idc n t nly in er in r c nrcnt to user , but al in 
respcndin t to request from u er and en ratin ' b page ' ith d narni 
content. It became evident that the dea e f interacti it tween the u rand the 
server w uld be crucial. Whil iher Ian uau can p rf nn thi fun non as v ell, 
PHP was writ en . pccifically f r intcractin r with the Web. s v e arc t in 1 to 
build a highly interacti c un: ell inu p rial. u ing Pi IP t im] lorn ·111 it pr .d l 
be the best choice. 
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Chapter J - Introduction Counselling Portal 
• To build an elegant portal with good interface and ite de ign 
Most of the counselling websites we came across are more content-oriented rather 
than presentation-oriented. They tend to put more emphasis on the message they 
are trying to convey without putting too much ef ort on the interface and it 
design. The system we are going to build will place c nrent and pre cniation at 
the same level. We will try to abide to go d web design practices in our portal: 
using virtually pleasing colours and intere ring yet relevant graphics, limiting th 
number of animation and multimedia clement , avoiding overly Ion tc t, 
enforcing consistent layout on every page to ease navigation, and last but not lea l 
keeping the simplicity and elegance of our portal. 
• To build a gateway to a warehou e of information 
To understand this bjcctivc, we'll hav t trace bac t the d fiuiti n o portal, 
Becau e thi website i a p rtal not just a c mm n w b it' , it will pr vidc th 
user with a carch engine, u c ul link , re urce , new. and arti le , and many 
other exciting eature and functi n uch a hat, nun, quiz c .. dl a k, 
Frequently A ked ue tion and dir t -rnailing. hi will certain! b a hu ae 
s urce of information t the u r And will pr to e ben ' I ial in the I nr 1 un. 
• To maximize human ipital in pro idin , informntlen 
This system aim t pr idc •fli ti s lt111 n and infonnatr n v 1th less hum 111 
luti n and infc rmation int a cl tubas •. When · er th ·r • is 
a need to acce th inf nnauon, u rs nl ha · I( 1 In • • th •111 b 11 in 1 th ·11 
ke. word r th u rh th ltnl-. · a a1l ihl · 
7 
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Chapter J - Iniroduction Counselling Portal 
• To provide individuals with good advi e and direction wbil motivating 
them to lead a positive thinking 
This objective is closely related to the functi n f c in ell in, per . R .callinu 
the definition of counselling, it is a process of identifying the c unselec ' 
problems, finding out alternative. of solvin their prohl m., point in . 111 advi 
and direction on which path i the be t t tak , and t aching th m m r • h Ip ul 
information and solutions only fr m trusted and r liable s urce so that 
counselees will he able to make a sound decision and rhu: making them feel rood 
about themselve . 
• To help overcome the shortage of prof . sinnal count llor. in our nuntry 
c untry. In nivcr ity Malaya it self there i only ne ·i11 rle un sello in ch, r Jc 
in the whole of Pu at imbin zan dan Kaun ling. hu , th tnr 1ct of thi tern 
is to overcome thi problem of h rta ie m re 1c1 ntly. illu trate, thi st im 
will "II w authorized conn. ell r. to in. rt their . oluti n. and advice into the 
database. 111ey can al .o zivc coun elliou r v ice ut their thou ,ht and p1111 ns 
throu e-mail, chat r rum. uld p t ml 
operate with much ewer c un: needed in th· traditi 1111 fac ·-t - 
face coun elling. 
• To safeguard r pri a '· 
The u f l riu and p rd 'i ·t rn Ill this I 1111 \ 111 II 'Siii ' thl lhl\( lute 
'111 ti n u t r · un 1 'l'I\ llll diets I 1 ti l h1 cl kn\ \\h Sl f '11\<ltlil 
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problems they are listening to while counselees do n t have to know with whom 
they are sharing their innermost insecurities. 
A scope defines the boundaries of the project - what part of the syst m i t b 
studied, analysed, designed, constructed, implemented and ultimately improved. ope 
also defines tho e aspects of a ystem that are out ide f the pr jeer. In ur ca, c, we ha c 
1.4. I Product 
The product to be built is the un elling Portal, which ver the e three 
component : Academic un cllin and Relati n hip un ellin '· 
skills, study field , academic pr bl ms lvin , var ity inf and liege life midan e. 
111c ccond c mp ncnt, areer un ell in', d al v ith the topic· arcer 
plannin 1, dream career, re umc writing guideline int r icw tip and j b acanc Ii tin '· 
Meanwhile, Rclati n hip un: ell in deal· with the t ics f pcrplc in> 
problcr s, rela ion hip quizze , hi. /her . a , relati nship i, uc ', r ilationship h r . ope 
and goodies. 
My part of the j b i. de cl pm' the cad mi 11n, ell in , · m1 anent, ' 
throughout this report, ernpha i e ill e 11 n 11 thi f Id. 
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1.4.2 Target user 
The target user for all three components are local student from every academic 
background or statu . However, for my component, under zradna; s and univ ·r. it 
students will find it more appealing because the information and resource pr vid d her 
are better suited for them. 
1.4.3 Language used 
English is the medium u ed in thi portal. We have ch en thi Ian zua )C ccau 
it is the most widely used lingua franca and therefore underst od my mostly an b d 
The fact that mo t university cJur e and pr gram are taught in ngli h al c ntribut 
to this. ,ngli, h also proves to be m re user friendly. mNC manti ally pr ·ci. • and hn 
e pecially when y u are tryin t advise : m ne who is cm nonall de ·nd nt n u. 
e ides that, m t f the re ourcc hat we have found arc w iuen in I 'ngli h, 
it that way 1. inher ·ntly natural. 
1.4.4 Mutn functions 
here are ba. ically 13 ain functi n in thi: p rtal-t -b : The arc: 
a. 
Provide . earchin ~ apabilitic · or th ntir • p rtal, Th ·r · nrc f( 11r 
categoric o "at h n t llS I U ' 'I.' 
b, Main Menu 
Gi e th a ilit I the n nual u .er tc to th· m tin pH 1 ' lH m · • ul nut 
10 
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c. AskAkak Guides 
This is where all the self-help articles and information on academic, career 
and relation hip coun elling are . torcd, 
Allows the normal user to read all the article and di play them in print r- 
friendly mode. 
Informs the user how many time the information has been viewed. 
d. Total Hits 
cts a a page c unter whereby it tell the u er h w many tim th p rtal 
has been accessed. 
Di play the link t other intere ting and informative made-in-Mala ia 
web ite that are n t at all related t the ubj ct c un cllin z. 
f. Who's Online 
A omplex module that displa 
I. 1 he name r the late. t member 
II. The t ta! number fm mb r 
111. The total number f u er current I ing the portal 
JV. The numb r of vi. it rs n 1111al urr 11t I the 
p rtal 
v. re numb r member current! nee' 111 the 1 rtnl and their 
names. 
g. AskAkak upport 
Another ample m dul that pr i l · the link le all the ru ·111 (i utur · 
this p tnl 
11 
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t. Profile - displays the counsellors, administrators and system 
developers; the means of interacting with the e pe pie, and the 
mission and objective of the p rtal, 
11. Forum - provides the link to the forum of this portal. Basically, it 
is divided into three sections: Academic, ar er and Rclati n hip. 
ach of the e ection ha their wn m dcrat r , t pie and 
attribute (e.g who can po t replie and whether attachment an; 
allowed). 
111. ontact Us· enables vi itors and user to end e-mail to the 
administrators and coun ell at A k kak. m. Thi i the be t 
method to make app intments with c un ·ell r or a k them f r 
advice. Th e wh wi h to d thi mu t ha e thei wn P P 
email a c unt. 
rv. ·cedback - enable end their fc db k n the 
website rep Tl r ken link and t p err r , and end mment: 
and ug re tion 11 the web ire. 
v. hat enable the use hat n a r al time ba is. ho e wh 
wish to d thi mu t ha ·their wn 11i name, thus nl rn m crs 
arc all wed t hat 
VI. A 
this p nal h uld cl • initel he this ut. This flan ·11 11 
Frequent! ed ntaiu: all 11 11' ·d to 
tlu we 'tt wh arc 11 • r •at r:, wit 11 11 • th· 
'id ·. h w to u · 
l. 
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With this module, users are able to cast their vote on the featured survey 
and give additional comments on that particular topic. 
Users can also take a look at the entire re ult of the poll a bar graph will 
be displayed to show the statistics. 
Users can also vote on other polls not featured in the main pa re. 
i. Create new account 
Those user who wish to become a part of A kAkak. om c mmuniry can 
fill in the form and enjoy the privilege . 
The ame person may not become a member twice this ystern check for 
similar e-mail and u emame ) 
pon regi trati n, the u er will be given their temp rary pa w rd which 
generated by the y rem) and the will be a kcd t change that pa w rd 
increase ecurity. 
J. Top 10 .Jobs 
cr j b in thc j b indust . 
k. Perplex ·c.J 
Display the link t the m t perple ing pr blem a tudent c uld face 
a c mpilcd by ur relati n hip un II r. 
I. Sources 
isplay the link t the v ·b page that hn c bee m · · ur f r the 
information in thi p mil. 
m. Study Tip 
Di pla the b ·t tip u h \ to ·tud • m ire 1fli · ti ·I H'l mpil · I h 
our a d mi uns •11 I 
I. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction Counselling Portal 
At a glance, this counselling portal that we are going to build may eem c mm n 
and nothing out of the ordinary. But indeed, on closer inspccti 11, our sy. tern d cs 
possess some outstanding qualities that clarify its importance and significance c rnparcd 
to all the other existing online counselling y tern . 
First is the fact that it is a portal. M t coun clling web it mer ly pr vide nlin 
counselling and self-help articles but that is basically it. We arc trying to build ' cb ire 
that aims to be a "doorway" to the World-Wide Web, conveniently ff ring a arch 
engine and link to u eful and interesting page . We will al pr vide new and r lat d 
activities to keep our u ers well informed. nd if that i n n ugh, we will al add 
exciting features such as user poll, forum, chat room and que ti n ubmi ·i 11 capa ilitie 
where the user can send their rnind-b ggling questions traight t the c un ell r . And 
becau e all thi i provid d fr. , 11. er ar r qulr d t r aist r fir. t in ord r to full utilize 
ur excitin functions, All thi i d ne in the h p that u r · will make thi · itc th ir 
default home page or at lea t vi it it Ilen. 
Sec nd i the fact that thi portal attempt erve the lal: ' ian . tudcnt 
ornrmmity As w • will ee in the n t hapter, mo t un llin web ite ar er at ·d b 
ver eas' univer itie f r he particular u c f th ir wn tud l 
in ormau n given may n t be applicable t tudcnt 
there is yet a I cal uni ver ity that h put up a n r it . uudent t 
possible while electing nl r the e t arid 1 rel • uni t ic · ir ' issu · · ' ill Im • 
to be personall ente am ' the u11: ti is. 
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Chapter 1 - introduction Counselling Portal 
Finally, the fact that this portal is using PHP is by itself a major breakthrough. 
PHP offers a simple and universal solution for easy-to-program dynamic We page . The 
intuitive interface a11ows programmers to embed PHP c mmands ri zht in the I ITML 
page. PHP's syntax is similar to that of and Perl, making it easy to learn f ran n 
with basic programming skills. Its elegant design makes PHP significantly ca. ior and 
faster to maintain and update than comparable script in titer langua re . hon 
development time means fewer programmers are needed to cust mize luti n. and add 
new services. In today's market, when it is difficult t find programming staff, and Web 
applications need to be updated rapidly, hon development time is the key to ta ing 
competitive. 
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1. 6.1 Hardware 
These following hardware are essential for the deve ment o y n rt.!· 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
~ VG.A. Colour Meritor 
).- Multimedia Keyboard 
~ Mouse 
Printer 
>-- Scanner 
~ Processor 'Intel Pentium 3 which consists of 73' t\11-! of pr 
).- !28M Rando . cce 
,.. Windows 98 and/ r Windows XP 
>-- igital amen 
,._ , uventi na! amera 
1.6.2 Software 
S flw rt. ti at will be used in the system development i 
r Pl !l compiler 
r Pl !PMyJ'.dmi., 
,;t' Macrorncdia i.Jrcnmv.\ .. vcr •• L 
Adobe Photo ... hon 7.0 
).> Adobe Illustrator I 0.0 
~ M_, SQL 3 _ 
~ it I ~ 
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The project schedule is developed to manage the time and res urce all cari n f r 
the tasks that need to be accomplished. Jt is developed with a clear undcrsrandin 1 f th· 
required tasks, task duration and task prerequisites. The table bcl w Ii ts tho a tivitie 
undertaken to complete the first phase of this thesis and the start date and fini h date 
each activity. 
Activity tart Date 
l. Thesis title selection 
2. Preliminary Investigation 
3. Questionnaire administering 
4. Fact finding and data collection 
5. Introduction 
Literature Review 
18/ /2002 
20/3/2002 
25/3/2002 
26/3/2002 
1/3/2002 
7/4/2002 
y tern De ign 
Viva I 
I 0. Viva pre entauon 
11 ompletrng Report nnd d com nt ti n 
12 Report submit ion 
Learning th · tool 
rcanng the design template 
15. oding and unu t ting 
I I 11 tcs rut1 n te tin 
17. Debugging and efirung 
ystem testing 
11/4/2002 
I I 120 2 
I I 12002 
20/4/2002 
I 12 ... 
19. Acceptance te ting 
20. 
21. Viva Preparation 
22. Vi al 
23. Completing final re rt 
Finish Date Duration (day ) 
T bl 1 .. 1 :Sch ul f Act vlt 
I? 
I I 120 2 
_4/ /2002 
29/ /2002 
I 12002 
12/ /2 02 
18/4/2002 
20/4/2002 
I I 12 - 
2 
)/ /2 2 
/5/2002 
1/8/_Q - 
8112120 - 
2 I 1.002 
1</'1.00 
2 
5 
5 
12 
7 
6 
s 
22 
17 
11 
7 
7 
11 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction Counselling Portal 
The system that I am about to develop is called ounselling Portal. The roal f 
this system is to provide online counselling, advice and directions to Malay ian student 
in the fields of academic, career and relation hip. This ystem will be built u ing the most 
popular technology on the Web -PHP. 
This project serves many purpose and objectives. nc f the main rca on is t 
provide individuals with good advice and directi ns while motivating them to lead a 
positive thinking.Apart from that, this project aims t vcrc me the limitation of 
traditional face-to-face counselling while impr ving the weakne e and deficienci f 
existing coun elling web ite . rt al o attempt l make the pr c f c u11 ell in , ea ier, 
faster cheaper and more effective. Technol gy bemu them tivat r, thi · s ·t in intend· 
to harnes the power of PHP. 
Bey nd that, thi ·y tern ai111 • t bee me an le rant p rta! with } d int ·r ac an 
site design while creating a gateway to a warehou c f inforrnati n. B th · nd f thi 
pr ject, this system hope t help overcome the sh rtage f pro cs ion al c un ·II r · in 
our country and maximize the human capital in pr vidin informati n. a l but n t lea ·t, 
this counselling portal intend rs priva b maintainin , th ir t tat 
anonymity. 
There will be four c n iderati ns in m projc ·t scope. Fir ·t i · the pr duct scope. 
We are going to build a coun elling p nal ' hich con sist · f the· · thrc mp n 'Ills· 
academic, career and relation hip and th ref r • ' e will 11 t tra int 
Second is the target user and a. J Im • m ·111j n id b · or· lhi: P ital 1 • f ·11. ·d n I 11 
students. Therefor , th infonn t1 n aud r -; 
·nitabl and ap licnhl fi r them 111 •• ·1md. th· Im 'll IP th ll 1. f inf to l • usi.:d 111 tlu 
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Chapter J - Introduction Counselling Portal 
portal is English. Thus, we will not try to use other languages, although we may insert 
one or two Malaysia expression or exclamations just to make the site more interesting. 
Finally, we are going to include thirteen main functi ns in ur portal: Sctirch, Main 
Menu, AskAkak Guides, Total Hit , Links, Who's Online, AskAkak . upport, . urv y, 
Create New Account, Top 10 Jobs, Perplexed, Source and rudy Tips. 
The strength and significance of thi project lies in the fact that it is a portal. 
Besides that, it tries to cater every Malaysian tudent regard le of background. ·inally, it 
use PHP as it web development techn logy, which methin r frc hin r and i 
considered a notable attempt by the students of M. 
The technology that will be used to develop thi coun clling p rtal is PHP. 1 h · 
main tool that i going to be u ed to imp! ment this project i Macromedia reamwca er 
MX. Thi i the latest and mo. I powerful edition fill\ kind. ther . flwar ' Sil ·h a 
Adobe Phot h p 7 and lllu trat r I 0, will be u cl t er ate the inter acc. Pl IPM drnin 
and My 3 .2.3 will be used to create the databa c for thi · portal, 
0 
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c Introduction to Literature Review 
o Literature Review of My Project 
a literature Review 011 Tools 
u Summary 
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2.1.1 What is a literature review? 
A literature review is an evaluative report f inf rmation found in the literarur 
related to my selected area of study. Thi review should de cribc, summarize, valuat 
and clarify this literature. It should give a theoretical base for the re carch and help me 
determine the nature of my research. W rk , which are irrelevant, are di ardcd whil 
those, which are peripheral, would be looked at critically. 
literature review is more than the carob f r information, and b nd being 
a descriptive annotated bibliography. II work included in the review arc read, evaluated 
and analy ed (a I would do f ran annotated bibli ,raph , but relati 11 hip bctw ien the 
literatures are al o identified and articulated, in rel a ti n to rny field of research. 
"In writing th, literature r iew, the purpose id to convey 
to the r oder what know/ 1dge and tde .1.\· ha ' be tn 
tstahllshed on a topic, and what th 11r strengths and 
weaknesses are. The literature r? lew must he defined b a 
guidln~ con .ept (e.g. our res tar .h objective, th 1 problem 
or issue you cir, discussing. or your urg11111 tntatt • th ssis). 
JI is not JUST a descnpti e list of the mat tnal '.I atlabl ·, or a 
set of summaries," 
2.1.2 Wiiy <lo a literature r tvie · 
crucial lem nt r all r · ·e·u .h d 11 ·c i th · r · 1 1v of 1 ·le mt litu11!t11 · '< 
important L thi j1ll:'iCll1~ u {)I I I 11h:1.·11'l'tf'I11111t I ·ll-111 ·111 
1 \ · ird m 1 t l H u111 ·1 
. I 
ti I ll llll"I j' I 
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spending time and effort on a review of the literature before embarking on a research 
project. These reasons include: 
• To identify gaps in the literature 
• To avoid reinventing the wheel (at the very lea t thi will save time and it can stop 
you from making the same mistakes as others) 
• To carry on from where others have already reached reviewing th iclo all w 
you to build on the latfonn of existing knowledge and idea ) 
• To identify other people working in the ame fields a r earcher network i a 
valuable re ource) 
• To increase your breadth of knowledge in your ubject area 
• To identify erninal w rk in your area 
• To provide intellectual c nte t for y ur own wor , cnablin u to iti 11 y ur 
projc t rclativ to th r work 
• T idcnti fy ppo ing view 
• To demonstrate that y u can acce previ u work in ur ar a 
• To idcnti informati n and idea that ma be relevant t ur proje t 
• To identify method that c uld be rele ant to our pr ~ 
As far a, the literature review pr cc , al or tudcnts is t 
c mplcte their review in the all ated tim and t en ur th an maintain curr n m 
their field of study for the durati n of'their rc car hf rue, I O] 
There ar three Th· 11 ' 
and iuth '" As fnr " hs11 ·:, I ' 11 • 11hl • It f111d 1d ·q11111 • 
i11loi m itiou to us i. t ru · 111 irr m • ut m • t rh · · \ ·I . ill': 111 .lud · · 111m1111it 
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portals, general counselling websites and academic counselling hornepages. I was also 
able to find a generous amount of information about PHP fr m the Internet. This may be 
due to the fact that PHP is an open source technology that is supported by a laru 
community of users and developers. This means that developers have all the accc .. to the 
software's source code and free distribution right . 
However, I couldn't find many b ok on academic coun elling, a Ith 11 th there i a 
book on study skiJls in my keeping. Book n PHP and Photo h p arc aplenty, and it' 
just a matter of selecting the best and mo t comprehensive nc . Bulletin. and p ri dicals 
are a good source of information on academic counselling, albeit the fact that I could n 
find many which are relevant. 
f r tool , l wa not able to do much review. hi i duet the fact that I ill 
only be using commercialized t me nc that I 
have used bef re to do my pa t pr 0e t . 'h are Macr m dia rcarnw a er I , d be 
Photo h p and lllu irator, and My L. 
2.2. I Literature Review 011 Books 
I hoto not 
available 
How To Get Good Grades and Still Keep Your Reput tlon 
As A Cool Person 
Author: Kris Bearss 
Publisher: Wrox Press 
Which practically tells u that the merits 'h uld b 111 re tar icted to hi ih s h )C I 
students. Howe er the author tried makm • th inform uion a· 1c11 •nil n · pc, sihl o rt 
would be suitable 5 r lleg read in 1 t The l < k till • 1: a littl • qurr , l ut r lind th 
stud tip and t hniqu · rm id ·d v .rv 11 • •lii! and 1t 1·111 ' orks: I ·11 f'111 I 1111" If' 
.. \ 
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referring to this book now and then. This book wilJ be my constant guidance in providing 
information about study skills. 
Beginning PHP4 
Author(s) Chris Ullman, Jon Blank, Wankyu Chol, 
Ganesh Prasad, Allan James Kent, Chris Lea 
Publisher: Wrox Press 
For someone who doesn't know a thing about PHP, this is the book I could count 
on! This book is aimed for developers who have very little experience with web 
programming and are looking to move over to PHP. Jn a glance, this book provides me 
with a step-by-step introduction to the latest version of PHP, with plenty of worked 
examples that has helped me to gain a deep understanding of what PHP is all about, and 
how I can harness it to build powerful web applications. 
There are 17 chapter altogether, with topics covered such as introduction to HP, 
writing PHP programs, getting data from the client, decision making, working with the 
client, complex data, PHP database connectivity, retrieving data fr m MySQL, 
manipulating data in MySQL, XML and generating graphics. There are also u cful 
maintenance topics such as debugging, error handling and optimization. 
AJJ in all. I find this book helpful in getting a imple gra p on what PHP i , what it 
docs, and how it can be used. However, this book only expose me to the core aspect of 
PHP. Moreover, this book does not explain how to creat more c mplex feature' like 
forum, chat, mailing lists or polls. 
•• 
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Dreamweaver MX : PHP Web Development 
Publisher: Sams Publishing 
With this book, I could kill two birds with one stone. I can learn how to use 
Dreamweaver MX to create dynamic PHP pages. Therefore, I didn't need to buy separate 
books to learn PHP and Dreamweaver MX. This book contains all I need to know about 
both technologies and how they work together. 
Having used the previous version of Dreamweaver for making static pages, 1 was 
keen to try out Dreamweaver MX's capability for making PHP sites. This book gave me 
aJI the info I needed to get going. While it doesn't have a cornprehen ivc language 
reference section, by the end of the book I was able to build my own dynamic PHP sites. I 
really liked the hotel reservation model that was built up in the book - very helpful to gain 
tips about how to use Dreamweaver to build real life projects. 
When I used the Dreamweaver PHP tutorials, the sample files ended up throwing 
exceptions, and I wasn't able to finish the examples. In addition, the instructions and 
backup material on the Drcamweaver help pages were pretty sketchy. This volume, 
however, fills in a11 the blanks. 
Dreamweaver users will find enough PHP info t round ut the included cripts, 
and newcomers to MySQL and PHP will get all the inti rmation they need to find and 
properly install the files and server on their local system . he h tel re orvati n model 
works welJ, is well planned to intr duce r ader lo the . oflw 1r nnd the und 'rl in, 
PHP/MySQL code and p due a ery nic ·pr duct. The uuh r · huv don 1 ni job in 
anticipatin th rt f to ·ithc1 PllP. 
1)1 'Otnwc11v 'r mi tht h we. 1 1 • unp rt mtl , th b k delivers 011 ils p1< mi to I nch th 
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power ofDreamweaver to produce PHP/MySQL sites easily. 
Adobe® Photoshop® 6.0 Web Design 
Author: Michael Baumgardt 
Publisher: Adobe Press 
As we are trying to build a visually competent website, we had to emphasize more 
on creating and editing graphics and images. That is why we had to refer to a few books 
on Photoshop - to gain a more thorough understanding of web designing. Even other 
applications like Flash 5.0 requires a basic, if not advanced understanding of graphics and 
images. This book offers a thoughtful and image-packed look at using Photoshop to 
design for the Web. 
The first of four sections gives an overview of Web basic --how all the elements 
work and what the main issues are (e.g., browser problems; web palettes; the differences 
between image formats like GI s, JPEGs, and PNGs). The second section covers the 
basics of Photoshop with a focus on creating web content (for example, fixing digital 
photos for Web display or making smooth GIF animations). The third section detail 
optimizing image size . The last section deals with basic olive t ol --fitting the piece 
together to create web pages. 
This book is flexible in that it attempt to cat r nil level · f render : b · inner , 
intermediate and experts alike. Its content is also compact conci c and accurut . 
However, this book only discusse · i · u · generally and d e m't r ·ally • how th· tpc ·Hie 
steps of er ating a articular im 11 • 1 1 o cl sour c ( 
inform tion f rm . I d h · s rn Iundam ntal backgroun I in web desi nm1 . 
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Design Essentials: Professional Studio Techniques 
using Adobe® Photoshop® and Adobe® Illu trator® 
Author : Luanne Seymour Cohen 
Publisher: Adobe Press 
Ever since I became a computer science student, this book has become my 
companion in designing graphics and images. This book is intended for intermediate 
users who have already had experience of using Photoshop and Illustrator and their 
elements. Basically, this book is divided into six chapters, organized from the very basics 
to the more advanced tasks. They are drawing, painting, patterns and textures, text effects, 
special effects and web techniques. 
Although the final chapter contains the most related topics to my thesis, all the 
other topics are very useful too. This book contains countless recipes and cndle s 
variations of creating superb graphics. Some of the explanations arc a little sparse but it 
actually opens the program up for exploration. It even opened my eyes into creating great 
graphics that J have never thought of before. I would definitely put the techniques 
recommended here into good use in my portal-to-be. 
2.2.2 Literature Review on Websites 
There arc three types of websites which r am going to present in this section. They 
are community portals, general counselling websites and academic coun ellin 1 web it . 
The following examples are relatively the be t and mo l relevant websites I c uld find on 
the Internet. It is crucial for me to display a visual snapshot of how the w b ·ite look like 
in order for me to compare and contrast each ne of them. l will also p ovide th • pro, und 
cons of each of the we ite that I c uld f nu lb ISi. or h w my portnl lu uld he 
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the end oftbis section, a conclusion table will also be presented to give an overall idea of 
how these websites fared and what their strengths and weaknesses are. 
2.2.2.1 Community portals 
[1] Sifoo.com - Sumber Grafik I Multimedia Malay la 
www.sjfoo.com 
A.a.'b•-<ont~---"•n ..,._.....,....,"'., ... ¥•t'91 t.••u ,.h•W•h•.- ttv4•h P'-'n dil•"'••""•n• t'JO• ~ 
~nt\Jk m•no,..t-•hvl fJ•"-'b .. h•n terh•,,_, di d•l•m Phntrt•h(>f' ?. I 
•'•"*"•-*•n1 "-• •d• •tfoorl•f'¥• v•rto b*""""'"•' untuk m•n•mb•h dutt- pok•t. •••• r\"\a•U'k 
t~.61"19•'"' ~' •-tA•P hel'I 4.•rtJ•t.#•t k•t1•"'k•rf• lltn.•1410\A dt\.aw•ti..ftn, ••QI V•fl• b•,tTllne\ 
tJntwk. N'°'•f'l•w•rk.•n 1'•11• ••l•h M•l"fohuburttJl "'•"'""""'•• •"• 
........ " ...... ....... ·~·..,...·····- "-•' tt ......... ~ .... -~~· .--.--.. . 
I ""'~'"- 
Fig. 2-1 : Homepage of Slfoo.com - Sumber Graflk / Multlmedl y la 
This portal is basically targeted at the local graphic artist ' community. It feature 
... 
n.tt.a.r: ••b•O•l •hh Wtfoa,ctU"f'll 
~·~• k•t.• l•lwa1,1 .Ulk JUDJ.t 
..................... ·- ""'rl"'" \II• ••r1•V• qtrp i-.w•• O• • """' :l'tllll1. ...... • ........ 7 .. " ... ......... . A.f1i-• 1'••• M-...•, t•WT'C1 KL. 
.-.f')ur•ti jlt.M• •Ji1t~fb1t!Oft •I'll" •ti.• 
t(lfk ..... yn\..ik 6..•'"•'tt"9•f'I l•n,tu\1 
~•1•mMh1 .. •·•tDJlU& ..... 
.. ,.~ 
h(IW{ ... 
.ft..t4"4.tlif ..... ,.,, . 
too_. ••••~ 
~-~ht:>t• 
JJI ... 
•••·h ., .... _ .......... ,.,"""' 
I>..._,..,_ 
A.,tl•....,... .. ~t&c• 
...... , ........... '"*' .4j,. ......... 
':.~~~I~.:. ;';',:~: .. 
m•llP'\•t •ttiiPtt YO terpWh, 
Iii~•~ "•P•\.k•n n•eJ•l•h J••irt• tn••rn•t M•• •••""• •1 ······"'' 
I 1 
.:::J 
articles, techniques and tutorials on Photoshop, lllustrator, Flash and Dreamweavcr the 
most popular tools in the web de igning indu try today. There i · also a fornm where 
designers and students alike can discuss issue related to web de 1 un t or web 
development. This portal has become a great in piration for me in de ignin my futur 
system. Most of our web designing c ncept md I tyouts ire om to bu bnscd on tl1i. 
portal. 
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Pros: 
• As this is the only local graphic artists' community portal, the graphics are also 
exceptionally brilliant 
• Good layout and superb site design 
• Good organization and categorization of information 
• Fast downloading times despite the huge amount of graphics 
• Compact and concise information. There is a good balance of graphics and text 
• Information provided is always updated. Even the starting page is changed every 
month - very good web gardening 
• Every page is consistent, thus aiding navigation 
• Very technologically competent- uses PHP as its web development technology 
• Uses Bahasa Melayu as its entire medium - a refreshing and plausible attempt 
• Gave everybody (including me) a pretty good idea of how a portal hould be 
Cons: 
• No search engine is provided although this is a crucial element to a portal 
• The language used may create a barrier for those who couldn't understand BM 
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[2] Xfresh: By Teens For Teens 
http; //www.xfresh.com 
........,. t. K,.....,.._ • U••,n•m•r 
..... w .. h•41 •fill4'1 Me•••••,. 
•"•"' •1i1t •n IS/'412002 
1 t1l•1:ae A"4• "T• •II•••••-._ 
Men Telit,,lk J• .-h~d•"'U •' 
9T'.,,,.,., .. J rnl._• u •flt •• t.11• 
'-'••• i~ wh "' ev•t y•lil •t• 4•1~t 
rttht "•w ...... w. •t• .,._., ..,. •t• 
i.inl ... , .. 
•f".••·" <>utt 
Pros: 
• Provides dynamic content as it uses Active Seiver Pages (ASP) as its web 
development technology 
• Very cute and fun interface - refreshingly appealing for teenagers 
• 'omplete with all the functions that a portal should have member login and 
registration, forum and discussion board, notes and shout outs, downloadablcs, 
chat room, news and events and even contests 
• Provides a section called lingua francs wher u an 'Ulnmt th rr article in 
Bahasa Melayu and read other article in BM to 
• Superb organization and catcg rization of infm nnti m users ~ Ill find it vc 
() 
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Cons: 
• Takes a frustratingly long time to download 
• Colour coordination is not very intelligent and may make the page not very 
visually pleasing to some people 
• No search engine is provided although this is a crucial element to a portal 
• As this is a teen portal, emphasis should be given on academic and education 
rather than entertainment 
2.2.2.2 General counselling websites 
[3] Counselling Online (Singapore) 
btto; //www.counselliog.org.sg 
I t11hl••• ('ltllllllHU ,. , ~ f'Vflf 'u••·•· t Mftlnl , ~ 
Pros: 
• Uses interesting flash animation in it· ·t irt page and pr vide: u: ers with Ile Hit 
fwhcth rt or s ip it 
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• Presents the user with an agreement section afterwards that asks the user to 
undisclose the information given out by the counse1lors 
• Includes very useful links and functions such as bulletin board, feedback, Jetter 
from youth, games, news and frequently asked questions 
• Caters a wide field of audience and addresses numerous social issues 
• Simple layout is visually pleasing especially for new visitors. 
Cons: 
• Uses black colour as its background - not very suitable for an organization that 
tries to counsel and motivate people 
• The colour scheme used is not too impressive. The orange is too bright and 
doesn't go well with the other dark colours 
• Uses frames which can be very confusing for users. Bookmarking and printing 
would also be more difficult. 
• Certain pages contain overly long text which require user to scroll down 
endlessly 
• Images used are not very suitable and lacks the professional look and f el 
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( 4] University of Victoria Counselling Services Homepage 
http: //www.coun.uvjc.ca 
• .,,.~·~·· y ul Vu I Ufl•• - M• 
tltu•h torf 
Event:> oft" mont" 
Qtu1.hut 4< Agdllea Quus•• 
Ul>lvor•ily O(V IOil&JI mt p .. , 
Cor r C.o"' ""''0 
•I .:--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ ~~ 
Fig. 2-4 : Homepage of Unlver lty of Victorin Counselllng Service 
Pros: 
• Covers many different areas of counselling such as academic counselling, 
persona] counselling, career counselling and peer helping 
• Includes a simple and nice search engine 
• es fun and interesting graphics which would win the hearts of students 
• Simple layout aids navigation 
• Includes information about the web developer aJ n with their e-mail addrc 'SCS 
Cons: 
• Very few colours are used - make lh web itc lo very rin t and uninvitin ' 
• Too much text is u ed in su · quent pa es ma c the websi: I k dull on 
decreases vi it r inter t in r ading the m 1t rial 
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[SJ All About Counselling 
htto; //www.allaboutcounseling.com 
I I I 111111 
ra11eMenu 3 
discussions 
about us 
"""".....,,,..,. ....... 
PsychE<i 
Concep1's. :tnc. 
Medliwplorer 
TOP RATl!!D SITE 
~m;Z;;J 
4enythlng. m •••t of W•b Aw•rd 
EDITOR" CHOIC 
CAddlctlons.com <~ ................ __ ... 
cOPVl'l•1•11 alllltloutcoun 11 .. s.com 1uoo I 
_I 
Fig. 2-5 : Homep ge of All About Coun lllng 
Pros: 
• Includes a fast find site menu at its start page - greatly aids site navigation and 
sability 
• Uses simple layout and site design 
• Provides a huge amount of resources and information regarding counselling 
• Has a discussion room where users can choose a nickname and chat online 
• Includes a link for questions, comment and sugge tion 
Cons 
• Unsuitable colour scheme and unintere tin l 1rnphic · and ima 1e. mole the 'ite 
look dull and unintere ting 
• ml fo I 
• Th sul -mcnu i · t sm ill · ruprucd lt th in uu m mu it md 11\ 1kc, it 
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difficult for users to see 
• Uneven background colour - certain areas are covered in patterns while others are 
covered in white - not visually pleasing 
2.2.2.3 Academic Counselling Websites 
[6] Academic Enhancement Centre@ Concordia College 
http; //www.cord.edy/dept/aec 
""5l? .. I 
I 
Fig. 2-6 : Homepa~e of Academic Enhancement Centre @ Concord! College 
" ~ W• h•v• • vef'lety Of t't•• 
hHlrt"'IUtaA 011 epat11'1< t plr I 
H•r• ta •!lat nf avalt•bla titt 4 
Pros: 
• Very neat site layout with intelligent u e of g phics and picture 
• Very colourful yet visually pleasing 
• Good organization and categorization of information 
• Provides a search engine, faqs, and u eful information about the or zanizatiou 
• Very content-based - pr vide compl t ·t Cl mpnct and ·on ·i inform ti n on 
everything y u need t ut nc demic c un ·cllinJ wh u it ictu II , ' hut 
ar th rvi · · pr id d, 1 .ad mi I ued btc ·h111 • 111d 
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handouts, technology assistance and graduate school preparation 
• Gives a brief description on the purpose and objective of the site and the organization 
itself, and their working hours - very informative 
• Enforces consistency in each of its pages - increases navigation 
Cons: 
• Does not provide other interesting functions such as forum or chat 
• Some of the information supplied are generally applicable only to the students of this 
particular college 
( 7] CollegePrep 101 
http; //collegeprep.okstate.edu/ 
Ftg. 2-7: Homepage ot CollegoPrcp 101 
Pros: 
• Does its job remarkably in providing very u eful information ab ut colle e and h w 
to prepare for it 
• Divid s it inti rmat · n int c uc nc ·: Pr·-( olle t ·, t Coll· 
m ik · it e 1 icr for us xs t find \ h it th • u c I km[ I 1. 
3(> 
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• Although this website focuses on assisting college students, its content is very 
relevant to academic counselling and I find it as a constant source of information in 
my portal-to-be 
• Includes neat features such as log-in module, web counter and feedback 
• Provides indicators to articles or links that are most recently added 
• Very simple layout aids in site navigation 
• Even though there are a lot of text links, the use of the html <vlink> clause provides 
the user with an indication of which pages have been visited and which pages have 
not. This reduces confusion and aids navigation 
Cons: 
• Very little use of graphics or images - might make it Jess appealing to some users 
• Does not provide a search engine or links to other search engines might make it 
hard for new users to find a way out of this site 
• Excessive use of text links - makes the page look a bit crowded and more complex 
• Some of the information supplied may no be applicable to our local students 
• Does not provide news or current activities 
7 
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[8] Johns Hopkins University [Undergraduate Academic Advi Ing] 
htto;//www.jhu.edu/"'advisjog 
:Jt htlu1 .. lt••1tltil•"" thuv.-. .. o.,Uy I 11nll••t"(l1 nh1~1lfl'" Ar"'tl' 1111fl 
Undorgraduato 
Aondomtc 
Advt Ing 
fltllono. '' 10 H li:l l • 
F•Jt• 4'10 ,J( ~u-~O 
~I I •I I 
Fig. 2-8 : Homepage of Johns Hopkin Unlverelty [Uridergraduate Academic Advising] 
Pros: 
• 
Very simple yet neat layout - good balance of graphics and te t 
Uses dynamic rollovers for its links 
uses PHP as its web development technology - provides dynamic content and 
• 
• 
tcchnologicaJly competent 
• Provides indicators to links or article that ar nest recently added 
• Although this website is basically about academic dvi ing, it uppli , very useful 
and infonnative items regarding academic c ur1 ellin . Jt ha ec men uide fo me 
in organizing my counselling information. 
• Provides contact informau n of th 
Pr vides n ws and curr nt h Pl • ommun it 
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Cons: 
• Does not provide a search engine or links to other search engines - might make it 
hard for new users to find a way out of this site 
• Some of the pages are not very consistent- users might have to go back or forward to 
search for the information they are looking for 
• This website merely provides articles and self-help literatures. It does not provide 
users with interesting functions such as forum, chat, quiz or online counselling 
[9] MTU Academic Advising 
http;//www.admio.mtu.edu I dos/adyisjog 
Z)l•1ttf At onf• 11111 Atl.,,hnuJ ~1tt 10•11tl tulrtut•I f 
/\cadamlc advfc1ng la an a a nti I componem or M1cn1g n rachnol gt I Un IV r tty adu uon 
1 hf'l univf'lr tty rr'l .. lnt 1n ,. r.oml''"""" !V1' flfM •no !'mgr m th t 1 h ..rt nn n1111nunu 11rinnn,..,.. 
rvt .. uon hip "'mong waom . tli4'1r c; d•ff • d"' u1. rit.f ,,.J,1111 .. 11.1iv. •Mi;;•• 
Fig. 2-9 : Homepage of MTU Academic Advising 
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R l•t..• Ion 
Advl• r ... 
Pros: 
• Illustrates a very clear picture f what ac demic l<lvi m and how it rclat 
academic coun elling 
• Pre 11t u eful t pie· su h a· tud nt affair , cl 1 • r f isll 111 n I •111 nin1 1 •. Hll · \. 
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undergrad catalogue, advising goals and academic calendar. 
• Main menus are presented in two ways: First in the form of graphical link and 
second, as text links. This redundancy aids users in flipping through the pages 
• Uses the html <vlink> clause in its links. This provides users with an indication of 
which pages have been visited and which pages have not. This reduces confusion and 
aids navigation 
Cons: 
• Very plain graphic is used, making the site look dull and less interesting 
• Colour used is also very minimal and might make users less inclined to come again 
• Does not provide a search engine or links to other search engines 
• Lacks exciting features such as forum, chat and help 
• The fact that this is a static web page makes it less appealing than the other academic 
counselling websites 
• Lacks elegance and professional look and feel 
• Most of the information provided are applicable only to this particular university's 
students 
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[ 10] Counseling.com's Academic Bulletin Board 
htto: //www.counseling.com/ 
Coun llng. gm• Ot,.oll 'In Oun1'11 
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who would 11ac .. 1::0 dl•CU•• ,.•I •tlon•hlP•· Mo• of' 
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Pros: 
Fig. 2-10: Counseling.com' Academic Bulletin Board 
• Although this is just a bulletin section from the ounseling.con homepage, it 
gave a very good foundation in designing the forum module in my portal-to-be 
• The topics related are also very informative and closely related to the ystcm that 
we arc going to build. Issues on terrorism, students, relationships, depression and 
mental health arc directly linked to counselling 
• The layout of this discussion board is also very neat and easy to read and scan 
through. We plan to use the same layout in our forum 
• This discussion board u c the mm n ~lt sway lnterfa c Gl tcchn lo r • 
CGI pages are very speedy and ffici nt. 
• Overall this pa re i wond rfUII and ut tandin •I w ll-d '. ign d 
Co11s: 
• M onl mpl un i · th 1t m ire t pie mid h 1 b • •n idd I 111 l tli. ·uss · l 
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2.2.3 Literature Review of Tools 
Before I proceed with the comparison of the tools reviewed, r will discuss the meaning of 
Web Authoring System. 
2.2.3.J What is a Web Authoring System? 
A web authoring system is a program which has pre-programmed clements for the 
development of multimedia web-based systems. Web authoring systems vary widely in 
orientation, capabilities and learning curve. Whether we realize it or n t, authorin 1 i 
actua11y just a speeded up form of programming. We do not need to know the intricacies 
of a programming language, or worse, and API, but we do need t under tand h w 
programs work. 
Advantage of authoring tool include: 
./ Ability to do fa t prot typing 
./ ase of expanding the prot type to a full web ba cd s stem 
./ Ea c of u c 
../ Built-in multimedia capabilitie 
./ Less need for programming experti e 
n the other hand, the dL advantage include: 
./ Slow cxccuti n m time we do ha diflicultic i11 handlinu t man 
clements, especially if the pr cc . or, R an4 R i. not at hi rh p ecd and the 
disk storage is limited . 
./ Poor data handling - conflict happ n frequent in · 11 s Ilv are ors stern t I. 
Usua11y authoring l ol d e n tall ' built-in cl tal H · • All 1 1cs11l1, th l 1t 1 '" 
mixed up and diff ult t 1111 
II 
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2.2.3.2 Comparison of tools 
Tools ons Pros 
Macromedia 
Dream weaver 
MX 
Website 
editing tool 
Adobe 
• Lets users work in a single environment • The single intcgrat d 
• Provides groundbreaking creative options • Quite hard to learn especially 
and powerful tools for efficiently for th e with a weak 
to quickly create, build, and manage 
websites and Internet applications. 
• Provides powerful visual layout tools, 
rapid web application development and 
extensive code-editing support in one 
complete, 'ntegrated solution. 
• Provides comprehensive support for 
PHP, A P, JSP, ASP.N T & old Fusion 
publishing artwork on the Web, in print 
and everywhere else 
environment may be too 
c mplex and might int odu 
c nfu ion t beginners. 
• Although most functions ar 
pre-programmed, strong 
programming kills arc still 
required from user 
background of computer 
graphic 
11111 'lrator 10 • Pr duce superb W b graphics using • u1l hard to mas t ·1 b · u e 
Vector 
raphic 
editing tool 
Ado he 
Pbotoshop 7 
Image editing 
tool 
ymbols and innovative slicing option . 
• Let u r cxpl re r ativc ideas with Ii 
distortion tool 
• Enable speedy publi hing with d narruc 
graphic data-driven and 
productivity feature . 
• Helps users work more efficient! 
explore new crcati c 
othci 
it in ol e drawing skill 
• File can be imp rt d 
Phot . hop onl 
• Ve1y c pcnsi e 
prions, and • annot 
produce the highe t quaht irnag f r 
the Web 
• rcates exception I image with ··t 1 1 
access to file data, trearnhn cl ' b 
design, profc .. ion l-quulu 
retouching and m re 
• Quite easy to learn. v n for b @.11111 irs 
becau e of the '1 uull ' 1dtt1g mtcrfu • 
Datnb · 
MySQL 3.2.3 • Frc (with s m a' Jl 
• 1111 I 
1mag s 
• cl "lull ~'l.l\Ut ·I" 
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management • Fast, even when compared with atomicity, consistency, 
tool commercial systems isolation, and durability 
• Distributed • no embedded 
• Good connectivity with Perl, PHP and transacti n/rollback suppor! 
Java • no stored procedures (they 
• Large, active user groups (- 3 million minimize dot base acccsi 
users, including Yahoo, ensus Bureau) • no sub-select 
• Great documentation, in books and on- 
line 
Table .. -3: Comparison of the tools reviewed 
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A literature review is an evaluative report of information found in the literature 
related to a person's selected area of study. This review should describe, umrnarizc, 
evaluate and clarify this literature. It should give a theoretical base Ii r the research and 
help the author determine the nature of his/her research. A crucial clement fall research 
degrees is the review of relevant literature. There are four types of items that I ha e 
chosen to become my literature review. They arc books, online documentation, web itc 
and tools. 
Books reviewed include How To Get Good Grades and Still Keep Your 
R put at ion As A Cool Person by Kris Bcarss, B ginning Pf IP4 by Wr x' Pr gramrning 
Team, I r iamweaver MX : Pll!' Web I .v ilopm int by AM Publi hing, Ac/ob·@ 
Photoshop@6.0 W,'.Jb I sign by Michael Baumgardt and I •sign Hss nttols: h'<les.rnm(I/ 
Studio Techniqu 'S using Adob 1@ I hotoslwp@ and Ac/ob 1@ !llustrator@ b I uannc 
Seymour ohcn. 
There are I 0 different websites that r ha echo en to bee me my literature re iew. 
The e websites can be divided into 3 categories: ornmunit portal , general ouns .lling 
website and academic coun clling website . I ha c compared and ontra rted each f 
them and pointed out their pr s and con. in rder f r me t rcatc a foundation n h w 
my portal should be. These I 0 web itcs arc: 
1. Sifoo.corn - Sumber Grafik I Multimedia Mala ia 
2. Xfresh - 8 Teen F r Teen 
3. ouns llin nlin m 1apor 
l. ni rsit of Vi t ni i uns -lhn •: ·1v1 · 
·17 
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o Systen: Development Methodology 
o Information Gatbering Techniques 
CJ Requirements Analysts 
o Programming Language 
u System Requirements 
u A Peek al tile Technology 
-Pll P's Strengths a111/ Weaknesses 
o Hardware Requirements 
lJ Summary 
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For the development of thi coun elling p rtal, I have u ed the, oftwarc Engineering 
Life Cycle (SELC) methodology. The main reason I applied this meth d is because it allows 
me to modify my mistakes along the system development cycle. ther method logics d n t 
have this important stage in their model. 
S C model de cribe it pha e early in rd r fi r met dcv I p my y t 
Describing clear phases arc very important because these will be my guidance in order t 
succeed in developing my system. Beside that, inti rmati n tacking uld be redirected 
although it i impo ible to occur. It i very vital for me t make ure that all m w rk and 
effort ar alway in the right path. 
thcr than the advantages mentioned, the other fact that made me ·h 
it provides a clear interacti n with y tern user on what t d . /\II th need and de ire. of the 
s stem can be determined during the sy tern dcvcl prncnt's inf n . The re ult of m \ rk 
pro zress c uld be sh wn t th final u er fr m tit c t time that the , tcm-t -bc v ill 
always follow and fulfil their needs and re uircments. 
For the purp sc of illustr ti n, I will gi ' a bri f re i .w f thi m cth d log and 
provide you with a sh rt de cription f the pha: e in I ed in thi 1 d I. Simpl put, th •r • 
are 12 main pha e in thi mcth 
1. Software requirement 
Includes anal zing oftv are pr bl em at hand an I .on ludes om] I 'I sp • tft .ntron if 
the desired .ternal b hav i ur r th ")rt\\ :11 x -st 'Ill to I 1.,• uilt 
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Delivery Software .... Software system System ... ... .... production 
requirements test planning ... testing ... .... dcplo mcnt --. 
.H. 
'H 
Preliminary ... Integration test ~ lntcgrati n ...1111 Maint nan 
design ... planning ... testing and .... .... - - --. enhancement 
~L H. 
- 
~ 
Detailed r---. Unit test Unit .. 
design 1.- planning i--..,. tc ting 
'L a 
.... - 
1--- ~ ding 
I 
Fig. 3-1 : Software Engineering Life Cycle (SELC} Model 
2. Preliminary design 
l ccomposc the so tware y tern int it actual ar hit tural om oncnts. 'hen 
decomposes component int mailer and rnallcr ubc mpon ent until 
subcomponents located at the lea cs of the resulting design tr c arc small .nough. 
3. etailcd design 
Defines and document algorithms f r ca h module i11 the design tree that , ill be 
realized as code 
4. Coding 
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Transforms algorithms defined during the detailed design stage into a computer- 
understandable language. Usually performed by converting algorithm into high-level 
language and converting high-level language int machine language. 
5. Unit testing 
Checks each coded module for the presence of bug . It' purp scs is to ensure that 
each as-built module behaves according to it pecification defined during detailed 
design. 
6. Jnteb>iation te ting 
interconnect ets of previously tested module to en ur that the et behave a well 
as they did a independently tested module . 
7. 
heck that entire tware ystcm embedded in its actual hardware en ironrncnt 
behave ac ording to the sortwarc Requirement 'pc iii ation SR' 
8. reduction and de lo mcnt 
After final system tc ting, o twarc and it urr unding hardware bee me op rati nal 
9. Maintenance and enhancements 
Maintenance and enhancements procc c an; a tuall a rut! de clopmcnt life · I'. 
Assesses how the software s tern \ ill be te ncd for conform it t the ·nlh arc 
requirement 
l. fntegration test plannmg 
Generates and d um nt Ian and proc xlur .s t ·ti ·t an orderl 'i :t ·111 
inte ration. 
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2. Unit test planning 
Generates and documents plans and procedures to test each module independently 
and thoroughly. 
There are a few techniques that I used in gathering and collecting information form 
portal-to-be. This related information includes information about the oltwarc that arc g ing 
to be used for the development of the system, such as Macr media rcamwcavcr MX, 
Photoshop, Illu trator and My L. M re importantly, I have t car h for adc uatc 
information on PHP in order t utilize it effectively and efficiently. Be ide that, a good 
knowledge or academic counselling is a mu t ince my part r the portal is all about 
academic coun elling. he techniques u cd for inf rrnati n gathering in Jude: 
i. Discussion with my supervisor 
Early discussion i more t ward. the le hn log that I am about l u c for de cl p111g 
my portal. Initially, we were rec to ch can t pc of tcchn I g t irnpl merit our 
portal. Thal was why we h sc A P.N T a the l echnol g during the fir t tagc f 
ur project (WX :s 181 ). We th ught that we c uld gra .p and master this 
tcchn logy wi tfully during the implcmcrnati n .. tagc. 
Tlowcvcr, halfwa during the de .lopmcnt nagc c found that A: P.NET as 
too difficult to learn and n on uld offer us an iuidnn • for it ' as a v •1 n ' 
technology and wa till in it infancv an /\, P NET programmer " as 
this country. en in tailing the platf rm v us a pa111. Al '1 m11 h th u iht," 
to S\, it h t an 'O 1 .r an m ir •stat lish • I l · .hu lo 1 thut lws 1,11n • I '" I ·1 
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popularity - PHP. We consulted our supervisor about this problem, and Jucky for us, 
he agreed to let us use PHP. 
The first phase of the project involved discussions on creating the interface of 
the system, choosing the right information to be inserted in the system and solvinu 
problems that might creep up during analysis and design. 
The second phase was more to discussion on coding and debugging 
problems, choosing the right testing techniques, picking the right modules and using 
the right maintenance methods. 
ii. Internet Surfing 
urfing the f ntcrnet has been proved to be one of the best rncth ds f gathering and 
collecting information about m system. There i a plcth ra or information c ntaincd 
in the world wide we , it's ju. t a matter or collecting the ones most related to m 
field of study. Internet urfing is al o cry ca and a t method t colic t informati n 
everything you need t know is just a click av a . More vcr, there arc man form 
and varieties o knowledge a ailablc, and m t of them arc c u 'eful, accurate and 
up to date. 
There arc Ii ur type of inf nnation that I scar .hcd for .omprch .nsi ·l from 
the Internet. he arc: 
1. Information on Pl IP his in ludes sour ' codes, tips, tutorials, and ·o • 
debugging arti le Re ults are apl .ntv du to th' 1:1 ·t 1hnt Pl IP ix un 011.·11 
our tc .hn lo ' 
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ii. Information on the software that I am going to use - the software that J 
will be using is quite new to me (especially reamweaver MX) so I need 
to do a lot of learning through examples to get the job right. 
iii. Information on academic coun el ling and all the related topics it covers, o 
that I could come up with the correct and reliable facts in my portal-to-be. 
rv. Information on website designing so that I could come up with the best 
design - one that has good contents, interface, lay ut, na igation and 
peed. 
iii. Reference books 
PI IP is an established web technology, and this i evident thr ugh it idc pread use 
in the Internet. Therefore, it i not urpri ing that there arc man Pl IP bo k a ailable 
in the market. It has al o made it wa t our uni ct it , but finding the latest ersion 
of Pl IP (PllP 4) is uite di f icult. c: ide: that, 1 did a lot of bo reading on ' eb 
designing and study skills. 1 Iowe er, there arc cry few reference books n 
Macrornedia MX available, pr bably becau e it i a cry ncv son arc. 
Iv. Pa t Research 
he past research by , K M tudcnt: i one of rn main rcfcren .cs in de c101 ing m 
system. Numerous projects n onhne c uns illing and w 'l -bascd counscllinu s st ·m 
have been carried out s thi gi e me the ad antagc r getting some ideas n hov 
my portal is supp ed t e, h "' l ' c rk 11 u, h \. to start nu J • m1 I ·t • mv 
proposal report and h " t laun ·h 1 he I ., ik pmcut ) in IH 1 t ti I lus pa'11 1 • .., ·111 .h ts 
obtain d from th lo .umcntut« n I( (Ill or F:t ·ult I ol' ( '0111put I s 'll'llt'. lllld 
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Information Technology. References from different researches allow me to compare 
and obtain the information that is needed for my coun clling portal. 
v. Survey /Questionnaire 
In order for me to identify the user's need and de ire , a urvey ha been conducted. 
A questionnaire wa given out to 30 re pondents from di fTerent age group , 
professions and differer t academic status. he only similarity between them i that 
they have a computer backgr und or interest. uc tions that were a ked during thi 
survey are mainly about the Internet, general coun elling and academic c un elling. 
By doing thi , it helps me to capture some general and specif information on u er.' 
preference in my upcoming portal. 
vi. Interview 
o obtain a more reliable and accurate informati n in m academic un ·el ling 
portal, an interview ha been done with the lub mcmb 'rs or 'ck en aun cling 
and Kcrjaya, Univcrsiti Malaya. r hi inter icw wa d nc t get a better 
understanding on what academic c uns lling i all ab ut and what it offer . It as 
also carried out to get a bric insight on h ounsclling is a tuall done here in 
Universiti Malaya and how much the tudent arti ipatc and respond to it. 
I have also done an interviev with a fcv ch. ite design rs ( lu h happ ·ns to 
be my friends to get an id a f h ' tart de loping rn portal. I ' a, also abl to 
learn from them thee ential ae · in lvcd 111 bud 1ng an unpr '. s1 • anci r nnur ubl · 
website, and th ti and tn ~s of I s11111111'I'1s1111ll ·1111 ·1111 w •l sit· 
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vii. Informal discussion 
This is more towards general and unguided discussions with friends and project 
mates. Usua1Jy I will start the discussion by a king general questions about acadcmi 
counseiiing, PHP or website designing, with a goal in mind. If they w re to be off th 
track, I will try to redirect them. They are free to ay anything they w nt about the 
subject matter, so long as it doesn't stray away from the topic. y doing this, it allow. 
me to exchange and share ideas and opinion· with others. 
3.2.1 Survey 
urvey 1 an eff ctive way to brain information n y tern and u er requirement . A 
urvey form con i t o in 'ormatlon that i · needed by a s stem anal ·t I Igor 
Hawryszkicwy z, 19971. The survey firm was titled I\ adcrrnc oun clhng P rtal 
knowledge, n cd and haract ri ti . pc if all , thi u wa d n to: 
1. Identify to what dcgr c Malaysian full utili e the Internet and ar a arc of the 
mo ·t popular web technology- PHP 
11. Identify h w far Malay ian from different profe sion and a adcmi ba kground 
know about nlinc un clling and un zlling p nal 
iii. Determine whether the re p ndcnt a tuall eel the need oun clling and woul I 
ind an academic counselling portal u .eful to the: 
iv. Determine how the resp ndcnts s .c re the ·:1stmg · )ur1s ·ll111g w ·l s1t •s und 
whether the find them b nef ial r n t 
v. Identify the element that sh uld be in ilud id an or su .ss · in this s st ·ms 1 thut 
it sati fi ' the u 
This 1u ·st1011n 1i1 • hn: Cl w ·st• ms thnt a II\ id ·cl 11110 I 1111111: ·ctmn-;· 
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a. About You, where the questions are asked to know about the respondents' 
background- their age, sex, race, occupation, education level and whether they own a 
computer. This section consists of 7 clo ed que ti 11s. 
b. The Internet, where respondents are a ked about the frequency, purpose, and 
location of their Internet usage. They were also a ked whether they have heard o1 
PHP or have seen any PHP application . The final quc tions were asked to identif 
whether they find the Internet u eful or not. Thi ecti n c mpri c of I 0 lo ed 
que tion . 
c. General Counselling, where respondent are a .ked about their knowledge of and 
experience in counselling. There is al o a quc tion that idcntific whether the 
re pondent have been t any academic coun clling web ite . here are 7 I cd 
que tions in thi ecti n. 
d. Academic .ounsclling, which is further divided into 2 sub- section ·. Section A is for 
those re pendents who have been to any a ademic web it while ection B is for 
those who have not. r he quc ti n featured her arc m re c iii in th t it tric to 
capture what topic , function and element the u er would like to ee in m 
upcoming acadc ic website. The c que tions al o t to idcntif the wcakne sscs of 
existing academic portals and h w we uld irnpro them. here arc I 
open-ended qucsti n in thi. c ti n. 
Please re.fer tu Appendix A for u sample oftlns q11e.\'fUJllll<11rc•. 
3. 2.1.1 Sampling 
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The questionnaire administering went on for 5 days. It inv lved 30 respondents that 
consists of 3 groups/categories that were chosen randomly. They arc omputer ciencc/ IT 
students, students from other courses with computer I J background and non-stud .nrs with 
computer background or interests. The students are from my university, University o 
Malaya, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia and various other private colleges in the Klang 
Valley. Others are professionals working in a non-computer industry but have a keen intcrc t 
in the Internet and the World Wide Web. 
3.2.1.2 Survey Output and Analysis 
This survey ha· done its job well in providing me with a good understanding of the 
u er ' requirement . The r ult obtained arc quit conclusi c although th re are a few 
obscurities caused by the open-ended qu stion . For the purp c of illu tration, I ill di 'pla 
the output and brier analysis or the mo t relc ant que tion t m field r tudy. Thi i 
bl!(;CIU ·u this que .tionnairc con ·i 'ts of 40 que tion · and it ould be inappr priate to include 
all or them in this report. These are the 20 que lions that 1 ha e h en and further divided 
into categories: 
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Questions asked to eyerv respondent: 
1. Have you heard of the PBP technology and its advantages? 
Out of 30 people, 22% (9 respondents) have 
never heard of the PHP (Personal Homo Pages) 
technology or its advantages, while only 78% (21 
respondents) have beard of it. This may be due to 
the fact that PHP is an open source technology, 
thus much has been talked about it. 
2. Have you come across any websites made using PHP'! 
Out of 30 people, 22% (9 respondents) have 
never come across any PHP web pages, while 
only 78% (21 respondents) have seen one. This 
may be becsuse many of the most popular 
websites in Malaysia are using PHP as their 
technology. The fact that P P is very ca y to use 
and is open sourced may also contribute to the 
fact that it is very widely used. 
3. Do you know what counselling i and what it can do for you? 
28 respondents (96%) claim to know the meaning 
and functions of coun elling while 2 re p ndents 
(4%) are clue! f what counsellin really is. 1 
ha e no idea why thi is the ca e. Maybe it i just 
becau of ignoranc r maybe th y have other 
better thing· to think 1 out. 
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4. Have you had counselling of any kind before? 
65% out of 30 respondents have had some kind 
of counselling while 35% (JO respondents) have 
never had any kind of counselling. This may be 
due to the cause that counselling is not available 
at their institution or organization. Or maybe they 
prefer to solve their problems by themselves 
before turning to other parties for help. There is 
also a possibility that they did get some kind of 
counselling, without them realizing it. 
5. Do you think you might need any kind of counselling services in the near future? 
22 respondents (74%) thought that they might 
need some kind of counselling in the near future 
while the other 8 don't feel the same. ome 
people are sceptical about counselling because 
they think they arc better at handling their own 
problems. Others are totally into it because they 
know that counselling offers a lot of benefit and 
advantages. 
6. Do you know what a counselling portal is? 
Ou1 of 30 people, only 48% (14 re pondent ) 
know what a counselling portal is. Those who 
ar unsure of it may o so becau e they are 
confused with the term portal'. I to , was 
cluele: of' hnt p rtal i in th beginning. M t 
re pendents who knew what a coun elling 
poitnl i s, arc actu illy c mputer science tud nts. 
(0 
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7. In your opinion, which of these types of counselling should be included in a 
counselling portal? 
700/o 
• Femlly / Relatlonehlp 
Coun•elllng 
600/o C Career Counaelllng 
500/o Academic Couneelllng 
400/o 
0 Health Counaelllng 
300/o 
200/o 
Legel Matter• Counselllng 
100/o 0 Subatence Addiction 
Counselllng 
00/o C Flnandel Counaelllng 
Out of 30 people that I interviewed, 70% (21 respondents) thought that family/relationship 
counselling should be included in a counselling portal. 65% felt the same for career counselling 
and academic counseJling. 52% thought that health counselling should also be included while 
39% thought likewise for financial counselling. Legal matter counselling scored the 5111 place 
with only 30% vote while substance addiction counselling drew the least with 17%. Most people 
thought that family/relationship counselling should be included in the portal simply because of 
the perception that counselling means relationship counselling. Well, this is not very accurate. 
Upon the completion of this questionnaire, we decided that we should include the type of 
counselling with the most votes and that's how we end up with our scope. 
8. What type of information do you often seek for in the academic coun elling web ite? 
@ Which of these topics do you think should be included in an academic coun ellln 
website? 
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800/o 
700/o 
600/o 
500/o 
400/o 
300/o 
200/o 
• BHlc Study Skllle 
0 Guideline• and Info on 
c:our•e•/ program• 
Tip• for •coring xam• nd 
a .. lgnment• 
0 Solution• for fr qu ntly 
faced academic problem• 
Prepar tlon for college and 
unlver•lty 
OAcademlc .. l•tance 
OOther• 
Out of 30 people, a staggering 78% (23 respondents) thought that an academic counselling portal 
should include information about academic assistance such as scholarships and funds, tutoring 
and motivation seminars. 61 % thought that basic study skills, guidelines and info on courses and 
programs, academic problems and solutions should also be included in an academic coun elling 
portal. Tips for scoring exams and assignments scored the 51h place amongst the respondents with 
only 57%. More than half of the respondents (51 %) thought that preparation for college and 
university should not be included in an academic counselling website. One respondent even 
thought that sex education should also be included. Most people like tho academic assi tancc stuff 
because of the thought that it would made them richer. 
9. Do you face any academic related problems, difficultie or uncertaintie ? 
Out of 30 people, 22% (7 respondents) ha e 
never had any academic related problem , 
uncertaintie or difficultie whil a taggerin • 
78% (2 re pendents) ha . I don't find this large 
figure hard t beli f the work loud 
nd pre sure· th lt w under rad h 
(i . 
to fit c. 
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10. Have you ever been to an academic counselling homepage? 
Out of 30 people, 70% (21 respondents) have 
never been to an academic counselling 
homepage, while only 30% (9 respondents) have. 
Although this is quite a small figure, it is a good 
indication that the portal I am going to build will 
be beneficial to some students, if not all. 
11. Listed below are the attributes of an academic counselling website that we're going 
to build. Indicate bow you would like them displayed. 
300/o 
20°/o 
10°/o 
0°/o 
•Maximum CMedlum 
v 
Minimum CZero 
This question is a bit complicated to elaborate, so r will just explain the highest votes for each of 
the attributes. In terms of graphics, most respondents (43.5%) thought that it should be di played 
in a medium amount. On the other hand, mo t people (30.4%) thought that there hould be a lot 
of animation in our portal, although I find that hard t elieve. Most pc pie also thought that 
there should be a medium amount of colours, irnplicity cl anc and profes ,; 11111 lo k und fr I 
in our portal-to-be. Multim din and T '. t ·h uld to mo. t p pl . 
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10. Have you ever been to an academic counselling homepage? 
Out of 30 people, 70% (21 respondents) have 
never been to an academic counselling 
homepage, while only 30% (9 respondents) have, 
Although this is quite a small figure, it is a good 
indication that the portal I am going to build will 
be beneficial to some students, if not all. 
11. Listed below are the attributes of an academic counselling website that we're going 
to build. Indicate how you would like them displayed. 
1000/o 
90°/o 
80°/o 
70°/o 
60°/o 
50°/o 
40°/o 
30°/o 
20°/o 
10°/o 
0°/o 
•M xlmum CMedlum Minimum CZero 
This question is a bit complicated to elaborate, so f will just explain the highest votes for each f 
the attributes. In terms of graphics, most respondent (43.5%) thought that it hould be displayed 
in a medium amount. On the other hand, mo ·t p eple ( .4%) thought that there hould be a lot 
of animation in our portal, although I find that hard to beli o, Mo 'l pc pie nl .o thou ht that 
there should be a medium amount of colours, simplicity etc unc and prof i 11 I lo md f I 
in our portal-to-b . Multim din · id T . t ih ul b u ed 
( 
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Although I find this fact quite hard to believe, I will try to find the best way to satisfy the users' 
requirements. 
12. In your opinion, which of these methods of virtual academic counselling • hould be 
provided in our academic counselling website? 
chat 
•E-mail 
OOnlln counsellor• 
DI cu •Ion group 
0 MeHag board 
Most respondents (70%) thought that e-mail is the best method to conduct virtual academic 
counselling. Quite a number (60.1 %) thought that online counsellors and di cession group are 
just as good a method. Message board scor d 4lh with 56.5% while chat scored la t with 52.2%. 
The fact that more than half of the respondents chose all 5 methods concludes that we should at 
leu t try to bring some, if not aJJ of these functions into our portal. 
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Questions asked only to respondents who haye yisited •u;1demlQ 'gunselllog 
websites: 
13. Why did you visit the academic counselling website in the first piece'! 
W • aearchlng for 
aupplement ry 
Information to 
enhance atudlea 
57°/o 
•Course/ program 
required to vlalt 
them often 
There are actually 5 choices of answers for this question but the other 2 was not selected by any 
• No reaaon - juat 
happened to stumble 
upon th m 
of our respondents. Of the 9 respondents that have been to an academic counse11ing website, more 
than half (57%) did so because they were searching for supplementary information to enhance 
their studies. 14% visited those websites because their university course/program required them 
to visit those sites often. Funnily, 3 people (29%) just ended up in those academic counselling 
websites for no apparent reasons. 
14. Where did you find out about the academic counselling web itc that you've visited'! Un
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Word of Mouth 
•Search engine 
•Links from other web•ltea 
Advertisement• 
43% (4 respondents) out of 9 who have been to academic counselling portal got to know about 
those portals from the search engine. This apparently means that there are people out there who 
try hard to get some advice and information from academic counselling websites. 29% got to 
know about these websites from advertisements. An equal number of people (14%) were told 
about the academic counselling websites that they've been to from word of mouth and links from 
other websites .. 
15. Were you always able to find what you wanted from those academic counselling 
websites? 
A greater fraction of respondents (65%) were 
able to find what they were searching for in those 
academic counselling web ites that they've 
visited while only 35% weren't able to do o. 
Some of these unlucky folks feel that those 
websites should provide information about 
examination marking and grading scheme and 
give out details about U1e relevance of cour es 
offered to their field of work. 
16. Listed below are the elements of a web ite. Indicat how ntl fi 'd you 1 r • in ~n zh 
element as you v n th min th id ·mic zounaelllng w •b. it you' e I ltccl. 
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1000/o 
600/o 
400/o 
200/o 
0°/o 
Layout N•vlg1tlon ....... Int•rf•ce tit• d-'On 
d .. lOn 
ContAlnta 
•Very satisfied a Somewhat aatlsfled Not very eatlsfied 
There are actually four choices of answers for this question, the most negative one being not satisfied 
at all, but funnily, nobody chose that answer at all. The most positive answer - very satisfied - was 
also not very popular. This question is quite hard to explain so I'll just point out the most popular 
answers for each element. In terms of content, most people (42.9%) are somewhat satisfied with what 
they've seen in the academic counselling websites they've entered. There are also a few respondent 
(3 of them, actually) who are very satisfied the sites' contents. Likewise, most people are also 
somewhat satisfied with the interface design, site design, layout and speed of the academic counselling 
homepages that they've visited. Contrarily, most people (7 J % ) are not very satisfied with the 
navigation at those sites. This may be so because most academic counselling websites do not enforce 
consistency in each of their pages. 
17. Do you agree that the academic counselling portal can substitute the traditional 
one-to-one academic counselling offered at your in titution? 
18. Do you think that the academic coun llin portal is h r to ~tay? 
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Both of hese questions yielded the same result so 
that's why I've combined them together. These two 
questions cast unanimous votes for yes. Out of 9 
people, everyone thought that the academic 
counselling portal can substitute the traditional one- 
to-one academic counselling offered at their 
institution because of its attractive benefits: easy, fast, 
high availability, cheaper and offers more privacy. 
Everybody also thought that the academic counselling 
portal is here to stay because it's the flavour of the 
day. 
Questions asked only to respondents who have never visited any academic 
counselllng websites: 
19. Who do you think should be the tar et audience for an academic counsellin 
website? 
900/o 
•Kind rgarten kid• 
800/o OPrlmary/ lem ntary 
700/o 
•chool •tud nt• 
Secondary achool 
GOO/o students 
500/o OColleg atudent•/ undergradu t • 
400/o MHter atudents/ 
300/o poatgraduat • 
200/o 
O Prof Hlonal group• 
100/o OUn mployed 
worker• 
00/o 
Out of 23 people, most of them (81 %) thought that an academic counselling web. it hould b 
targeted at college students and undergraduate' TI1i is pr n ly th ' ict thnt influ nc l u to 
decide on the same tar t audi nc f 1 thi · portal I cul uui er it stud ·11t . A thit I [uurtcr 
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(75%) thought that secondary school students are more appropriate. Exactly half of the 
respondents thought that master students or postgraduates should also be the target audience for 
this website. Quite a few (18.8%) thought professional groups should also be included. Finally, 
the same number of respondents (12.5%) thought that an academic counselling website should 
cater the needs of these three categories of users: kindergarten kids, primary school students and 
unemployed workers. 
20. Do you think an academic counselling portal would be beneficial to your everyday 
life? 
Out of those 21 respondents who have never visited 
any academic counselling websites, 18 of them 
(87%) thought that an academic counselling portal 
would be beneficial to their daily life. However, 3 
others are not in the same boat. l could draw three 
conclusions about this 13%: either they are 
confident in solving their own academic problems 
themselves, or they are not very interested in 
improving their studies, or they are just too plain 
egoistic to ask for other people's help . 
. 3 Requirements Analysis 
The analysis phase carried out during the development of this counselling portal 
eemed to be one of the most important phases. In this phase, the entire portal's initial needs 
ich as identifying the objective cop function , m dule and other related information 
iould be defined. 
There ar lit rall h ty , of r quirements: fun tiounl o non-Iunctional: 
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(75%) thought that secondary school students are more appropriate. Exactly half of the 
respondents thought that master students or postgraduates should also be the target audience for 
this website. Quite a few (18.8%) thought professional groups should also be included. Finally, 
the same number of respondents (12.5%) thought that an academic counselling website should 
cater the needs of these three categories of users: kindergarten kids, primary school students and 
unemployed workers. 
20. Do you think an academic counselling portal would be beneficial to your everyday 
life? 
Out of those 21 respondents who have never visited 
any academic counselling websites, 18 of them 
(87%) thought that an academic counselling portal 
would be beneficial to their daily life. However, 3 
others are not in the same boat I could draw three 
conclusions about this 13%: either they are 
confident in solving their own academic problems 
themselves, or they are not very interested in 
improving their studies, or they are just too plain 
egoistic to ask for other people's help. 
3.3 Requirements Analysis 
The analysis phase carried out during the development of this counselling portal 
deemed to be one of the most important phases. In this phase, the entire portal's initial needs 
such as identifying the objecti e cop function , module' and other related information 
should be defined. 
Th r er lit ·roll h 
r re 1ui1 uncut ''. fun ·tion.\l or non-function 11: 
(:C) 
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• Functional requirements are services that are offered by the sy tern, how the 
system reacts towards the input and the characteristics of the ystem at 
different situations. 
• Non-functional requirements are limitation or constraints towards service 
that is offered by the system. This includes limitations that xist on system 
developing process and time limitations. 
3. 4.1 Functional Requirements 
Before settling down on the functional requirement of thi system, we had l specify 
the users of this system first. After knowing each of these u er's need and wants can we 
only establish the y tern requirement . a ically, there are three types f u er : the n rmal 
user- the ones who vi it this web ite ca ually ju t to brow e thr ugh; the mcm er or thi · 
p rtal - tho e who ign up a a member; and the y tern admini trator - th c who take care 
f the y tern. ach of these u crs has their wn unique rcqurrcrncnts. 
The highc t ranking of authority belong t the y tern admini trator - their 
requirements cncornpa ·cs tho e unique to them and th e or the member' and n rmal 
users' requirements. The sec nd highest ranking belong to the member - they have le 
features compared to the administrat r but more feature c mparcd to the normal user. The 
normal u cr's requircm nts illustrate the ba ic requirement f r thi y tern. /\ we go up the 
ladder, the requirements get rel a ti cly m re mplc ·. 
The following are the m dulc for ca h t c or u er, Ii ted in the ascending order or 
authority. 
l, Norm I Us r 
\, ~ mroh 
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Provides searching capabilities for the entire portal. There are four categories 
of search: Search on stories, comments, sections or users. 
b. Main Menu 
Gives the ability of the normal user to go to the main page (home), submit 
news, read stories from the archive and pick articles based from the topics. 
c. AskAkak Guides 
This is where a I the self-help articles and inf rmation on academic, career 
and relationship counselling are tored. 
Allows the normal user to read all the article and display them in printer- 
friendly mode. 
Inform the u er how many time the information ha cen viewed. 
d. Total Hits 
Acts a a page c untcr whereby it tell the u er how man times the portal ha 
been accc sed. 
isplay the links to other intere ting and inf rmati e made-in-Mala ia 
websites that are not at all r lated t the ubje t of coun elling. 
f Who' nlinc 
A complex module that di pla 
1. he name f the late t member 
II. The total num er or member 
111. The t tal number f u er .urrcntl a' .ssin i the portal 
1 . Th numb r I'vistt 1· nc 1111ul us .rs .urr ntl n · · ss1111 th' I Ht 11 
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v. The number of members currently accessing the portal and their 
names. 
g. AskAkak Support 
Another complex module that provides the link to all the crucial features of 
this portal: 
1. Profile - displays the counsellors, administrators and sy tern 
developers; the means of interacting with these people, and th 
mis ion and objective of the portal. 
JJ. orum - provide the link to the forum of this portal. asical1y, it i 
divided into three ection : Academic, areer and Relation hip. _.ach 
of the se ecti n has their wn moderator , t pie and attribut c.g 
who can po t replie and whether attachments are allow d . 
111. ontact U - enable. visitors and u er to send e-mail to the 
admini trat r and coun ell r at A kAkak. om. hi· i the best 
rncth d t make appointments with unsell r or a k them for advice. 
Th se wh wish to do thi mu t have their own P P3 email ace unt. 
website rep rt br ken links and t p err r , and end c mm nt and 
suggestion n the web ite, 
v. hat - enable the u scr t hat on a r 'al time bas is. Those wh ish 
to d thi m t ha e their ' n ni name thus onl memb 'r arc 
allow d t hat. 
7 .. 
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vr. FAQ - Those first time visitors who fee] awkward when browsing this 
portal should definitely check this out. This function ( requently 
Asked Questions) contains all you need to know about this website 
who are its creators, what are the ervice it provides, how to use thos 
services, etc. 
h. Survey 
With this module, users are able to cast their vote on the f atured survey and 
give additional comments on that particular topic. 
Users can also take a look at the entire result of the poll - a bar graph will be 
di played to how the statistic . 
U er can al o vote on other oil not featured in the main page. 
1. reate new account 
Tho c user who wi h to become a part or Ask/vkak. om iommunity can fill 
in the form and enjoy the privilege . 
The same person may not become a member twi e (thi y tern check for 
similar e-mails and u ername ) 
Upon registration, the u er will be gi en their temporary pas word which is 
generated by the y tern) and the will be a k d t change that · a sword to 
increa c security. 
J. Top 10 Jobs 
Displa s the I ink t the I 0 mo t .ought-aller jobs in the job indust . 
k. Per lexed 
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Displays the Jinks to the 3 most perplexing problems a student could face - as 
compiled by our relationship counsellor. 
1. Sources 
Displays the links to the web pages that have become sour cs for th 
information in this portal. 
m. Study Tips 
Displays the b 't tips on how to study more effectively - as compiled by our 
academic counsellor. 
ii. AskAkak.Com Members 
a. earch 
b. Main Menu 
Apart from the tandard Main Menu Module pre cntcd to the normal user, a 
few additi nal featur were added e clu i ely for the benefit f 
J\skJ\kak. mm mbcrs. The feature include: 
1. Member Li t - allows the member to ec the Ii t of all the regi tered 
users of J\. kJ\kak. om un clling Portal along with their per onal 
inf rmati n. 
11. Your Ace unt - all w the member to edit or modif his/her per onal 
information; p r nalizc and u storniz hi '/h ·r home pag ·;and submit 
comment and nev lo the p rtal. 
11i. Private Me age - enabl . th m .mb ·r to store s 'n I t111 l 
npul tlih ·s in 011 It 'Xl lb1ltl1tt111 I, 
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c. AskAkak Guides 
d. Total Hits 
Iii. Administrators 
1. Add st 
- l~nable the dmini trator t add new articles t th h mepage and delete r 
modify exi ting article 
11. Backu database 
- .. nab I cs the admini trat c into an thcr fi Ider a a ba 
up in case of di ast r. 
111. Blocks Manager 
- Enable the admin t create new bl s del 'le or .dit old l lo ks and .han 1 • 
their la out and a .. aran 
IV. 
- hi tl 1 .s th· u lnun to ·1 I 
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v. Edit admins 
- Enables the super user (super administrator) to create other administrators or 
a lower rank or to delete administrators. 
vr. Edit users 
- Enables administrators to register new users or delete existing users as th y 
like. 
Vil. FAQ 
nables the admin to define new que tions, and edit or delete cxi ting 
questions 
v111. Forum 
- ::.nable the admin t tartan w forum, edit forum preference and delete a 
forum. 
Mes ages 
- -<nablcs the admin to end mes ag s to other member 
x. Modules 
- """nables the admin to create new module and delete r edit c i ting 
modules. 
xr. Newslett r 
- ... nables the admin to end an ti c r circulate a new letter t subs n er or 
all the member . 
xn. Optimize datab e 
- Enable the admin t ptimivc the .tru 'tum or thu uta H.'. lo ill 'I iusc its 
o rall .d 
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x11J. Preferences 
- Lets the admin specify the settings and layout of the homepage 
xiv. Sections Manager 
- Lets the admin create new sections like those of the counselling's) r del te 
existing sections. 
xv. Submissions 
- Lets the admin manage all the articles, comments r stories submitted by the 
user . 
xvi. Surveys/Poll 
- nabtes the admin to create new polls, edit or delete e i ting p It , manage 
poll c mments and determine whether the poll h uld be publi hed in the 
homepage r n t. 
xvi 1. opics Manager 
- Enables the adrnin to reate newt pies (categorie ) f r the article publi hed 
in the horn page, dit or delete them, and a sign picture' for each of them. 
xv111. Logout 
- I ~nablcs the admini trat rt log ut after each sc n for sccurit rca ons. 
3.3.2 Non-fi unctional Requirements 
After the search for information n m out'. i omplctcd, there ·till c ·i 'l some n n- 
functional requirement that ha t bee tablishcd and ab sorbcd into this ouns .lling t ortal. 
The elements that are de ired b. th u .er utd t e obtain ·d from 1 ·n .rul an I inf nnal 
dis ussions with f 11 w Iri ends in thr u ih tht r ·suits 1 'Id .d from th· su1 vc . 
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../ User friendlier portal 
The counselling portal that I am about to develop will be very user-friendly. ;\ user- 
friendly system will be very easy to utilize and manipulate, and thus rates high on 
usability. The reason l have to preserve this is because mo t of my portal users arc 
emotionally distressed or mentally unstable. They are turning t me for help an 
guidance, and they surely wouldn't appr ciate it if this portal is very complicated and 
hard to use or understand. Therefore, pop-up menu and complex Java cript 
rollovers are a big no-no. Furthermore, users will cea e surfing thi portal if th 
information they are looking f r i too hard to find . 
../ Visually pleasing interface design 
The design ofthi p rtal' int rface will be one of the top clement' in m pn rit Ii ·t. 
/\s we all kn w, human beings always judge by their fir t impre i n. u lo thi 
reas n, the interface de ign n cd to be vi u lly pica ing e pecially fr r the fir t few 
pages. There are a few criteria that have to be con idcr d up n de igning my p rtal' 
interface - the colour schern , typeface, and graphi and image . The colour cheme 
u ·cd should be one that is vi ually s thing pa tel lour arc 11'\ t appropriate. The 
typeface used hould be ea y t r ad, and imp! without too man mb llishm mt . 
Finally, intelligent use of graphi and images sh uld be enf r .ed . 
../ Simple and Elegant Presentation 
My sur s t hat 111 ist us rs 
ll l ' ' j II 
1 
w b it and thus thi · is ' h 11 l am t in 1 to prca •1 '. n . implicit , I m · 111 thut 
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there will be no convoluted layouts or complex control forms and functions. 
Everything will be plain and easy, nothing out of the ordinary. However, thi portal 
will still try to maintain its stylish and tasteful appearance. here will be ni c, 
attractive images that are unique to our portal only. ven the borders and dividers will 
be custom designed by us . 
./ Good Speed and N vigation 
A good portal should have good speed and navigability and that is what we arc trying 
to achieve. By enforcing consistency on each and every page of our portal, we ' ill 
make it easier for users to surf through the sites without pre sing the back and 
forward button on their browser. Furthermore, it will avoid them from getting 1 tor 
reaching any orphan pages. n the other hand, p ed i a function f the d ign and 
technology f the website. In term of de ign, w will try t limit the elements that 
could affect the speed of ur web itc large-sized graphic and image , audi file 
and animations. We win als u c the fa t t crvcr p ssible in order to pr idc the 
best downl ad times to the user. 
P ~p (recur. ivc acronym f r "Pl If': perte: t Prcproce r") i a wide! -u cd pen 
Source general-purpo e scripting language that i c pe iall suited for Web de clopmcnt and 
can be embedded into HTML. Simple an " er but v hat doc that mean'! An c ample: 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Example</ti Le> 
</head> 
cdy- 
h cha "H ·, I' 
I o y 
! "; l > 
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</html> 
Notice how this is different from a script written in other languages like Perl or 
instead of writing a program with Jots of commands to output JI ML, you write an 11 Ml, 
script with some embedded code to do something (in this case, output some text). '!'he Pl IP 
code is enclosed in special that allow you to jump into and out of "Pl TP mode". 
What distinguishes PI-IP from something like client-side JavaScript is that the code i 
executed on the server. If you were to have a cript imilar to the above on your serv r, the 
client would receive the results of running that script, with no way of determining what the 
underlying code may be. You can even configure your web erver to proce s all your HTML 
files with PHP, and then there' really no way that user can tell what you have up y ur 
sleeve. 
The best thing in u ing PHP ar that it i extremely imple for a newc mer, but 
offer many advanced features for a profe sional programmer. 
When PHP par es a file, it simply pa e the te t of the file thr ugh until it 
encounters one of the pecial tags which t 11 it to tart interpreting the tc t a Pl IP code. he 
parser then executes all the code it find , up until it run into a PH clo ing tag, which tell 
the parser to just tart p ing the t xt thr ugh again. his i th mechanism hich allows 
you to embed PHP code in idc H ML: e erything utside the PHP tag i left utterly al nc, 
while everything inside i par ed a code. 
There are four sets f tag hi h an be u cd to cl n le I .k f PI IP .ode. f the c, 
only two (<?php ... ?>and < ript language "php" .. :"Is ript ar · ulwa s a uilabl ·: th 
others can be turned on r {T fr 111 th ph .1111 ·onl11urntion Iii' While th · sho11-fo1m t 1 '8 
and ASl -st l ta nv .ni nt th· 1 1r not us 1 1 tut le us th le n 'I' ·1. i )118. 
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if you intend to embed PHP code in XML or XHTML, you will need to use the <?php ... ?> 
form to conform to the XML. 
The tags supported by PHP are: 
1. <?php echo ("if you want to serve XHTML or XML documcn · s, do 
like this\n");?> 
2. <? echo ("this is the simplest, an SGML processing 
instruction\n"); ?> 
<?=expression ?>This is a shortcut for "<? echo expression 
?>" 
3. <script language="php"> 
echo ("some editors (like Front Page) don't like processing 
instructions") ; <I script> 
4. <%echo ("You may optionally use ASP-style tags"); %> 
<%= $variable; 1t This is a shor t.cut for "<% echo . " %> 
The first way, <?php ... ?>, i th preferred method, a it all w the u e f PHP in XML- 
conformant code such a XI I M . The second way is not alwa s available. hort tag arc 
available only when they have been enabled. Thi can be done via the h rt tag () functi n 
(PHP 3 only), by enabling the short open tag c nfigurati n setting in the Pl IP config file, or 
by compiling PHP with the --enable- hort-tag option t configure. Even if it i cna led by 
default in php.ini-dist, use of hort tags are di courag d. 
'I he fi urth way is nly availabl if A P- t I tag have been enabled u ing the a p 
tags configuration setting. he cl ing tag f r th bl k will in ludc the imrncdiat I trailing 
newline if one is present. Al o, the cl ing tag aut maticall implie a erni olon; ou do not 
need to have a semicolon terminating the la t line fa PHP bl k. 
PHP supports eight primiti ) l e ·: 8 lean, int ·g ·r, n iatin )~1 oint numb ·r 11 mt I 
string, array object r ourc and N . Th· t 1p' r n 111 inbl • is u. 11·111 Ill t s \l h th· 
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programmer; rather, it is decided at runtime by PHP depending on the context in which that 
variable is used. 
Variables in PHP are represented by a dollar sign foll wed by the name of the 
variable. The variable name is case-sensitive. Variable names follow the same rules a oth r 
labels in PHP. A valid variable name starts with a letter or underscore, followed by any 
number of letters, numbers, or underscores. As a regular expres ion, it would be c pressed 
thus: '[a-zA-Z_ \x7f-\xft][a-zA-L0-9 _ \x7f-\xffJ*' 
To assign by reference, simply prepend an ampersand (&) to the beginning f the variable 
which is being assigned (the source variable). For instance, the following code nipp t 
outputs 'My name is Bob' twice: 
<?php $foo = 'Bob'; II Assign the value 'Bob' Lo $foo 
$bar &$foo; II Referenc $foo via $bar. 
$bar "My name is $bar"; 11 Alter $bar ... echo 
$bar; 
echo $foo; II $foo is all rd oo. 
?> 
ne imp rtant thing to note is that only named variable may be a igncd y reference. 
<?php $ioo 25; 
$bar &$foo; 
$ ar & ( 24 • 
iunclion Les () 
$be1 r - s est () ; 
II This is vali ssi nm nl. 
7) ; 11 Invalid; re erences an unnamed expr ssion. 
{re urn 25; } 
11 Invalid. ?, 
The selection of the right hardware and oftware i cry ru .ial in guaranteeing the 
success of the system. The ta k f choo ing the most appropriate hardware und soil are 
needs to be done carefull and thorough! t en ure that it fulfil s tern re uircmcnt . 
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3.5.1 Software Requirements 
The main software that was used to develop this portal is Macromedia reamweaver 
MX. The inherent fact that made us choose this software is because it is the only web editing 
tool that is able to develop PHP websites. 
Besides that, a few other software and tools are used to produce this software. "ach of 
these tools is meant for a certain task. These additional soft wares include Adobe Photoshop 
7.0, Adobe Illustrator 10.0, M SQL 3.2.3 and PHPMyAdmin. 
3.5.1.1 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX i tool for creating, building and managing website 
and Internet Application u ing one single integrated environment. untless el gant and 
professional looking websites that we ar able to ee on the lnternet today are made u ing 
this tool. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX ha also become the tr t hoi c of big mpanics 
and congl merate · of creating their powerful and attractive website . Most pr fe ional web 
designers arc also adept in using this tool, I think it might be a g od idea to ma ter it. 
reamweaver MX does offer a lot of advantages. lt enhance pr ductivity through it 
new integrated workspace, which i hared with Fla h MX and Firework MX. his 
work pace includes tabbed d cument wind w , d cka le panel groups, u tomi able 
toolbars and integrated file br wsing. Additi nail , it help u er write code fa tcr through it 
high-powered coding feature like de hint , c tcnsibl olour oding, tab librar .ditor and 
tag chooser 
Other than that, it ro ide multiple technolog cl' clopmcnt 'n ironm int v ith s •r '!' 
code librari s for l Fu i n P. 
8. 
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database panel where users can view the structure and content of databases before creating 
quenes. 
One of the most important factors that made me choose this software is that it 
provides a unique support for PHP. Other web authoring iools like FrontPagc docs not offer 
this feature. A peek at Macromedia's homepage also revealed a few organizations that hav 
used Dreamweaver MX to create PHP applications - and the results arc very encouraging. 
This further boosts my confidence in using this software. 
3.5.1.2 Additional Software 
• Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
Adobe Photos hop is one of the mo t es ential tools that a competent web design r ha 
to master. This version of Photoshop is the late t and m st powerful fit kind . All 
of the images that will be di played in thi portal will be built and created with thi 
oftware .. Probably the most useful and Ieatur off red by Phot hop i its powerful 
image layering and licing ability - it all w u erst er ate countle compelling and 
life-like images with effect that have never been th ught of before. The functi n 
featured in this software arc al o very numer u and this all w endle • explorati n. 
nc fit is the ocumcnt tat s palette that an manage roll er , animation , lice. 
and image maps. 
• Adobe Illustrator 10 
1 will only use Adobe lllu trator t d .fiuc and .reat · 111t -l 1rnphi .s, su .h ns .lip art 
pictures, artoon and b r r . Thi· i · also its lut 'SI »sion un I it h '" just b · ·n ( ut 
in the mark ·t, f r u few 111 nth: rth this ersion, it '11.'t •1 th 111 • ·1 top xlucc hi h 
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quality, low maintenance web pages. I will consider using this graphic to create the 
image map in my portal's main menu so that URL links can be created faster. 
• MySQL 3.2.3 and PHPMyAdmin 2.2.3 
MySQL is a mature, stable and robust database platform for most applications. 
MySQL has many advantages. Jt is extremely fast and scalable on reads (fa tcr than 
most commercial dats ases) and is supported on multiple platforms Solaris, Linux, 
Win32). 1t also has mature APls for database application development and it upport 
one-way replication. However, all database queries have to be typed into the UNIX 
box in order to run them, even when creating databa . Thi can be trouble ome and 
unproductive especially for large scaled databa e . Thu , an interface is n ed d t 
make database operations easier. This is where P PMyAdmin come in. 
P PMyAdmin has to be run on the localhost server in rdcr fl r it t run. Pra ti ally 
every databa e operation can be done her . You can br w e th table in the databa c, 
ielect, in crt, empty and even drop them. There ar many thing that can be done 
with much less time and effort. 
3.5.2 A Peek at the technology- PflP s strengths am/ weaknesses 
Developers creating scripted, d nami We applicati n ha e an embarra mcnt r 
riches in programming language to ho e from, althou h the choi ·i; ma sometimes be 
limited by the platform. For e ample W phere d eloper w rk in Ja a, her a I IS 
coders tend toward Micro oft' J cript and V ript langua ies. ut wh 'tl a 0111pt111 us ·s 
Apache to host a W b it r ranunin an b · Ion' in ·t untl .ss Inn 011 ics, 1\1011' 
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with Perl, the open-source PHP (Hypertext preprocessor; originally Persona] Home Page) 
language has emerged as a favorite of Apache developers. 
PHP's easy-to-learn syntax, strong database connectivity, broad platform 
compatibility, and huge base of contributed extensions account for its large and growing base 
of users. PHP Version 4 sweetened the pot with m ultithreaded Web-server support, buffer d 
output, and an optimized execution engine, among many other added features. Thi release, 
as were those before it, is free and open-source, so companies can exploit Pl JP' technical 
strengths and lower their operating costs at the same time. 
Whereas Apache is the Web server of choice for PHP developers, user of other 
servers needn't switch to use the language. PHP has been packaged as an ext nsi n t 
Netscape/iPlanet and Microsoft commercial Web erver . When running und r Wind w , 
PHP 4 fits into its hosting server's multithreaded architecture, improving the p rformance and 
lowering the res urce burden of Pl II application . Recognizing that Win ow user often 
lack development tools, P P's authors offer the Window version of the PHP language 
interpreter in binary form. Unix, Linux, and B releases are di tributcd as ource code. 
Among Pl IP' strengths is its capability for driving ju t about any databa e. The 
open-source MySQ database i ften bundled with PI fP and is e en included in some 
Windows binary di tributions. f n additi n to My , PHP dire tly upport raclc yba c ' ' 
lnformix, SQL Server, and others, well a data 
PHP has a dedicated group of function for each databa: ' l pe, making migrati n 
across databases challenging unle ou rel n B . A Pl lP exten ion ailed M tabase 
provides a unified programming interface to mo t popul .omm ·r .ial and p ·n·. ourcc 
databases. 
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On the Windows platform, PHP can create and call any COM object that exposes an 
IDispatch (script-compatible) interface. Similarly, if the Java run time i in talled on a 
Windows or Unix/Linux/BSD server, PHP can instantiate and call into Java classc . 
However, PHP is not without its flaws. One of PHP's few limitations i. that the 
lifetime of COM and Java objects is limited to a single Web page; that is, after the pag rs 
fully rendered in the client, the object instance is destroyed. 
PHP does support the concept of session variables that persist across multiple Web 
pages, but COM and Java objects cannot be stored as session variables. Any such object that 
are part of a multi page operation, such as a shopping cart, must be reconstructed at the top of 
each page. Thi limitation affects database connections a well, but at lea t ne contributed 
database library, ADODB for PHP, manages to preserve data a e connecti n aero 
multiple pages. Because PHP has so many active user , limitati n exi t nly until s meone 
in the community creates aw rk-around. 
Pl IP's language syntax is a cros between and Perl. It's ca y for any I 1, Java, 
JuvaScript, r Perl pr grammer t adapt his or her kills. In ur pini n, PllP rank near the 
top in ease of use, and consequently, speed of coding. VB cript is the only language that 
might be easier for new programmer to learn and it's n t near! as versatile r extensible a 
PHP. 
Developer will be imprcs cd by Pl fP' huge li rary or built-in data t e · and 
functions. Arrays can be simple r a ociati , a opting either 1 i. ts or it .m · or asso iat id 
key/value pairs. Character strings are an intrin i data t pc, and the language' strin 1- 
handling facilities are triking! imilar t the tring run .tions in th' 'st ind Ir 1 lil tr . Pl II 
is not an object-ori nted Ian iua ie .r · , but it su1 p nts uscr-d ·fin· I ·I iss •s 111 I sin1pl 
87 
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inheritance. Uniquely, arrays can be converted to objects so that the array's keys become 
object properties. 
There are few roles that PHP, aided by its many extensions, can't fulfill. bjcct- 
programming adherents may point to PHP's limited object support - its missing dcstructors, 
private members, and multiple inheritance, among other things - are limiting PHP's 
usefulness in complex projects. 
PHP lacks inherent support for transactions, but it can handle an QL database 
transaction as long as a11 the transaction code fits on a single Web page. And although th re 
are XML-RPC and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) extensions, PHP can't tran form 
objects into Web services as effortlessly as .Net can. But as long as architect and coders can 
work within and around these constraints, PHP deserves con ideration a a low-c t, quick- 
turnaround alternative to Active Server Pages and Java. 
3.5.3 Hardware Requirements: 
The ta le below list the hardware requirements for my portal to be: 
Requirement 
Multiprocessor fntel ntium llI 733 MHz 
Hardware 
Random Access Memory (RAM) 128 M 
Hard isk 5 8 
Monitor V A 
Multimedia c board, Mou .c, 
Input device 
igital umera arm r 
Peripheral Printer raphi .ard 
Tablo 3-2; H rdw r R qulr m nt 
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In developing this Counselling Portal, the system development methodology that was 
used is the Software Engineering Life Cycle (SELC) model. This model will de cribc phase 
early and clearly in developing my project. It will also maintain the consi tcncy of th 
deliverable of each phase with the user requirements. 
There are seven different types of information collection technique that I have applied 
m gathering the users' requirements. They are discussion with my supcrvi r, Internet 
surfing, reference from books, past research, survey, interviews and informal discussion. 
There are two types of system requirements that have t analysed - functional 
requirements and non-functional requirements. Functional requirement de cribe what the 
system is supposed to do while non-functional requirement identify the performance 
constraint of the system. There arc three types of f in ctional r quircmcnts tho c of the 
normal user's, member' and system administrat r's. ach f the e users ha their own 
modules prepared for them. ln term of non-functional rcquircm nts, my portal is re tricted 
to a few performance constraints: it is suppo ed to be u er friendly, to have vi ually pica ing 
interface design, to display a implc yet elegant prescntati n and to p se good p ed and 
navigati n. 
he technology that will be u cd to devel p thi p rtal i · Pl IP. It i basi all an pen 
source server-side technology for creating d narni v cb pages. 1 he main software that will 
be used to develop this counselling portal i Macr media rearnwcavcr MX. n top or that, 
other supporting tools such a Ad be Photo hop 7.0, Ad b lllustrntor I(, M .' ~ L .. 2. and 
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In this phase, information and data that was gathered for system requirements is 
applied to create a logical design for the portal that I am going to build. Procedures for 
data input is created to ensure the correctness and consistency of the data entered into the 
information system. Furthermore, interactive input will be available for the information 
system by using form techniques and good screen design. 
Certain parts of the logical designing for this application are aimed to set and 
improve the user interface. User interface is vital because it will be a channel that 
connects the user and the system. Lack of simplicity, usability, navigability interactivity 
and elegance are often interface related issues. After doing a thorough analysis, I will be 
able to design a system and its interface that will meet the requirements specification. 
This design phase will also cover file design and database design for data storage. 
A well-managed database will be the root for this system to support infonnation access. 
Thus, the objective of this phase is to design an effective system that will meet the 
requirements and is within the constraints and boundaries established. 
For designing system, I used the decomposition approach. It is a top-down 
approach that decomposes a system into a hierarchy of module where it begins fr tn a 
high-level (or general) description and then move down to a low-level (or detailed) 
description. Advantages of decamp sirion approach include: 
J. It prevents the d el pment c cl • from dev ·lopin 1 the whol s st ·m 111 1t 
nc 
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11. It prevents the development cycle from misdirecting away from its purposes 
4.2.1 Modular Design 
A system is modular if it is decomposed into simpler, well-defined m dulc And 
use inter-modular interfaces. Advantages of this modularity includes: 
t. Easier to write and compile modules because it is able to stand alone 
11. Modules are easier to manage for modifying certain functions and not the 
whole program 
111. Ea ier to understand the characteristic of each module. Developer will be able 
to grasp a module and understand its functioi ' easier as when compared to 
trying to understand the whole ystern 
Jn this project, there wi II be 13 main module . They ar : 
a. Search. 
b. Main Menu 
c. AskAkak Guides 
d. Total I lits 
c. Links 
f. Who's Online 
g. AskAkak Supnort with ub-mcdulo : 
I. Pr file. 
II. orum 
Ill. on tact 
Feedbac 
hat 
\11. F Frequ ntl 
h. urvev 
' I 
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J. Create new account/ Members Login 
J. Top 10 Jobs 
k. Perplexed 
1. Sources 
m. Study Tips 
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4.3 User Interface Design · · 
First and foremost, this stage has to be done manua1ly. This is because it will 
become our reference for designing the real interface during the implementation phase later 
on. 
A good interface design is a subject that has to be considered thoroughly by u 
developers to ensure that the user's interest and keenness in the web pages are scaled. 
Based on this, there are a few principles that have to be considered when designing the 
interface. These principles should not neglect the requirements such as cost, time and tools 
that were readily avaiJable. These good in1erface design principles are: 
I. A user-friendly Interface 
The approach used for the interface of this portal should be simple and easy so 
that users can get the information they need without much fuss. Complex 
rollovers and hidden links should be avoide because it will .hun the u er 
away. There should be a link to a help page in case the user does not know how 
to surf the portal. This help page will assist the user by explaining the 
information that exists in the system and bow to acquire them. 
II. Attractive Screen De ign 
This portal involves local student from different academic tatus and 
background. Thus, it is very important to have an intere ting creen that will 
attract the target users. For earlier and more popular page (such as main, help, 
forum and chat , a enerou amount f c I and compelling 1raphic · hould be 
included. The ere n la out hculd al be ·t lish and elc ant. If the us ·rs Ii 
the pa le. th ' will c mpcll id t :11 for the whol • sh< w. 
() 
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iii. Standardized screen 
Enforcing a standard towards each functional element and links in the layout is 
needed. In developing this portal, we have ensured. the consi tency of the 
location of every element on the pages. The left and top portion of every page 
should contain the same elements and links to avoid confusion. If tho clements 
are laid out inconsistently, users could not find the link they arc looking for 
very easily. This will of course detriment the usability and navigability of this 
portal. 
iv. Colour 
Colour plays main role in capturing the user's interest, especially for reading 
and scanning purposes. Links should he di. played using di tingui: hable colour. 
such a blue, green or purple. For the background of the page , s fl pa tel 
c l ur need l be u cd s that it will be m re vi. ually pl asin , l us r . Th 
image hould al o have good colour c ordination in order to preserve the 
ele ranee and profes: ional loo and feel of our portal. inally, . h ckin >, nc 11 
colours should be u ed sparingly, if at all. 
v, Presentation 
svery . creen . hould have high quality graphic and images, particularly th . e 
pages that arc more frequent! i itcd. he la ut hould be simpl 'and smart, 
without too man animati n that ma nffcct the concentration or u sers. ·1 he 
contents should al o be pr nted in am d 'rat amount, with a g od balan ·e f 
graphic. and te t. Th text . hould not h r1 
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scrolling down endlessly. All in all, the presentation should be simple but 
elegant. 
vi. User help 
The interface should accommodate users' queries should they encounter any 
problems with the portal. 
4.3.1 Logo Design 
Because we are serving the community of students in Malaysia (especially 
undergrads), we had to design a logo that is suitable to our culture, orientation and 
adherent to the current situation. Thus, we came up with this logo (pictured below) 
because we feel that it satisfies all the criteria we mentioned before. 
Fig. 4.3 - AskAkok.Com Logo 
We think that this is the be t logo because it ha that Malaysian Ilav ur t 
it. Also, the friendly look on that cartoon character remind u of our ch I 
counsellor and thus we feel that i ·it r · will be compelled to brow 'C throu h our 
( 7 
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page just from looking at the logo. The colour combination used is also very 
soothing and the typeface is cute yet elegant. 
4.3.2 Blocks design 
In our portal, each module will be placed in blocks located at the two opposite sides 
of the screen. Blocks located at the left side of the screen are static, meaning that 
they will always remain there and appear at every page. This will enforce 
consistency and at the same time aid user navigability. Blocks located at the right 
side of the screen are dynamic, meaning that they can be disabled at certain pages. 
Each block has the same template; only the contents are different. The design of the 
blocks are as follows: 
Static Blocks 
Wllo'• Online 
© 
•utHtKoRn 
Typl your keyvord her• 
•H-1 
Home 
Submit Nevs 
Storlu Archlv• 
Search l'ten1H ... ..._. 
I· s Int· a 
Wt r1c11ved 
2111 
P•O• views since July 
2002 
"'"""' 
Totll lftt 
FAQ 
Fig. 4.4 - Stattc Block 
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Dynamic Blocks 
Yu, i do 
No, i don't think 
so 
Terrific! 
The but onat 
Too •lmplel 
Not bad! 
R -sulbo 
Poll• 
Votu1 11 
Commentsr 0 
Top.Jtjobt ttuclytfpe 
WMltll~, 
t1 t1 ... 
No 1 
&ring at let•t :i 
colouli of Ink and a 
ptndl for ckarti, 
9r•pk•, Hctlon 
lludln91, •ic. 
U1• •bb•e•latlon• 
and •vmbol1 when 
ever vou can, and 
k .. p them con1l1tent 
If th• l•w:t1irer uv1, 
"Yo11 need to know 
tt.11 J It could be on the 
l .. t," mark 1t with an 
Ut•ro1lc, 
Study your notes 
lmmed1At4lv aft•r dau 
for 1bout 3 minuter 
M1Mgtr 
Bi.mnef~ hoec•Jll'I~ 
Sales Manatm 
8C£0•1l'l!Mt 
Q11 tnt'W $Uf'Jf1Y):r 
P ece11t1onist 
)T ',;oos•;ltant 
Ele ctn cal tngme.e r 
Ten Jeruit! to bt 
I bltttr DtrfOQ 
Why yo<1 t1f"r/ , n .,, 
bestfrtt(Jd 
r.onfmnt1r,g vo•Jr 
1ttr1ot'1"J 
4.3.3 Screen Design 
'01!1g1pr1p, gk1t'r.:' 1d1.1 
Preparing for col •oe? 
Get your point.rs here. 
•.'i!1Jll~ 
Need 1ome advice on 
rel~ion1hlp? 
k_t;·.. rJ- r.r12rr1 
Looking for e career 
tum? This 1• th• place 
for It! 
After all the blocks are designed, we will have to figure out how to lay them out. 
Fig. 4.5 - Dynamic Blocks 
The rough sketch is done using Photoshop before we transport them over to Dreamwea ver 
to insert the HTML codes. The picture below shows die initial layout: 
Fig. 4. - Inltl I I yout 
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As you can see, this is onJy the rough version of the layout. To transport 
them over to Dream.weaver, we had to do some slicing and editing with fmageReady. nee 
they are sliced and optimised, they will be laid out completely with rcarnwcavcr and 
aved as an HTML file. 
Hopefully, this counselling portal can become a good alternative to the face-to-face 
coun elling ervice already available at local academic in titution . ne f the rea n for 
this is that those who would like to use this portal would iot have to be omeone who 
knows a lot about computer. All they need is just orne ba ic knowledge about Internet and 
how to surf the Web. In order to achieve this, there are some output area that I ha e to 
concentrate n. They are: 
• Information 
ounsclling covers a wide scope of area. and topic .. I have to make ure that 
the inf rmati n pr ented will be compact, c nci e and accurate. M t f the 
information will be in text form although we will include me relevant 
pictures. TI1is inf rmati n will aid canning be au em t of them are pre ented 
in point form. 
• User Interface 
Since thi i a counselling p rtal targeted at I cal , tudents, I have to mak i sure 
the interface i uitablc f r them that this pm1HI v ill able to ·011 its 
u11: I· ·s v he v ill b · isitinn this sit· W< uld 
pr l al I' hav , rt 1111 11 'r • wre "in 1 prohl '111 • thut th' \ < 11ld like t sol '. 
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Thus, we have to provide a visualJy pleasing interface for them so that it could 
ease their troubled minds. The intelligent use of layout, graphics and colour 
coordination would surely get this job done. 
• Technology 
As I have mentioned so many times before, we are going to use the latest and 
most popular web technology - PHP to develop this portal. Therefore, we 
intend to fully utilize its powerful features so tha we could make an excellent 
portal. The proponents of P P claim that thi language can be u ed t create 
powerful forum, u er polls, chat and many more, all while pre erving trong 
ecurity on the web. Thi i what we plan l e pl re and di c ver. Really, a 
good u e of technology is one of the utcomes that we are I king f1 rward t 
ee, 
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In this phase, information and data that has been collected during the requirements 
discovery phase will be used to do a logical design for the system that J am goi11>10 build, 
For designing the y tem-to-be, I will be u ing the decomposition approach. Thi 
approach decomposes a system into a hierarchy of modules where it begin. from a hi 'h- 
level (or general) description and then moves down to a low-level (or detailed) description. 
The modular approach is very important in system designing when decomposition 
approach i applied. Thi particular approach i d ne by further dee mpo ing the ystem 
into logical and more manageable modules. 
A good interface design i a ubject to be considered well by developer in order to 
attract the intere: 1 of user. in using their. ystern. This con. ideraiion include: u. r-friendly 
interface, attractive crccn de ign, tandardized • crecn , c I ur, pre entation and help f r 
u er. The logo and module design al o play a big role in determining the quality f the 
interface de ign. 
Finally, the di: c11 .. ion on the e peered outcom covered these three a. pc ts: the 
information to he pre. ntcd, the u. r intcrfa 'and th I hnol w 11tili7. d. Thee a pe t 
were chosen based on the c mparison of website in hapter II itcraturc Review. 
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System implementation is a process of writing the programming codes that 
implement the design. This task can be daunting for several reasons. First, the designer 
may not have addressed all of the idiosyncrasies of the platform and programming 
environment. Second, the designer must write the codes in a way that i understandable t 
others. Third, the designer m t also take advantages of the characteristic of the design's 
organization, the data structure and the programming language's construct while still 
creating code that is easily reusable. Lastly, the designer needs to be very familiar with 
the organization's standards and procedures so that not only others can under tand what 
they have written but al o why they are written. 
Listed below are the software and tools that ha been u ed in implementing this 
ounsclling P rtal. 
Usage , oftwarc 
Windows 8 
Apache 
cvelopmcnt 
Description 
pcrating ystem 
ystcm Requirement 
Dreamweaver MX 
Internet ~xplorer 
MyS L 
Edit lus 
Web crver 
PHP ditor 
- ataba c Management ataba c Platform 
stem c cl prncnt 
Interface c ign Photoshop 7.0 
Illustrator I 0 
- 
I ntcrface De ign 
Image Read 3. 0 Interface e 1gn 
Microsoft Word 
Table 5.1 - Software and Tool U cd 
I o um mtation 
lraphics Editor 
Web Image _.ditor 
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5.2.J Still Images and Graphics 
All images are prepared using Adobe Photoshop 7.0 and Adobe ImagcRcady. 
Certain graphics, such as the logo, has to be rendered using Ad be 1 llu trator first 
because transporting it to Photoshop. This is because Photoshop doe n t allow 
vector graphics and if we were to draw the logo using this oftwarc, we will come 
up with jagged crooked lines. All imag s are in .gif and .jpg interleaved graphic 
format. They are all optimized for faster web delivery and mailer torage. 
5.2.2 Database Preparation 
The databa e is created n My QL platf rm. Thi latf rm ha t be in tailed 
first in order for it to run. PHPMyAdmin acts a the intcrfa c t thi databa e 
becau e it doesn't have an interface fits own. PH PMy/\dmin i actuall run n 
our intranet local server and thus i run in our Internet Brow r. her arc man 
more interface applications made for My L, ut we ch c Pl l PMY /\dmin 
because it is built specially fi r Pl IP applicati n . With it, e ery reati n and 
modification i ea 'Y· This i imp rtant be au c c ha c a big databa c with 
around 70 tables inside it. 
5.2.3 Input Form Design 
Because this portal involves a lot f data in ut, ' ha ' to put a I t f ·ff rt into 
the form design. New M mber Regi trati n Private M .ssa ' , ubmissic 11, 
Articles Submission, ornm nt 
10 I 
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the functions that require data input. Thus, each form de ign must be don" 
carefully so that users can utilize the system correctly. J\11 de. igns wcr mad 
using Dreamweaver to produce elegant and efficient re ults. HTML tab\ • 
the main ingredient in creating the f rm layout. ascading t le 
were applied to appropriate elements such a buttons and tcxtbo e to r du 
attractive yet consistent eff cts . 
Coding is the process of translating the de ign pe ificati n int a D rm 
understandable by the machine. hi i d ne y tematicall b u ing the de generati n 
steps. he c le can bee me ca ier to implement if tandard and r cdure are in 
place. tandard and pr cedur can help the de I p r rganizc th ir th ught , a id 
rni takes and maintain c rre p nd nee between de ign and de mponcnt . J\ thi 
ounsclling rtal that we ar going to build is a wcb-ba cd tern, c arc g ing to u c 
these web programming tool : 11 ML, and Pl IP. 
S.3.J JJTML 
All H ML de ar edited u mg Ma r media rcamwca r M . I ITML is 
especially imp rtant f r rearing th la ut f th· I rtal, Th· la ut r th· main sere n 
consists of 2 HTML file : he . h ml and 1 oo r • h ml. Th· 
the cod for header. h ml. 
l ) 
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<body bgcolor="white" leftmargin="O" marginwidth="O" 
topmargin="O" marginheight="O" > 
<table width="736" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" 
align="center"><table width="736" border="O" cellspacing="O" 
cellpadding="O" align="center" > 
<tr> 
<td width="lO" height="33" 
background="themes/AskAkak/images/top_bg.gif"><img 
src="themes/AskAkak/images/topOl.gif" width="9" height="33"></td> 
<td background="themes/AskAkak/images/top_bg.gif" 
Valign="top"> 
<table width="l00%" border="O" cellspacing="O" 
cellpadding="O"> <tr> <td width="531" height="lO" valign="top"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr><td height="22" valign="top"></td></tr></table></td> 
<td width="185" valign="bottom"><img 
src="themes/AskAkak/images/top02.gif" width="l85"></td></tr> 
</table> 
<table width="736" border="O" cellspacing-"0" cellpadding "0" 
align="center" bgcolor="#ffffff"> 
<tr> 
. <td background="themes/AskAkak/images/bdr_left.gif" 
W1dth="l2"><img src="themes/AskAkak/images/bdr_left.gif" 
Width="lO"></td> 
<td valign="top"> 
<tabl width-"541" border="O" cellspacing:::."O" 
Cellpadding="5" bgcolor "II f r f" 
background=" th mes/AskAkak/ imag s/bg. gif"> 
<tr><ld> 
iv ullgn""'"righ "><ion class "content"><b> 
<scri l: lC:1nguag "jtlvascrip "> 
.... !-- 
<!--- IIld from ol ·brows s 
month= n w Ar ay(J2); 
month[OJ="January" month[l)="February" 
month[2J="March" month[3J="April" 
month[4]="May" month[S]="June" 
month[6]="July" month(7]="August" 
month[BJ="September" month[9J="October" 
month[lOJ="November" month[ll]="December" 
MY= n'W A ay(7); 
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day[OJ="Sunday" day(l]="Monday" 
day[2]="Tuesday" day[3]="Wednesday" 
day[4]="Thursday" day(5]="Friday" 
day[6]="Saturday" 
today=new Date(); 
dO=today.getDay(); 
mO=today.getMonth(); 
dl=today.getDate(); 
yO=today.getFullYear(); 
II end hiding---> 
</SCRIPT> 
<script language="JavaScript"> 
<!---Hide from old browsers 
document.write(day[dO],", ",month[mO]," ",dl,", ",yO); 
II end hiding---> 
</script> 
</b></font></div> 
</td> </tr> <tr> 
<td><font size-"1" [ace-"V dan, Arial, II lve ic 1 
sans-serif"><b>Akak</b> is a malay word equivalent to <i>sist r</i> 
in English. Thus, Ask Akak is an exclamation which means som thing 
lik <i sk sis</i>!. Ask Akdk is th ulLimaL counselling portal 
Which d als with academic, car er and r lalionship 
Probl ms.</[ont></ d,.. 
<I 
</ 
<t wid h "19!J" v lign." op" .... <img 
Ste "th ms/A kAk k/im· I o 03.gi f" w d h "185",..,../td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<table width="736" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" hot: r "0" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" align="center" ><tr valign="top">"'cen r> 
<td bgcolor="#BFBECl" valign="right"><img 
src=="themes/AskAkak/images/pixel.gif" width="2" heigh ="l" 
borcter="O" alt=""></td><td width="12">&nbsp;&nbsp;</t > 
<td bgcolor="#ffffff" width="147" valign="top"> 
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5.2.2 css 
Cascading Style Sheet (C ) is a web technology that allows us to • pc i( th' 
presentation of element' n a Web Page (spacing, margins, olour, 1 
the structure of the document (section headers, body tc: t, links, ct . ). 
structur from presentation simplifies maintaining and modifying a do um nt' la out. ln 
this project, we created u ing reamweavcr be au it's ry a y and fast. All the 
styles for the portal are kept in one file - style .cs . he code for this file are shown 
below: 
FONT {FONT-SIZE: lOpx; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana,Helvetica} 
TD {FONT-SIZE: lOpx; COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana,Helvetica} 
BODY ( FONT-SIZE: l Opx : COLOR: HOOOOOO; FONT-FAMILY: 
Verdana,Helvetica} 
P (FONT-SIZE: lOpx; COLOR: 1~000000; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana,Helvetica} 
DIV (FONT-SIZE: 10 x : COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: Verdan ,H lv lie 
FORM (FONT-SIZE: lOpx; COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: ve rdana.jr lv Lea} 
INPUT {BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: lpx; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 
lpx; FONT-SIZE: lOpx; BORDER-LEFT-COLOR: 11000000; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 
lpx; BORDER-BOTTOM-COLOR: 11000000; COLOR: black; BORDER-TOP-COLOR: 
#000000; TEXT-INDENT: 2px; FONT-FAMILY: V - na , A ial, Helvetica, 
sans-serif; BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: lpx; 
BORDER-RIGHT-COLOR: 11000000} 
TEXTAREA {BORDER-TOP-vHDTH: lpx; FONT-WEIGHT: old; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 
lpx; FONT-S IZF:: 10 x ; BORDER-LEFT-COLO : II 000000; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 
l x ; BORDER-BOTTOM-COLOR: 11000000; COLOR: black; BORDER-TOP-COLOR: 
#000000; TEXT-INDENT: 2px; FONT-FAMHY: V n , Ari l, Helv Lea, 
sans- rif; BACKG OUND COLOH.: whi BORDER-RJGHT-WID'I'H: 1 x; BORDER- 
RIGHT-COLOR: 11000000} 
SELECT {FO T WEIGHT: bol 1; FONT- 'lZI-:: lOpx; COLOR: whl ; FONT-FAMILY: 
Ver and, Ari l, H lv i ca , · n·- r i I : BAC'KGROUND-COLOR: llccOO 9) 
A:!.ink {FOT- IZI:.:: l.Opx : Bl\CKGROUNI: non 
C' ; COLO CCOO FONT FAM 11 Y: Vi r cl, n.i , 
non ~ 
C'OlJ TP a c 0 
Ti':XT-DbC'O ATlON: 
(E'ON'l'-'fZE: lOpx; Bl\TGH tJNlJ: 110111 tr 1 11ptt(lll .1;1011 r p•t1 
OLOI: CC 0 I· NT-Fl\ 11.': Vtt l 1111 uo.l.v ll'.i; 'l'FX'l'-IJl'..COIA'I'ION: 
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A:visited {FONT-SIZE: 10px; BACKGROUND: non 
0% 0%; COLOR: black; FONT-FAMILY: V r na, H lv 
none} 
rn scr o t l t<'Pt'<'t 
Th r- -: OH. '1'11.~ : 
A:hover {FONT-SIZE: lOpx; Bl\CKGROUND: non 1 
0%; COLOR: #996699; ONT-Fl\M1 LY: V dtm , 11 
none} 
11 1 ''J..Y"c 0 \ 
'l'B '1'-DBC0 'l'IO : 
.title {FONT-WEIGHT: bo1; l"ON'l'- IZE: lOpx; BACKGROUND: non 
transparent scroll repeat 0, O'i,; COLOR: ti 000000; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana, 
Helvetica; TEXT-DECORATION: none} 
.content {FONT-SIZE: lOpx; BACKG OUND: none transparent scroll repeat 
0% 0°; COLOR: #000000; FONT-FAMILY: V rdana, Helvetica} 
.storytitle {FONT-WEIGHT: old; 
transparenl scroll r p 0 0 
Helvetica; TEXT-DECORATION: non } 
FONT-SIZE: lOpx; BACKGROUND: none 
COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana, 
.storycat {FONT-WElGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: lOpx; BACKGROUND: none 
transparent scroll repea 0 0 ,; COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana, 
Helvetica; TEXT-DECORATION: underline} 
.boxtitle {FONT-WEIGHT: bold; 
transparent scroll r 0% 0 
Helv tica; TEXT-DECORATION: non 
FONT-$ I ZE: 1 Opx; BACKGROUND: none 
COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana, 
.boxcont n {FONT-SIZE: lOpx; BACKGROUND: none transpar n 
repeal 0% 0 ; COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: V rdana, H lv Lica} 
scroll 
.option {FONT-W 'TGHT: ol 
transparent scroU r a 0 0 
Helv tica; TEXT-DECORATION: none} 
FONT-SIZE: lOpx; 81\CKGROUND: 
COLOR: 11000000; FONT-FAMILY: V r 
non~ 
n I 
.tiny {FONT-WEIGHT: 
transparen scroll r p 
DECORATION: none} 
no mal; 
L 0 0 
FONT-SIZE: 9px; BACKGROUND: non 
FONT-FAMILY: v rdana, Helvetica; TEXT- 
BODY {SCROLLBAR-ARROW-COLOR: II SCROLLBAR-BASE-COLOR: ti c cad} 
A. old lack:hov r { 
COLOR: II f'/bb 0; TI-.XT-DECORATION: non 
5.2.3 PHP 
Mo t f the PH I odin is done usin ream ea er but sometimes it' faster t u c 
ditPlu t d th coding, esp' iall errors and debugging. Below i · the 
Pl IP ode for \:ar ·h modul '. 
? h 
i (! Jl("m !11\1·.php", ~lllf' ~'El.1·)) { 
cl 1 ("'r 11 ·in' · 1:. tl1 • 1111 \It ·Lly ... "); 
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require once("mainfile.php"); 
$module=name = basename(dirnam 
get_lang($module_name); 
FILE ) ) ; 
if ($multilingual 1) 
$queryalang - "AND (s. 1 ngu g ='$curr n ·1 c: n I OR l n u = t t) II; 
/* stories */ 
$queryrlang "AND rlangu g c:' $cur n t: 1 ng' ". /* r views */ ,
$queryslang "AND slanguag ='$curr ntlang' ". /* s c .i on s */ ,
else { 
$queryalang "". , 
$queryrlang "". I 
$queryslang "If. I 
switch ($op) 
case "comments": 
break; 
default:: 
$offset-10; 
i ( ! iss ($min)) $min 0; 
i ( ! isse ($max)) Sm x $min+$offsel; 
$query stripslash s($query); 
$pag ti l "-" SEARCH.""; 
inclu ("h d .php"); 
if ($ o ic 0) { 
$ sul "" ql qu ry("s l c op i c i.maqe , opic x from 
".$prefix." epics wh opicid $ opic", $dbi); 
list($ ·opicim g, $topiclext) = sql_fetch_row($resull, 
$dbi); 
lse ( 
$ opicL x 
$ opicimag 
"II ALLTOP I CS. "II; 
"AllTopics.gif"; 
class\" i 
Op nTabl (); 
i ($typ "u rs") { 
cho" c n r> font 
1 \ "> b>". SEARCl!USERS." 
} elsei ($typ 
/b></font></c nt r><br>"; 
ion ") ( 
class \"ti ." /b </iont></c nt r>< >"; 
"r vi ws") { 
cha "· c n r I on 
cl s s='," i 1 \" <' ..>", SEARCHREVIEWS." /b /ion ·/c•n r>'br..>"; 
} els I 
.. " vi 
c l.as s \11 i lr\" II. Sl:.:AHCHIN." 
$ opic x 
W i n h \II l 00 \II ho [ d j 
1111:1 I ") H (~type 
\"0\"· 'l'I 'l'D "; 
": 1 ·t Lon: ") OH (t;. y 1 
l' n \" 
Ii Im 1 • 1 
\ "0\" 
\" I 111. 11 I l lP I ·n/ I l 11 t i , q I t \ '' 
1 J l \ti\ 11 II i 
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} else { 
echo "<img src=\"images/topics/$topicimage\" 
align=\"right\" border=\"0\" alt=\"$topictext\">"; 
} 
echo "<form action=\"modules.php?name=Search\" method=\ "POST\">" 
."<input size=\"25\" type-\"L x \"nm \" u y\" Value=\ "$query\ ">&nbsp; &nbsp;" 
. "<input type=\''submit\" 
Value=\"" . SEARCH. "\ "><br><br>" 
."<!--Topic SelecLion -->"; 
$toplist = sql query("select topicid, topict xL f om 
".$prefix." topics order by topictext", $dbi); 
-echo "<select name=\"topic\">"; 
echo "<option value=\"\">"._ALLTOPICS."</op ion>\n"; 
while(list($topicid, $topics) sql f tch ow($ op] 's $dbi)) { 
if ($topicid=-$Lopic) 
echo "<option $sel 
Value==\"$topicid\">$topics</option>\n"; 
$sel = ""; 
$s l "s l c It i } 
" $ · Prefix." 
echo "</select>"; 
/*Category Selection*/ 
echo "&nbsp;<select name-\"category\">"; 
echo "<option value-\"0\">". ARTICLES."</op ion>\n"; 
$catlist = sql query ( "selec catid, i 1 om 
s ori scat order by title", $bi); 
whil (list($ca id, $Litle) sql_ etch row($catlist, $dbi)) { 
L ( $cati $ca e o:ry) ( s 
cho "<option $s l 
Value==\ "$catid\ ">$title</op ion>\n"; 
$s J - ""; 
If. l c ". I 
cho "</s l ct>"; 
1~ Au hors Selection I 
$ hing = sql_query ( "s l ct a I rom ". $p 0rct r by aid", $dbi); 
cho "&nbsp;<sel ct nam \"au hor\">"; 
cho ""option va)u \"\">". ALLAUTJIORS." 
whil (lis ($ u hor) - sql_f ch 
if ($au hor $au ·hot) 
cho "<op ion 
"alue-\"$authors\">$authors</option>\n"; 
$sel - Ii"; 
ix.'' u hors 
" ; } 
echo "</selec >"; 
I Da S 1 c ion I 
?> 
&nbsp;<select name " 
op ion .. 0 " l r C rd II ,,,,. ' ?> value="O"><?php cho ALL 
<op 1on > II 'I 11 c ( I If ,,,,. ' ?> value-"7">1 ho 
ion II ,,,,. , ? Valu -"14" 2 h 
I I l 
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<option <?php echo $days== 30? 
"". ? I . • .> value="30">1 <?php echo MONTH?>< option> 
<option <?php-echo $days== 60? "scl c 
Value="60">2 <?php echo MONTHS ?></option> 
<option <?php echo $days 
""; ?> value="90">3 <?php echo MONTHS ?></option> 
</select><br> 
<?php 
if (($type == "stories") OR ($type =- "")) [ 
$sell= "checked"; 
elseif ($type == "comments") 
$sel2 ="checked"; 
elseif ($type== "sections") 
$sel3 ="checked"; 
elseif ($type == "use s" l ( 
$sel4 ="checked"; 
elseif ($type == "reviews") 
$sel5 ="checked"; 
"sel c ed" 
fl • ""; 7 
90? "s l c It 
$num sec= sql num rows(sql query("selec 
"·$prefix. "_sections", $dbi), $dbi); - 
$num rev= sql num rows(sql query("s 1 c 
"·$prefix." revi -ws", $dbi), $dbi l ; - 
om 
* rom 
echo "" . SEARCHON. ""; 
echo "<inpu ype \"a io\" name-\" ye\" v lu \"so s\" $sell> ". SSTORl ... s. ""; 
- cho "<inpu Lyp \"r dio\" nm \" yp \" 
value==\ "comments\" $sel2> ". SCOMMENTS. ""; 
i· ($num sec> 0) { 
cho "<input type \"r dio\" nm \"ye\" 
va1u -\"sec ions\" $s 13> "._SSF:CTIONS.'"'; 
) 
$se14> " 
cho "<input type \"radio\" nam 
SUSERS.""; 
if ($num r v > 0) 
cho "<input ype \"radio\" name \"ty 
\"r•vi ws\" s s 15,. ".REVIEWS.""; 
) 
cho "</for.m ... </td></tr></table>"; 
$qu y ciddslash s($query); 
if ($type--"s o r i s" OR !$ yp ) { 
\" YP \" v lu =\"users\" 
\II 
if ($category> 0) ( 
$ca e = "AND c 
elseif ($category 
$categ = ""; 
i =sc 
== 0) { 
... 0 y "; 
111\Nf> (,.I 
ly I.· 
("' u h "") II N ( : • I I I I ~· d II t h I I II ; 
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- TO_DAYS (time) 
if ($topic!="") $q .="AND s.topic='$ opic' "; 
if ($days != "" && $days!=O) $q .="AND TO DAYS(NOW()) 
<=$days"; 
$q . = " ORDER BY s . time DESC LIMIT $min, $0 f f i; "; 
$t =$topic; 
$result 
$nrows 
$x=O; 
sql query($q, $dbi); 
sql=num_rows($resul, $ i ) ; 
echo "<br><hr noshade 
size==\"l\"><center><b>". SEARCHRESULTS."</b></c n er><b >,.. r>"; 
· echo "<table width=\"99%\" cellspacing \"0\" 
Cell padding=\" 0\" border=\" 0\" >\n"; 
if ($nrows>O) { while(list($sid, $aid, $informan, $ i 1 , 
$time, $hometext, $bodytext, $url, $comm nts, $topic) 
Sql_fetch_row($resul , $dbi)) { 
$result2 = sql query("selec topictext from 
".$prefix." topics where topicid-$topic", $dbi); 
- list($topictext) sql fetch_row($resul 2, $bi); 
$furl-= 
" modules.php?name=News&file article&sid-$sid"; $da ime om Tim~ mp($ m); 
$qu ry stripslashes($qu ry); 
if ($informant-= "") { 
$inform nt = $ nonymou 
l { 
$in orm n "<ti 
href==\"modul s.php?name Your_Account&amp;o u crin o&am ;un m $in o mu 
nL\">$informan </ >"; 
i ($qu ry ! "") { 
if (eregi ("$qu ry", $ i 1 ) ) { 
$ 1; 
"$ham x · $ o y _x " ; 
r g.i ("$qu ry",$ x )) 
2; 
} 
if (eregi ( "$ uery", $ x ) AND 
er gi("$qu y",$U J )) { 
$ .. 
= 1) ( 
_MATCHTlTLE; 
($ = 2) { 
_MATCHTEXT; 
< $. l I 
• _MATCllI OTI!; 
i 
"' I 
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printf("<tr><td><img 
src=\"images/links/urlgo.gif\" border=\"0\" alt=\"\">&nbsp;< on 
class=\"option\"><a href=\"%s\"><b>%s</b></a></font><br><font 
class=\ "content\">". CONTRIBUTEDBY." $informant<br>". POSTEDBY." < 
href=\ "%s\ ">%s</a>", $furl, $title, $url, $aid, $informant); 
echo" ". ON." $datetime<br>" 
."$match" 
. "". TOPIC.": <a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;query=&amp;topic=$topic\">$topict xt 
<la> "; 
if ($comments== 0) { 
echo "("._NOCOMMENTS.")"; 
elseif ($comments = 1) { 
echo "($comments "._UCOMMENT.")"; 
} elseif ($comments >l) { 
echo "($comments "._UCOMMENTS.")"; 
} 
if (is_admin($admin)) ( 
echo " [ <a 
href==\"admin.php?op-EditStory&amp;sid=$sid\">" ._EDIT. "</a> I <a 
href=\ "admin.php?op=RemoveStory&amp; sid=$sid\ ">"._DELETE. "</a> ] "; 
} 
cho "</font><br><br><br></t ></ r>\n"; 
sx t+; 
} 
-cho "</ abl >"; 
) ls { 
_cho "< r>< ><c n r>< on 
Class \"option\">< >". NOMATCHES. "</b></font></cen · >< 
cha-"</ ></ ></ bl>"; >". , 
$pr v $min-$offset; 
if ($prCV/ 0) { 
print "<br,,<br><ccnter>< 
~rel \"rnoclul s. h '?ni.lm S ar chz, mp;au hor Sautho & mp; o ic $ & m ;min• 
"'P V&·mp;qu y $qu y& m; ype $typ mp r ce o y Sc go y\">"; 
print "" .... $min 
·_PREVMATCHES."</b></a;>"/c nt r,,"; 
} 
$next=$min+$offset; 
if ($x>=9) { 
h print "<br><br><cen er> a 
$tef==\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;au hor=$author& rn ; epic- $ &elm ;mjn• 
ltlax&amp; query=$query&amp; type=$typ & mp; c qo ry :,> 1 1 o y\" 11; 
print "<b>" ._NE. TMATCHES." /rt ·lei n " ~ ,
1 if ($•y "comm n ") I 
1111111 
t '(j111111 
u y(".· 
( 
I tl I I 
I 
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$x=O; 
echo "<br><hr noshade 
size=\"1\"><center><b>". SEARCHRESULTS."</b>"/center>"br:><' 
echo "<table-width=\"99%\" cellspacing \"0\" 
cellpadding=\"0\" border=\"0\">\n"; 
if ($nrows>O) { while(list($tid, $si , $subjec, $ 
"' sql fetch row ($result, $dbi}} { 
- $res= sql_query("s 1 c i l. t om 
".$prefix." stories where sid='$sid'", $dbi}; 
list($title) = sql_fetch_row($r s, $ 
$reply= sql_num_rows(sql_qu ry("s l 
11 ·$prefix." comments where pid=' $tid' ", $dbi), $dbi} ; 
$furl= 
"modules.php?name=News&amp;file=article&amp;thol 
l&amp;mode=flat&amp; order=l &amp; sid=$sid#$tid"; 
if (!$name} { 
$name= "$anonymous"; 
else { 
$name= "<a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Your_AccounL&amp;op=userinfo&amp;un me $nm\"> 
$name< I a>"; 
) 
$datetime ormatTimestamp($da ·e); 
echo "<tr><td><img 
src::o\"images/l:inks/urlgo.gi ·\" border \"0\" 1 \"\">&n sp; on 
class-\"option\"><a hre \"$furl\"><b>$subj c <I> /a></fon ><on 
class=\"content\"><br>"._POSTEDBY." $nm" 
r,,,"; 
t sn: m } 
i); 
c om 
hr r \ "admin.ph ?o 
• II/ I l II; 
• II II. ON. II $ 
II II J\TTAC!IJ\ T. II: $ 
if (s r ply 1) { 
cha "($reply". SREPLY."}"; 
i (is_admin ($admin}) { 
cho" [ < 
R mov Comment&amp;tid=$tid&amp;sid=$sid\" " 
" 
". ,
DELETE 
echo "<br><br><br></ d></ r>\n"; 
ls { 
cha "($reply". SREPLIES.")"; 
if (Ls dmin($d min)) { 
cha '' [ 
h f \"admin.php?op R mov Comm n &amp; id=$ id& m •$ ·i \" '' OF.LET!-. 
• 
11< la...- J "; 
echo "<br><br> r I cl> I \n"; 
$x t; 
echo "</t bl 
} else { 
>"; 
Class--=\"o tion\" II' ' 
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$prev=$min-$offset; 
if ( $prev>=O) { 
print 11<br><br><center><a 
href==\11modules.php?name==Search&amp;author=$author& mp; opic=$ onic& m 
min==$prev&amp;query=$query&amp;type=$type\11>11; 
print 11<b>$min 
"._PREVMATCHES. 11</b></a></center>11; 
} 
$next=$min+$offset; 
if ($x>==9) { 
print 11<br><br><center><a 
href==\11modules.php?name=Search&amp;author-$au ho &amp; opic=$topic&amp; 
Inin==$max&amp;query=$query&amp;type==$type\11>11; print 11<b>11._NEXTMATCHES.11</ ></a></cen r>"; 
} elseif ($type==" reviews 11) 
$result= sql query("select i, Litl, tex, r view 
score from 11• $prefix." reviews wh re (Lille like ' $query' ' OR t x t 
like '%$query%') $queryrlang order by date DESC limi $min, $0 f 11 
$dbi) ; 
$nrows = sql_num_rows($r sul, $dbi); 
$x=O; 
cho 11<b ><hr noshad 
Size=\"l\11><center><b>11• SEARCHRESULTS."</b></cen e >< >< r>"; 
echo 11< ble-wid h \"99' \" c llsp ci g \"0\" 
Cellpad ing \110\11 ord r \"0\11>\n"; 
( $nrows>O) ( whil (lis ($i, $ i 1, $ x, $ vi we, $~cor) 
Sql f tch ow($result, $bi)) { - - $ u ) 
"modul s. h ?name Reviews&amp;op showcon n & m ;id=$i "; 
$p g s counl (explode ( "< ! --pag br ak-->11, $ .x 
cho "<tr><·d><img 
s/links/urlgo.gif\" border \"0\" alt \"\">&nbsp;< on 
ion\"><a href \"$furl\"><b>$ti le</></></ on r>" 
.""'on cl ss \"con n \">"._POSTEDBY." 
l ) ; 
src \" imag 
cla·s \"op 
i 
"" REVIEWSCORE.": $co /10 b 
($p ] l { 
cho "($pa es ". PAGE.")"; 
} els 
scho "($pg "._PAGES.")"; 
". , 
} 
if (is_ min($ min)) { 
cho 11 [ <d 
href==\"modules.php?name=Rev1ews&amp;op mo r v i ew .irn ;ii $i \"".Ell'!'. 
"</a> I <a 
~ref==\"modules.php?nmeRv1 w·.ph s am ;o 111 t1vi1w 1mp;i I\" 
·_DELETE."</a> ]"; 
} 
hr /1 I\ 
h II I ". I 
11 
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echo "<tr><td><center><font 
class=\"option\"><b>". NOMATCHES."</b></font></cent r>,..br>,.. r>"; 
echo 11"</td></tr></table>"; 
} 
} else { 
$prev=$min-$offset; 
if ($prev>=O) { 
print "<br><br><center><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic $t&amp;mJn 
$prev&amp;query=$query&amp;type=$type\">"; 
print "<b>$min 
"._PREVMATCHES. "</b></a></center>"; 
} 
print "<br><br><centcr><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min= 
$max&amp; query=$query&arnp; type=$type\ ">"; print "<b>"._NEXTMATCHES."</b></a></cen r>"; 
$next=$min+$offsel; 
if ($x>=9) { 
} elseif ($type=-=" sections") 
$r sull - sql qu ry("select ar·i, 
content from ".$prefix. "_seccon wh r (ti le 
content like '%$qu ry%') $que ysl n o ya 
$min, $0 · s l", $d i) ; 
$rows = sql_num rows($ ul , $ 
sx 0; 
ci , i le, 
'%$qu y ' OR 
DEC limi 
i); 
echo 
Siz \"1\"><c n 
cho 
><hr no hade 
>". SEARCHRESULTS."</ ></c n r>< < r>"; 
ble wi h \"99 \" c llsp cing \"0\" 
c l lp dding \"0\" o d r \"0\">\n"; 
i ($nrows>O) { Whil {list{$artid1 $secid, $ i l I $con n) a 
sql_i ch_row {$ su I , $dbi)) { 
$con n ) ) ; 
$pages coun ( xplo ( II , __ g b k-- " I 
y{". 1 c s en m om 
c ons $dbi) ; 
sq 1 ch ow($ u l I $ i); ".$ r e fLx ;." 
$surl - 
"modules. php?name=Sections&amp; op=l is· r icl s& m ; c i =$. cl I"; 
$furl - 
"moctules.php?name=Sections&-mp;o id s ar i "; 
echo "<tr> d><im 
src=\"images/links/urlgo.gif\" bor er-\"0\" <I \"\"> n ton 
class=\"option\"><a href-\"$furl\" e t 1 · /l I I n !01 
Class=\ "content\ "><br>". I SECT IO . '": · 
href=\"$surl\">$sectitle"</a> r>"; 
if ($ 1) { 
h " }\('!· • " l " ; 
h " 
11 
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if (is_admin($admin)) 
echo fl [ <a 
href=\"admin.php?op=secartedit&amp;artid=$artid fl>". EDIT.""/> e1 
href=\fladmin.php?op=secartdelete&amp;artid $ar i s amp r o k 0\fl " DF.1,1·.'1'1·,. 
"</a> l ": 
echo fl</font><br><br><br></ >I r>\n"; 
$x++; 
} 
echo fl<tr><td><center><font 
class=\floption\"><b>". NOMATCHES.fl</b></font></center><br><br>"; 
echo-"</td></tr></table>"; 
echo "</table>"; 
} else { 
$prev=$min-$offset; 
if ($prev>=O) { 
print "<br><br><cen· r>< 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$au hor&amp; o ic $·& mp;min= 
$prev&amp;query=$query&amp;typ =$ ·yp \">"; 
prinl "<b>$min 
". PREVMATCHES."</b></a></cenler>"; 
} 
$next~$min~$offs t; 
if ($x> 9) { 
hr f \"moduJ 
$m xs am ; qu 
i L """ r b ><c: n 
.php?nam Search&amp; u ho $ 
y $qu ry&amp; yp $ ype\">"; 
int"<>". NEXTMATCHES."</ 
o ic $ &amp;min= 
> I le n II' I 
Js i ($ y "us rs") { 
" $ . u r 
''/" i.,iqurir-y'il,' 
" 'l'ffiin,$o1 
$result - sql_query("sel c uid, un m, nm rom 
fix." us r wh r (unam lik ' $qu ry ' OR nm lik 
OR bio lik ' $qu y~') o r by unam ASC lirni 
II $d i); 
s n ows = sql_ um r:ow· ($ ·ul , $ i); 
$x 0; 
cho "< r ..... <hr nosh 
Size=\"l\"><cent .>< >". SEARCHRESULTS." I le n 
echo"< able wi h "99 \fl c.llsp cin 
Cellpadding=\"0\" border-\"0\">\n"; 
if ($nrows>O) { 
while(list($ui, Sun mP., $n me) • 
sql_fetch_row($result, $dbi)) { 
$furl= 
" moctules.php?name=Your_Accoun & mp;o 
if ( $ nam - fl " l 
$n 
II• 
I 
in O am ; un: m •,\lilt me "; 
1111 l. Utt. 
r • ' 
/1 · nk /u 1 
im l 
13 c \" i ma 
"0\ ,, \II\ II ll\ 
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class=\"option\"><a href=\"$furl\"><b>$uname</b></a></font?" onl 
class=\"content\"> ($name)"; 
if (is admin ($admin)) { 
echo " ( <a 
href=\"admin.php?chng uid=$uid&amp;op=modifyUs r\">". FDT'T'. 11</,1 u 
href=\"admin.php?op=de1User&amp;chng_uid=$uid\">"._DELETE."</a> ]"; 
} 
echo "</font></td>"/tr>\n"; 
$x++; 
echo "<tr><td><center><fon 
class=\"option\"><b>". NOMATCHES."</b></fonl></cen er><br>< r>"; 
echo-"</td></ r></ abl >"; 
echo "</table>"; 
} else { 
$prev=$min-$offset; 
if ($prev>=O) { print "<br><br><center><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author $author&amp;lopic=$ & mp;min• 
$prev&amp;query-==$query&amp;Lype=$type\">"; 
print "<b>$min 
"._PREVMATCHES. "</b></a></cen r>"; 
} 
prin "< r>< ><c n t > 
hr f \"modul s.php?n m Search&amp;au hor $au hor&amp; opi.c $ &· m ;min= 
$max&amp;qu y-$qu y& mp; y $ yp \ ">"; rin II< >". NEXTMATCHE II I /a></c n II• , 
$nexL-$min~$off 
l (sx> 9) { 
Clos 'Tdbl () ; 
Lnr Lu ("ioo ir . hp"); 
r ~ k; 
?> 
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System implementation is a process of writing the programming codes that 
implement the design. This process consists of three activities: interface development, 
system development and system requirements. The tools used in this process include : 
Windows 98, Apache, Dreamweaver MX, Internet Explorer, MySQL, ditPlus, 
Photoshop 7.0, Photoshop 7.0, Illustrator 10, lmageReady 3.0, and Microsoft Word. 
First, all the data and components have to prepar d. The data preparation activity 
involves preparing still images and graphics, setting up the database, designing and 
creating the input form. Next comes the coding part. There are three type of c de to 
consider: HTML, CSS and PHP. During coding, we have to abide to the e 4 principle : 
reusability, readability, maintainability and robu tness. 
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Testing provides a method to uncover logical error and to test the y t m 
reliability. Hence, all the new procedural manuals, new hardware and system int rfo s 
must be tested thoroughly. Testing is done throughout systems development, not ju. t • 
the end. Because it is far less disruptive to test beforehand than to hav a p orl t t d 
system fail after installation that will result a waste in time, c st and effort. ucc ful 
testing will result in quality software where software with fewer error which work 
according to specification and user requirement . 
Unit te ting concentrates n the smal le t component f the tern f r te 'ting. 
Every individual component dev I p d in a y tem are te t d independently, with ut 
other system c mp nents, to nsur that they operate orrc ti . Th sc ornp n nts might 
be performing ta k uch as checking alid input value of email addre s. Unit that were 
independently unit-tested ar : in crt re ord into databa c, retri ve data fr m databa e, 
search around databa e for particular re ord and fi rm po ting. unng te ting, all 
programs are check d t erif wh th r the r utine w rk a it i written. t p f 
unit testing ar pplicd in thi pr jcct, there arc white te ting and black b ie ting, 
6.2.1 White Box Testing 
This testing in I ed anal ze the de and u e nowledg about the lru tur i of u 
component t deri et t data, Th ad antn 1 of v hit' bo: t .srinu is thut un anal sis r 
l..J 
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the code can be used to find out how many test cases are needed to guarantee a given 
level of test coverage. 
6.2.2 Black Box Testing 
The test object's behavior can only be determined by studying it input and the 
related outputs. Advantage of this kind of testing is that a black box is free of the 
constraints imposed by the internal structure and logic of the test objects. Th 
disadvantage is that it is not always possible to run a complete test in this manner. 
This te ting i to en ure that the interface among the component are defined and 
handled properly a de ribcd in the y tern d ign pecificati n . r- he op- wn 
Integration appr ach is u ed where te ting begin from the top and w rk the way down. 
The process is continued until all the modules arc tc ted. 
' ' 
This is ne f other f undamcntal tc t . It in ludcs: 
• Usability - U abilit h uld be ba cd n building interfa c that arc ca. to learn. 
testing is measured fi r 
nsurc that th · s st m r spouse 
tim mt user e: ·tHlt ns nduo·snol ·,···dtll·sp·iri·lprl')11nun· 
·rit i 1 und · h .uv 1 str .ss 1 lum 
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These test cases are carried out in order to find and uncover errors or irregularities 
and hence, verify and validate the system. 
N_o_. -r-:-T=-e=s:.:.t-=:C::.:a:.:::s:.:::e_1- ..::E:.:.:x:i:.::ec:::·t:.::e:.=d_;R:.:.e::.:s:..:u:.:.lt=------1- Verdict 
l. Connecting • User should be able to connect with a Pass 
to the system minimal amount of time 
• The page should download completely 
without any errors 
Remarks 
2. Sign up as a • User should be able to submit the 
new member registration form, receive their 
temporary password instantly and enter 
their personal page 
3, Search 
browse 
4. Members 
Login 
I • User hould be able to search Pa 
according to their search criteria 
• earch results h uld be returned t the 
user correct! 
• Verified member hould be able t 
in t their personal page with 
usernames and email 
• 
5. Retrieve lost 
pa sword 
6. 
Update • Member hould be able t update their 
rncrnber info current per onal info 
• The late t inf h uld be cpl in the 
databa e 
hangc 
passw rd 
be able t .han ic 
Start a forum • Auth rizcd u crs . h uld b • able t start 
a forum and bee me their m d rat r · 
• on-auih rizcd 11, er: should 
allo cd to d 
• 
9. Join a forum • 
a f rum 
• u-uuth 111 ·I ll'i ·1 • h uld 11t t I ' 
all w ed t d · 
Pass 
Pa 
Ju s 
PH'' 
P l.'S 
Nickname I 
email h uld b 
unique d uble 
rcgi rrari n i n t 
allowed 
i knamc and 
11111iL • h uld 
mat h and e, i l 
in tho databa e 
Id PU''W rd 
must 111at h those 
i11 the dut~1ba · • 
111 the 
'lUI l H fi f11111 
Th ·1 
I I' )111111 
I ', (1 j ti I\," 111 
ll"l'I '. 111 
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10. Messaging 
members 
Pass • Members should be able to send 
private messages to other users. 
• Those messages should be received y 
the reci ient com letel and correct! 11. Checking 
message 
inbox 
• Members should be able to check their 
private message inbox. 
Pas 
Managing 
newsletter 
Pa s • The administrator should be able to 
send newsletter to anybody he/ he 
wishes. 
• The recipient should receive the correct 
and complete message from th admin 
• The newsletter should be end 
rom ti and without dela 13--1-=-~~~~-+~~:.:..:.:J~:....!:::.~::.:..:.:::.:..:::!~':::.::::.l~~~~~ 
Sending • Every user should be able to send their 
feedback feedback to the administrator 
• The administrator should be able to 
o en those feedback without err r 
• The adrnini trator hould be able t 
add a new content or edit/delete 
existinn ontcnt 15.~":"-- ---1--~::!!:.:.:.!~~~::'...._------~ 
Logging out • Admini trat r and member hould be 
able to I g ut aflcr every c ion 
• nauth rized u er mu t n t be ab! I 
log in after the mcrnbcr/adrnini trat r 
-...------~~1-~h~a~l~o~1.g~ed;;;...;;.o~ul~.~~~~~~~~-'-~~~-..i.~~~~~~_, 
12. 
14. Changing 
content 
Pas 
Pa 
Pa 
members or 
moderators onl . 
Testing process is done t a new program and t a pr gram that ha be n 
changed. cforc a ystcm can be u d b u er, all button and i n hav t 
Te ti 
sing process inv lvcd unit tc ting (\ hitc bo and bla t 'Sling , int iran n 
testing and product verification te ting. ting ha their own ad untag 'S and 
disadvantages. Various test c e ar arricd ut in order to f ind fault· in th' . 1 ·t .m. 
After everything runs v II the Lem i · v ·riri ·d and ali at id 
I 1 
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This chapter summarizes the entire 
encountered and step taken to overcome the c prob I ems, h L , . u~ sts fu.lur~ 
enhancements that can be added to complement th d 
friendly feature and capabilities. trcngth and limitation of th t m ' ill also be 
discussed here. 
• Difficulty in defining the icope 
It a quite a j b ettling n a ope that would ·ati ·fy every targeted group. unnu 
the earl tagc , the target audience f r thi p rtal were Mala ian tudent of a 11 a i ·s 
and sta res. I ut as the pr ~ t pro ire cd, we had to restrict our rnatcri 11 to ·nt 
c llcge r uni er it tud int nl . Having a big audience means that we had to find a 
whole I f information that i suitable f r each and c cry one of them, and that 
require o much cff rt. Then there the qucs ti n f the medium u ed. J\ 
mcnti ncd before, thi ortal i targeted at I al uni rsit nudcnts ... hould we u c 
Lngli sh, or Baha 'a Mela u, or both? We had a dis rand 
de idcd that v 'h uld · nccntratc 111 u 'ing l~ngll ·h first. When the tern ha 
e ta Ii hed it elf, then we .an us' ahusa M ila u us a further cnhanc .m nt. 
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• Difficulty in choosing the tools amt programming languages 
Developer creating scripted, dynamic W .b appli ations h an m n n rn nt 0· 
riches in programming languages to hoosc fr rn, , u h 
Servlets, r, Perl, and Python. Each of the c langu g h tr ngths and 
weaknes es. hoo ing the be t language an b a daunting ta k. During the 
preliminary tage of our project, we chose A P.N a the technology, not aware of 
the cornple ity and rnplication that lie beneath it. We ,, ere judging the language 
only by theory; thr ugh reading b k and article , ith ut r all kn wing how it 
work . That wh e turned t Pl IP. We kncv real p pie wh knew how to create 
PHP application and are a ailablc l he! us under .tand how it real I work'. With 
their help, w ar a le t reat a running and un ti ning web p rtal. 
t ol that an g with it i n t mu h a ta an m re. Pl IP applic ti ns almost 
alwa run n Apache L databases," nd there'd bl; no ason for u · 
to change that. ft' alwa af r that wa 
• Lack of knowledge and guidan 
l\s mentioned b f re, c v ere onl rel ing on · !..s to 1 t all th· first hand J ·tails r 
the tc hnolog . Thi. is ju t like nud ing our ·ubj icts ith ut '<in' t th I iturcs. 
y LI 11 
'r r all und •r itand th rn ell ·n u ih ·1 hut's x hat hupp .ned l< us. w " r 
10 
l when u in 1 I\ I .NET and thcr ' 1.:1 .u't un 1101' ss1 n 11 /\ t NI=. I 
r grammer h ire to uud · us, l n~1 ul! l t'c'11USL'. lht• lnn't · ·1.11 /\SI NET 1s 'I 
l..n " an I · 'nth' I rol'·ss1on 11 PH 11 1n1111 •1s Ill t 1!-.1n1' th ·i1 tiuu.: t 
th11., 
I. 
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technology. With PHP, we arc till newcomer , but th r 
around who can guide and assist us in pursuing our proj I. 
• Difficulty in setting up server and platform 
If you have seen the u er manual, you will c that an appli ation call d PHPTriad 2- 
2-1 i used to in tall PHP, Apache crvcr and M L II at the am time. Well, 
thank od we found that application. 'Or before that, we had t manuall install PHP, 
Apache er er and M . It wa a nightmare. We ha to onfigure many things 
and even if a step wa · accidentall left out, the wh le thing' ould n t work and we 
wouldn't kn w where the our e of the error i . At certain times, the Pl IP program 
would run but at other time , err r me age w uld p u . Art.er we found 
PHPTriad, c crything was a br czc and it wa pleasant! table. We ha n t found 
any error r bug a ct. 
• Unanticipated appearances of web pa re 
i crcnt \: cb br w 'r impo c different iff ct· and margins 10 th •ir la outs. A page 
that look inc in Internet xpl rcr ma 
i sc in N 'l. ca Th · tab] might 
not c pr crl align d r th r nts mu 
ik small r or bi 11 r That'. hat' c went 
throu >h. ur pa 1 ·s look not as good in N ·ts ·a ' .omj nr ·d t Intern ·t J·.·plor ·r. W • 
did the bet' ould to rccon ii· the di 'r n 
• un JI 
.causc ti i: 1nwe ' id ·I us id nnd it's 
th ·1 thun thnt t' •1 t li11 N ·t.· · tp · ·1st ns 
don t sup] u Ju, h1 11p1,, hi h ·oulJen1s•s tn'1Hll•1nstoth·p1 '., 
I. 7 
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• Time constraints 
Time is the only thing in the world that anybody couldn't get enough of If time 
weren't an option, we would've been able to build a better portal with better interface, 
functionality and higher quality content. 
I User friendly 
During our acceptance testing, we asked the re pendent what they thought of the 
portal. Most of them thought that it is very user friendly. They didn't take much time 
to get accustomed to the environment and found it easy to find thing they were 
looking for, thanks to the consistent layout f blocks. here were al o no f unn 
functions or u age of over the edge technology that could confu c the u er. 
• Attractive screen design 
Most of the re pondcnt al o thought that thi p rtal h s a cry aura ti c ere 'n 
desi in. Thi, may be due to the fact that we try to abide to good b de ign pra ti cs 
in our portal: using virtually pleasing col ur and inter sting t r 'le ant graphic , 
using the right ize and style of font , iding crl I ng t' t, inf mu n sist mt 
layout on every page to ca c navigation, and la t but not lea t keeping th, simpf it 
and elegance of our portal 
• Easy accessibility 
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Chapter 7 - System Evaluation and Conclusion Counselling Portal 
Because this portal is placed in the Internet, it will be available around the clock, 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. Users will be able to access it and make full use of it, so 
long as they have Internet connection. 
• Increased Security 
Every member or administrator who wishes to log into their accounts has to supply 
the correct username and password. They can further increa e the ecurity by 
changing their passwords whenever they like. The re tricted duplication f u ername 
or email addresses also prevents unwanted situations like hacking or impo tor 
accesses. 
• Transparency 
ystem transparency is a condition whereby the u er· do not need t now here the 
database i , how the sy tern tructure i or how the under! ing tc hnol g w rk . 
This condition applies to our ystcm. The u r just has to ace s our s stem, car h 
for whatever information he/she wants t I ok f r, and log out. h needn't know 
how the backstage pe pie do it. J\11 that i done b the er r- idc techn I g . 
• Reliable System with effective error handling 
In this portal, every data input i alidatcd and eri ied to pre int irr r and 
irregularities. If there is an input failure an err r me age 1 cnt t the u r to inform 
them of the mistake, for example - in alid I in II , in alid pri at· rn .ssa · r · ·ipi ·11t 
name, or invalid Yahoo Me 
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Chapter 7 - System Evaluation and Conclusion Counselling Portal 
• Attractive Member's Features 
Members are able to do a whole lot of things. Besides enjoying the features like those 
of the normal users', members can join the forums, chat with ther u ers, end 
messages with other users, see which other members are online and sec the details of 
other users. 
Despite some of the strengths mentioned previou ly, ther till exist omc wcaknc cs 
and limitations that we were not able to correct or banish due to time con traint and lack of 
resources. These limitations include: 
• Uses Cookies which could undermine th ystem ecurity. U er who f rg l t log 
out after each e ion may find that others are able to acccs their ac unt with ut 
logging in. Thi i crucially ignificant in multi-u er environment . 
• Web browser dependent which result from the fact that thi ortal i mad f r ic\ 
in Internet Explorer only. U ers f Netscapc, pcra r Ne Planet m find the tab: 
not properly aligned with different ff ct . 
• Long download times which ri cs duet the large amount of gra hie and imag in 
every page of the portal. hi lagging phcn menon i in her .ntl tru durin 1 pea 
hours. 
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Chapter 7 - System Evaluation and Conclusion Counselling Portal 
Every system should be maintained throughout its lifetime. This is mainly true because user 
requirements might change from time to time. System enhancements will extend the usability 
of the system while improving the limitations. Here are some suggestions for future 
enhancements: 
• Add in an audio video conferencing module which allows user to receive online 
counselling straight from the counsellors. The users, however, would have to ha e 
digital video camera and microphone and other related gadget attached to thci r P 
• Create another version in Bahasa Malaysia so as to incr ase the understanding f 
viewers and to reach a wider set of audiences. 
• Improve the layout of the screen o that it would be br w er independent. hi, mean 
it would yield consistent pages for every br wser available - be it I , Net cape, 
pera or other . 
I reate more design template o that u er will have the opportunit to choo e the 
theme they like be t from the many that are available . 
• teate a shout box module where mem er can po t their me age or shout ut to 
be seen y every visitor that visit the portal. hi fun tion i cry uitablc f r 
sending greeting or wi .hcs. 
I 
reate a guest book module so that u er will be able t lea c their ornrnents or 
suggestions about the portal to be een by other i it r . 
• Add in a quiz module where u ers can ke in their an er and the stem w ul rat' 
them according to their answer . Thi m dule 'h ul 
l I 
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Chapter 7 - System Evaluation and Conclusion Counselling Portal 
of the administrator so that they could easily define different quizzes with different 
answers. 
In conclusion, AskAkak.Com Counselling Portal is indeed a good and feasible sy tern 
solution for the counselling of academic, career, and relationship of Malaysian student . This 
is evident due to these reasons: 
• There are many benefits that could be derived from thi coun I ling p rial, 
• There is a lot of guidance and self-help tips that could off r oluti n fa ter 
and easier without going for long counselling e si n . The e nl ine lution 
will provide the users with a sense of flexibility and implicity. A thi i a 
user-friendly web application, there should be no problem f u ing r learning 
how to go about with the y tern. 
• The i ue of c un ellor availability d c n't e i t h re. The ' tcm i read 
round the clock and the coun cl lor could provide hi /her henc r 
he/she is available. 
I lowever, computer services rn the c un lling field h uld be c n id red a a 
notable effort, n t a final answers f r the u r . U r p n hron i r n us 
Problems should probably seek a real c un elling agcnc turning t u . Thi 
becau 
se the portal might not be able to produce the b luti n v hen omplc · probl .m: 
Occur Th· . · is system should be viewed as an aid rather than a ub tuure t oun llor and 
Professionals. 
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Chapter 7 - System Evaluation and Conclusion Counselling Portal 
Knowledge wise, the development of this counselling portal has been very beneficial 
to me. I have successfully developed a comprehensive and feasible system within the given 
period, which is from mid-March 2002 to mid-September 2002. During this period, I was 
able to apply the knowledge and theory that I have I have learnt and gained during clas 
lectures. Furthermore, I had the chance to learn many programming languages and tools uch 
as PHP, XML, MySQL, Photoshop, Illustrator and Dreamweaver. xtensive use of the c 
tools and languages also reinforced my understanding of them and made me use them m re 
efficiently and effectively. In addition to that, I have also Learned to be more independent, 
resourceful, perseverant and confident. These values are very important to prepare me for the 
professional world out there. 
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About This Manual 
This manual will guide you on the following area: 
• Hardware and Software Requirements 
• Compatibilities 
• Configuring the Counselling Portal 
• Tour Guide through AskAkak.Com Counselling Portal 
Hardware & Software Requirements 
Hardware Requirements 
Listed below are the rmmmum hardware requirements for running the AskAkak.Com 
Counselling Portal: 
• Pentium 233 MHz or above (Runs well in Celeron and AM Proce or al o) 
• 16MB RAM 
• Other basic requirements for a desktop computer 
Software Requirements 
AskAkuk.Com Counselling Portal runs wcJI in: 
• Windows 98 Second Edition (SE) Operating System 
• Internet Explorer 4 and above Web Browser 
• Apache HTTP Web Server 
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Compatibilities 
AskAkak.Com Counselling Portal has been tested in various Windows OS platforms and 
different web browsers. Below is the result of the tests conducted: 
- 
COMPATIBILITY WITH ASKAKAK.COM 
Operating System/ Web Browser Not 
Compatible Not Tested 
Compatible 
- 
Windows 95 _, 
Windows 98 SE _, 
Windows Millennium _, 
- 
WindowsNT4 _, 
~ 
Windows 2000 _, 
Windows XP Horne Edition (32 Bit) _, 
Windows XP Home Edition (64 Bit) _, 
- 
Internet Explorer Version 1-3 _, 
~ 
Internet Exp1orer Version 4-6 _, 
Netscape 4 to Netscape 6 _, 
Opera _, 
NeoPlanet _, 
Tabl 1 - Sy t m Compatlblllty 
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Configuring AskAkak.Com Counselling Portal 
Follow the steps listed below: 
Step 1: Installing PHP 4, MySQL 3.2.3 and Apache HT1 P crver usin~ PllPTrind 2 .. 2-t 
1. Insert the accompanying CD into your CD-ROM drive. 
2. Browse through the CD. 
3. Double click on the icon labelled PHPTriad 2-2-1. The window below will appear: 
~ PllPTrlntl ? I. I '\~111r1: I irrn'\f" ,.,,,,...,nrnl F!) 
11 JIClll ignoi. thit teict wou WILL be told to 1n biok to ii I .IOI II#. a~ ri "' 
ti.PHPG91oruml l'tow ~ wldeplnd on the~ 
THIS IS ALPHA SOFT"WARE 
Ttii is a prtt .... (!Md brcbn) ,-.... ol PHPTn.d It 11 ll'A these~ to 
!It .... anc.c1..-1~ll'll ~by~and~tN~bugs n 
aaftw#e If )!Oil aren't cc:wNortal* Mt! lhe ~ !hit~ eoAw-e brings 
tholAd rd cmnie wih 11-.ia inltelelicn 
HIS IS ALPHA SOFTWARE 
T hit mt• tel• up e PHP MrY9f enWonmeti on )'Oii 'Wi'ldowe mochi'1e, 1111 
prcwidod ~wars• of arw kild. TIW ~le prQ\lided U'idel • ~ E 
Figure 1 - PHPTrlad Start-up Screen 
4. Click on the button 'I Agree' and wait until setup has finished installing. 
5. When tup i completed, click• lose'. 
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Step 2: Setting up the database 
1. Go to your start menu. Find the folder Apache Consol in th pro irnm 
PHPTriad. Click on Start Apache. The window below will appear: 
Figure 3 - Apache Console 
2. Go to your start menu Again. Find the folder MySQL in the program PHPTriad. 
Click on MySQL-D. You can check whether MySQL-D is actually running by 
pressing cTRL-ALT-DEL. Mysqld should be listed in the Task Manager, as shown in 
the diagram below: 
Msmtgs 
Webtrep 
Loac!Qm 
Ndetect 
Systr8,ll 
Pt noop 
Pceiomon 
Wino~p 
Wm~p 
Msld·ot 
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3. Open your web browser and type the following in the Address Bar: hu >:/ oc ilhost 
The window below will appear. 
• o..q ....... , .... """"'""'"".°"" .....,.p.,j"""""l:.lil''·~t!<J!J 
• 8~111• ·~ oU ~o:tJ ~c.om .-.:h~ Wbd 1Pd1M ,.,. bo. ial Pl!Y<Juk.um 
• 8~T--.t.11Mdoct.. Vl'•dtntlomd11 e1w1,p!lcl)..,_d •PJl»O.tl<.tcn 
• 811)"1111pr~-.d~1ttir1tltJ't~l'•.dl'ndOJHfTWll'lltttfll(p<J.t~r.om 
Welcome 
C.-w~•Of\d191>Mt~(oK,~w ..... Tml"fll!llUli1 w-',••1w4y111t~~w111iim-kt.•d•11in••h:•l•,••Lt111'\0! t1* lftA\ 
Pl!JIOM'lr tom W> b• M.lft )'tut~ 111"-t lht I .... 'Mr'llM Md •"""'WUil lltl'•Mtbfl• 
WbM PlfPTna4wfi .. bfth~...ty-41rt ~ f«lil• t.lludoft\" ub1P)futy .id tiw• It JUlkf pro;t t b llutn~l Y\l't I p1i t ...... -..nl·lbfl. 
u. the...-. <ti.ht~ o111.., iit•J-<.t ,,_.., "'' ,....o •.Y• •• ""' b•·k. 
What's N- In Thia Voralon? 
'Pl!l'1Nwla2, ..... ,,,.,...,_..i ...... 
• UpdMod P"Utt' I r Ar""'<' 21), W Ql..(121 Al) '"HIU•(A I I) 
• Updolo<l .PUPM1""- 
• ,A.J.J.J '1A' PltPnwd C .. lll~ Jlw .. 1 CwtiMw•-. P'H'P) w w..._. PJ.IJl"nwiJ 
• Addtld&cil14t1M .. lo 
n..m. uct..fol»dllt~•hc\lao :Jtflndc1Wmlillld1tb:defa.ai .,.,.rw yo.a NJ;r BJ.idlll-C. ·~•ll11'1t.Jt.r 111\.hq'tJ"'I# llf Tvlednll.rowm. 
"" Ibo Pl!l'T...S c- .. P""' 
Figure 5 - Localhost homepage - 
4. Next, type m http://localhost/phpmyadmin/ in the Address Bar. The screen below 
will appear: 
El--·--- 
11 ...... 
I ... ._ ... OU 
ilfly'I (•> 
,. 1 c 1 
Welcome to phpMyAdmln 2.2.3 
lltylOL J.l:J.Jl1lifM4Jtfl••hl~H1H ..., ...... 
1 ""lllM'fA~rtill'\ ,tnf.Witl.,;tlllf.,n 
~ll>•f I .,._,,..,..., It• ~ ~ 
I ~11a.W•d~•1N•rttt1u1u--~ 
Figure 6 - phpMyAdmln hom pag 
In th 1cut N w D 1tubcrn ', 1 p in . k tk . Th · window below will 
np ar. 
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,,.,_ .. f l.,lf!it1•"~""'' 
~~'"'• f,.P• t.e111'11eittty' Affu11 Jh•M 
N•O#'tl'' NI.IA/If 1• Doo r•n llld 
Ol*i•- 
Tv.o Utt•• 
,...,,,,.. P,Ot#l"'1't#'lilli 
'""' o,a.e •fl 
TO!>I •. '°' flO 
fll>'!o.1"1••~ 
h ....... vt)11e 
"'"'"" tt)'f'lltrt'tn ,_ ,. 
~ ...... ,,. t•I 
fblf•\19• ..... 
•• 
i "~".Jr.•" Jl .. •JI \ .... ~ ... .Jlt ... l.J' 
' ,,~!f4(..-.,ll,.) I l<\.J' 
l .uit"'"™'_l1rh_,... 
., ......... fn••tl 
\4th"•" ll'l•tH' l ••"•h" 'I'll;<!\;• 
4 ··~·"·"·l)Ci'biJ'"' ' ·~ii•"•" Jl•ll•t 
l hkth1lr.J)ll>Jh 
• 41!.•.,•"-Jllil.,f. 
.. •'"""""...P~ .. llll '"'"""°'"MHd 
•1ittlte"pol o" 
I uk•"•" _r;1nt1 
I 11!<4!.-,loi"_p~,h~I 
" •1l<1l<•k P"~ .. rr. 
l ., •" 4J•lj• 
l ··'.'lt·~~i. !/ 1<·l-· 
• 111klkll1;,.,"''i.1 
•• , ..... ,.)j '"""~" 
ltti-111"1·•1••0 
\ H1olll<4l., T•vr•,., 
l •1•tiltle rh·••Ai 
l ··~·"'·"·''"''"'' 
l ··"'·~·" ,.!• ....... 
• ''""~"~~· iJ4 •• , .. ,,1; .• ~ .,,,.,,,,,,, 
! ::~:~~t- ~;::~/." 
.t. tJio:Olit\. t•tt; ZS 
.. '"''""~ _•t11l1 "' l•ut•"•" .. •ll•• ... 111\1\.>tl-_,,,.tj 
' Hkt~l~ •• 1 lr-fJ 
l <1· I. ... ~ ....... ~' " •• 
"'"'"~~~l"I "' 
1 •""'~"~ lilf'tt. 
"Uhl<•'- "'>r4t 
• lt'H"°"'''°'"' .. 'lhittrlot.blil 
•\l .... (l·~~~'""->tlfl~ 
Figure 7 - Inserting tables Into the database 
6. Click on the button 'Browse' and click on the file admin.sql m your D-R M 
directory. This file will probably be a notepad pro&>Tam or an sql program. 
bloc kt 
:.:Jcgt-bln 
...:.i1m•gct 
,, conrto 
t:l dtblan polarhome 
.. )footer 
'i,,l footer 
!.)form 
)hnim 
1o1 htlll r 
tnctudu 
lll'!gvagt 
..Jmodutu 
Figure 8 - Inserting the notepad flle "admln.sql" 
7. Click on the button • o'. The database should load itself in a few minutes. After it 
has finished londing, the screen bulow will Hppcnr: 
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11 .... , .. Tttt• "• I MV' AM ., .. , 
~ ..,.,~ ... !'!t\'Q 
O~&AM 101<11 
0 Mt•lM.t I 01' 
0 ti.V!SJi~ '01\!1 
a..,,~ • ., 101". 
0 ....,, .... I O>((l .. ..,, .... 15:tl(9 
3M{''OAM :'nm 
,_..,;' ... 17Kll 
0....., ... '0>(8 ,.., ... ! O• 
,. "/!VA" .. >(II 
0 "'""" 
10"11 
0 """'." 
!Oi<S 
0 ... , ... '0"'9 
0 Mil Allii '01<11 
0 ... , ... '0"9 
0 "" " 10t'JI 
....... • •fl<••~ (7') . .u .. ~,2 (II! 
J u ........ ·£~ ... 
'j ul(iaj(•t(..,t111fitr 
' ~!io',.lo'11" IH/f11fl~ 
1l "lt-"tY-b4nl1,I 
~ "ilflJV4(!.),11r>l 
!.l .Uhl>'tV)tf>lf 
·1 t•ilti<•j.JM11p 
t1'1sl.t111i.i11th1,,h 
...... io-.~ • ... , •• , 
t 4Sli'tlt4"°.,.~J1e1btJ 
_. uV•"•" .. oll'Yr• 
•& uict.o:t~,,.<i0ftl111 
rlii •1WM-11k._(<";u'J'l~i 
J Ul<'t.'tV ll1f.tlb 
r), .. k •• k_d1J..,f1Q 
I. .titVJ1;t41!0li"l"'rl1.1 
1• .. , ... ~.-(! d1111v1111 
""'"'""'•"'fo ... tlll 
I U1t4ktl-_.ji;..,t/t,1 
t U\o'tktk .. J1,,..1!4 
r11Js114w11" ... 11nrrrJ' 
'1 .,k•"'•k fl\tfth 
tl •sk•l(ai_..cPtlfl"l'I 
• oh~•li'J1q1l'lt• 
• n1<11c.t1tJ'*-"'• 
l 'tt~ ~It.tit f, M.T'l'I 
l .. ~ ...... '"'"'t"I 
'' o~•k11ilJ•1n.i1nt 
I 'ltlt .. •t\ ,.,n11'f"o 
l ttkt"I'•" hu•;i,., 
···"""•"l"'"'.J· • Hio.tltt~ 11~~1 • 
!ti ·~··•"'•"'-'•"'hJ 
"l tJlo'tlt.,ttj.r.kf_tr 
\ H ... f~I~ I• •ill n 
t Hl..O~t~.,.Jloi~t 'I 
"••lr•k~_fl'u11in 
rt ••II• •k_niui 
Yow< IO.!."!U"'J h'l'I ... _.~.Nlltl•• ••lfll I 
Tl>< """'"'of Y•Ut ftlt ~tt ht~ Mo1t4. (1 ti) ""11orlittl!ll 
Tobi• 
II( .. 
P•u~ 1&1lrt.A )nu111 PMM1t• r.~oi.t tl~f 
nin .... , "'t ll'U11 rtr.i1•n1H r.oei rm'1t 
01u... ~ j II t.(jtj Pru1•1U1 C...1~ r llWAy 
O'D-..lllt ll•illiet tl'llotn rro111n.,. C)OD r mni)' 
;.~.flrt"'ttP10r1ut t•r;JP'rntllt 
lticl lrMlt Jlt0Pf1'lft Ll\>o Lr"OY 
Figure 9 - The llst of tables In database 'askakak' 
8. Congratulations! This means that your askakak database has executed successfully. 
Proceed to the next step. 
Step 3: Configuring your AskAkak.Com Administration Page 
1. Browse through the folder apache in C:\. Click on the folder htdocs. 
2. Browse again through the CD labelled AskAkak.Com. Copy the folder askakak 
from the CD and paste it into your current directory (C:\apachc\htdocs). 
3. Making sure that your Apache Console and My QL-D is still running, launch your 
Internet xplorer again and type in the following in the Addres Bar: 
The Ci Jlowing ·crcen hould appear: 
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Admln JO ..._ _. 
PH1word ...._ _, 
Figure 10 - Administration System Login 
4. Key in the following information: 
Admin TD : askakak 
Password : tesis 
And press 'Login'. The following screen should appear. 
AoloAlo.l..r"'fl' O•l""'t ._ 
Module td d In th• t1ott't•P•u•1 "'"'' 
t Ch•nt• l 
[lit Cdk XIM ra-1111 loolt tlotp 
Alido'tt1 
'Yl~·c.- 
11 .. dr•it•Dtt lticl<kt c....-i~ t•t~ 
-- _...., __.,.,_ llo>• .... • I>• 
........ ....,. '-'•v•I'-.. '"""• "'""- ..._/I t 
J 
• tubm 11h)n.t1 o 
• •• '~ •• , ... , 0 
•W•.t•ntlll)tt10 
• IJ •nit•"• 0 
5. Ther · ou ol You'r • fr to edit. d I 'le or add nuythin •you Ii . l'c I free to play 
or und and c. J rim nt with it. 
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Tour Guide Through AskAkak.Com Couns lling Port I 
Tour Guide for Normal Users and Memb rs 
!lit &dt1 ll'"' r..,,,, " IM!• tft1p 
~tll C!J h!ll) //IO<l!hOfl/"l<akal</1"40 p~p 
'bg·~ ,, _.,.. 
o • .,. 
WtMbMHh•Y • ..,, ~ ••• UH. 
Alt.&.: IJ •""•lo ••rd 4qu w•l•M •• -11.-t.N In .nqh1:h. Thu•, Jhk .Ak•k I• •" • .., lam•llon .. hlch N'I••"• •om•U11ng Ilk• •d 1111. Atk. A,ka\ If th• uftlrn•t• ro\lnotllno port I whkh dee!• wi\h 
•<.-d•mlc, "''•u and r•l•tfonthlp pre1bl"""'· -- 
OOt'l't h•H "" •«o.,.nt yet? You on tt••t• CM"I•· 4• ,.Ohr •Ad \iiJI •r 
~ou hav• •ome aff..l•r'lhO•" hh• tl'ttm• m•n•o•r• c:ioo'lif'l"l•..U 
W1'fl~u1ttton •nd f)(t•l tornmentt •ith W'f1Vr n•tt• · 
._ __ =:J 
-- 
I": H 1!.,41 
Th• P•th to •ucuu 11 • lof'\Q tru~ •lf'ld1no 
wey. H•rdwer\ 111 "'• b••t V•neport: r••th 
tt. 1 ...... 9et vour tr•noor\ •nd 'ao•m'. 
You11 r.tech vour 90•1• In"'•· -· fl.t•"'1~•·• LJ.d Yv\.lr .-cco1.1rrt 
p, .••• ,.. •9• 
VqtH J1 c;.,..,,....,.,._.1 .. 
., _ 
___ .,......._tn1 ...... .,.,. 
Figure 12 - AskAkak.Com Homepage 
This is the homepage of Askakak.Com Counselling Portal. As you can see, the layout is 
divided into three columns. All the static blocks are placed in the left column. These blocks 
will remain there regardless of what page it is. hese blocks include Search, Main Menu, 
Ask kak Guides, Page Hit , inks, Who's nline and A kAkak upport. The centre c lumn 
contains the login block and all the late t articles submitted by the Administrator. ach of these 
articles has their own icon depending on their topic. The right column contains the dynamic 
blo ks. The c block are u 'ually disabl d and ·un only ti.; vi ·wed in Ct!rlain puges, e.g. the 
startup er n. Th c bl >ck ·r op 10 Jo s P rpl x. di, Sour ·cs nnd Study Tip . 
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Registered users or members can login through their Nickname and P. " ord. N rmal 
users can also browse through the portal but their capabilities ar limited thus th y are 
encouraged to "create an account". After a successful login, members will b brought to their 
own personal page as shown below: 
My MoN>eP10•• ht'l>~•lll•h~•·l>'lpod.om 
loutfon1 Kl. 
O""P•UO,,, ttt..d•n' 
h_.:•r-ert.11 t•b •NI doth11 
••turirl• ••••tt<n~n ftttt Pzzr hth•hti: 
Artval llttt \•\utl Ur.,.. 
r ... ·,.. -~ltnhitl .. ""Jhri414i/tf.w 
v--·u...._.._ 
You h•v• U pth1•t4 f"'ltfftO•(t). 
Figure 14 - AskAkak.Com Members' Personal Page 
Here, members will be able to change their personal details, change the look of this 
page, submit comments and articles, check their private messages inbox, send private message 
to other member • and browse and search for other members. 
NM 
o ... 
Figure 15 - Members' Private Messages Inbox 
The diagram above ihow them nnbcr ' private m sngc inbox. The members h vc the 
fl XI ilit l Oil r pl und d •I ·tc the Ill ·s 'U ·s in th it inl ox. They can nlso compose new 
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messages to other members. This is done by clicking the S N button (th' bla 'kt ntt n on th C'\ 
bottom left comer). 
MTMl.1 Off 
Dl<:odo1 OH 
Olftblfl lrnNu.1 on thl• Po•t 
L·~J~'...-JL .... -t-..,.__,.1.,,."""'"'...,_,_..,J 
Figure 16 - Private Messages Form 
When the SEND button is clicked, the page above will appear. This is where the 
members can compose their private messages and send them to other users. Members can 
include icons and smilies in their messages, and also format their text. 
.............. 
•""' 
O•••bnt• to Ol.M' l•••Jt r•Qitt4red unu tulfp.JihQO• 
W• h•v• 14 ••olrt•i•d u1•rt to f•'· Th•'••'• I 1e9lt\•t•d unr(1) orillnt rlgh f'iO•· 
l ~I I A I I I C I ti I I r I I " I I I J I ' I 1. I M I ' 1 
f " I ,. I Q I 11 I I I v I I W I x I I z I ~·· l 
t bv1 I~'"'"""" I•••' e•m• I .,,.,., I u.t J 
H mtiO•O• 
11- ..... 
tl~·m•P•t• 
Flgur 17 - A kAk k.Com M mb r LI t 
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The screen above shows the Members List of AskAka . om. nl m "ml ct;' are 
authorized to see this list. This list can be customized, that is members r bl ' 10 view nil the 
other members in one list or view them by the first letter in their nam . F r xample, if the 
member would like to see other members with names starting with the Jett r T then h she will 
just have to click on T to display all the results. Members also have the flexibility to sort the 
list by nickname, real name, email or URL address. 
Ho, I don't tNnk ,. 
Temfltl 
The b.,l Ofi•I 
T•o tfm~l•J 
flt~ buH 
Figure 18 - Survey Statistics 
he figure above shows the results of the poll. They are displayed using a horizontal 
bar graph to provide a better visualization. The percentage and number of votes are also 
displayed for every option. Any user can see this page, but only members are allowed to post 
their comments about the subject of the survey. 
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This is the Survey Comments Form. Members who wish to comment further on the 
n..vt..;• th.,. thMM •qnnd•_.,_. .. _..t~~ 
n1r-i1..i '"''"' C•Mm•M. 
topic of the poJJ can do so by filling in this form. Members have the flexibility to choose the 
v...,..w.,_, awHl~oAn ( Logoo• J 
~!· fi.;,es"'x ... ,-*"'.---!l~*'-""-.-,-2!!1.!--•"l-...,-.--M.-,...,-..,...-- 
type of comments they would like to submit: plain old text or HTML. When they are done, 
.. 
they can also preview the mes age first to se how it will appear in the real page. 
Figure 19 - Survey Comments Form 
Now, let's see what normal users can do. 
Flgur 
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This is the Academic Counselling Section @ Ask/vkak, om. This is '1 her ' lll th c. s •ff. 
help articles and academic information is stored. here ar bout 3 rti 1 s in 4 ategorie : 
Study Skills, Study Field, At College and Varsity lnfo. The Study Skill. rion contains 
articles on basic study skills, such as reading, listening and note-taking. The Study Field 
Section offers the basic info on favourite courses and their prospects. At College contains 
essential guides on how to survive in college. Varsity Info stores related sources of information 
on universities in Malaysia. 
11VA!ISITY INFOn ~PA c.lMalllir 
~;~:~:.;t•~l'4• in thlf \••t) 
~PA r"'t ~•Wr 
rh11 P•O• ff d••~gri•d to he!~ 'IOI.I ~fwh~tt YOWi' .. 1T1••t•r G'1A •l'Wf Qv111ty PCllnh, (U II .. ..,.. 
t•Qvlr•d ~o .,.,,.,th• Jau roJu, but tt m•v h•IP you h••P t.i•(k of v•1•t yGv1v• n••rtd,) 
CUI ' 
Totaihooo<lltao c=J 
( ••oJi to A< J•"''' I . · t i• ) 
Figure 21 - GPA C lculator 
One of the tools available in the Academic ounselling Section is the GPA calculator. 
It is very easy to use, and it actually works! Once all the required data is entered, it will 
pr vide you with your PA, total number of er dits and quality point . 
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£H! ,... ..... 'f'l'I """ l4trif tto-11' 
-~ .... 4111http1f10(.~f1f41tMM:lmt1\.ifoo,,01ntm•""'•ta11rt.,,01»•v11wan1t1t&Jr'tijj ... ft1 
'1l74·~Ull "9; ~3.:1 ~ ........... tu,,....,.......,, .. ft\llllVfil-oU. 
Figure 22 
~ ... - ·-· •.. 
""""""'-··· .  ••4flf.i 
'f•ltt(• 
--· ""-,,..t!•••- ..... ~. 11t IPl'li•• M•n••t• 
.... _ 
........-. ··- ........... .... _ ,
t1WA--.ftt't'01ff)f1_.. .. .,,,....A~lt'Hlll~~9r\t 
~:~:~:)'.,f~l1\lt !fl tl1I• lol) 
Malaysia Academic Institution Directory 2002 Page 
This Academic Institution Directory will prove to be very useful for students. It 
contains the links to every maktab pcrguruan, universitie and colleges in Malaysia. 
H•rn•t ~h•lr1fh ft•hMat 
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The diagram above shows the Profile of AskAkak. om. This pn p ii. phys th 
administrators cum counsellors of this portal, its objectives, how to int 1 t witi. the 
counsellors and other useful links. 
• 11 "' I,.,, 
0• '°"' f•c• aftt/ dllfl('\,t~H il't ¥0\1' ~di••) 
Oo you h•W• any •udtMlc 1•ltl•d aliuttont 
tt ••k u• •nd .~ t+I• o1nu tn•mb•~•1 l'hl• h 
lt\41, pf•r• ta 1...._ k all ~utt 
A f•rurn HP•d•llv m•d• for th• •wd•ntt of 
'•k,u\t:i l•ll'\• ~tflf)Vt•' dft'I 'h1"-n•lo9I 
M•klvrn•t, UM, Ou1•· ~o~J'r• fr•• tit po1t 
•nr\hln9 vo1,1 ••nt here! 
,_,., .. ,, •• Ill 
) (nHr l•r•blem O•·Ot·ZOOZ >t 
06191 "" 
W•oT• 1 
Yypt If'\ ~·vr probl•l"l"I tl-1•• '•'•t..d t• o,...,, 
I 
O!J·Ot•2Q02 •t 
0•1H"" .,..r..ire ti 
Figure 24 - AskAkak.Com Forum 
The diagram above displays one of the most powerful features in this portal - its forum. 
However, different forum sections impose different access restrictions. The Academic 
Counselling Section, for example, allow any u er to join the forum while the Career 
Counselling Section only allows those who are specified by the moderator to join the forum. 
Thus, it is best that the user register first befor using any services provided by this portal. 
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.All C.Offlff'1•1'1h .flt1d f.lJQOl:ft1vl'lf •bo•.at °'It ••b '"• •t• l.l•h 
'111'•11'."'m• ~t1rt • v-.l1u1hf• •ft~•tr• tJof 1r,foim•tlqn tM U•i ih,.f\l.11 
- -·"~·~1, r=. ··········--) 
Figure 25 - AskAkak.Com Feedback Form 
After your tour is over why don't you drop us some feedback? Your comments and 
suggestions will provide us with useful information in order to increase the quality of our 
services. 
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Tour Guid for Administrators 
Add smrv Uat,kup 011 block• 
FAQ Forum M••HO-• 
Pntfwl'llne• Sacff1>r1• M•n•o•r llubml .. lnM 
Cot'lt.nt Manao•r F.dlt: A.dn~ln dtt Us l'W 
Mndul.. N_... I" Optfnll•a DB 
un•v•/Polle Toplu Hanaoar tooom I E'xtt 
Figure 26 - AskAkak.Com Administration Menu 
The diagram above shows the administration menu. This menu is displayed when the 
administrator signs in. It basically tells us all the functions available to the administrator. They 
include Blocks and Content Manager, Edit Admins and Users, Forums, Newsletter Sections 
and Topics Manager. 
~lckn•m• ,,.,,,. 
Im•~• 
'•kt ltn•ll 
u~~ 
IC(l Mu..,,ber 
At"4 ffu111bu 
YIM "umb•r 
MINM Murnbu 
Otwp•t1on 
lM'•tHU 
P•tnvni , ..... _, 
ltllo-- other \IO,r to whut ''"Y *""•'' •rf~reu 
<'v., 
~Mo 
Figure 27 - Edit U ers P g 
The screen above come from the :.dit U .ers page. l lere, the admini trator can edit 
exi ting us r (rnodif and dclet ) and odd n ·w users y providin 1 all the detail required. his 
i · u gr at w l f r us us 1 lmiuist utor, lo r LI r our friunds and family m smbcr .. 
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f 
f..-1 At~Mtk.Corn 
r""·· 
Wt.at do y.u••ntth•m'M'1 
(:. Ii. N•Wtl1tttr to t\Jbtcrrb•d UH,.. only (1 8ubtmbtcl UH1t) 
("' A M•1tlw• •·mall lo ALL uaett (13 U1eu) 
Figure 28 - Newsletter Administration Page 
The administrator has the ability to circulate newsletter to members of this portal, 
regardless whether they subscribe the newsletter or not. All he/she has to do is fill in this 
Newsletter form and press the 'Submit' button. This feature is very useful for announcing now 
articles or special events. 
c.. .... -- 
( [•el ••Poli• I lo! t µ•fl• l 
Poft'TidOI '--------------' 
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Option 10• ::=:============ 
o,uon 11! :============~ 
¢piton 121 1.-- -------------i 
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Plgur 29 - Poll/Surv v Admlnl tr tlon P ge 
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The figure above comes from the Poll/Survey Administrmion, 111 is wh re ti)€ 
administrator adds new polls, and edit or delete cxi: ting polls. An int "rcst'ing f t abeut this 
portal is that administrators are able to create as many polls as th y want to so that tlu~y ean 
capture all the information they need. However, only one survey is displayed at the main page 
to avoid confusion. All this can be defined using the poll/survey administration function. 
"-"l ~ ·- ... (CQdl to Ed~) 
C•r••r 
(' ~al•tlonthlp 
tfOtt1 Otn't 11ltd: •nv Hct{en o etor• tt\e tt)rt •rtd publt1h H: l•ttr. 
~ ~t•tm ~•r••t • ~.tng~r (~n~ll!h~: (~!r••r) f ! lit, I ~ :i•,'~]. 
Figure 30 - Sections Administration Page 
The Sections Administration is one of the most powerful functions in this portal. All 
the articles in the Academic, Career and Relationship ounselling Section are added, edited or 
deleted u ing thi function. 
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r......_~~ "-•'thr• tup•n• 
C:h<w 1~ r opi< I~ -~!< 
.............. ,opk 
T(lplc~e1 
~It• r\•M• wlthtut tpt(U nu.10 %0 c.hn•ettr•) 
or o·.1m l•1 .,,,.,.,, h•bbtu) 
topl<T•:wt• 
t.ht full t•plc ON\., duu1puon ~ ron1t1 40 htr•ct.r11) 
f•r •wtm 1•1 Jf'l\t• •nd t-tobblu 
I A<N'lbplc I 
Figure 31 - Topics Manager 
Finally, there's the Topics Manager. Recall that when the user visits the home page, 
he/she will see a few articles published with their own icons. Those icons actually spcci f y the 
topics of those articles. o define new topics, this is the function that you should use. To edit 
existing topics, just click on the appropriate icons. 
There are many more functions that can be performed by the administrator, but I'd 
rather you try it for yourself Experiment with it, and I'm sure that you'll find this counselling 
portal a very powerful and effective one indeed. 
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Academic Counselling Portal - knowledge, needs and ch&u.aetef,istiG§ 
We are computer science students of Untverstty Mal. y , iurrontty worlring 011 our- thesi«. Tne 
following questionnaire will h 'Ip us understand the r tquirom nt of our system-to-be-built, 
specifically the Academi Counselltng Portal. We greatty value your honest opinion. 
ABOUT YOU 
or. 0Male 
Q2. Age 
014 and under 
015-17 
018-1 
020-24 
025-2 
Q. Your marital statu : 
0 ingle 
0 thcr Pica c spc if ) 
4. What race arc y u? 
0 Malay 
0 hinc c 
Q5. What is our occupation? 
0 Female 
0 0-34 
D 35-39 
0 40-44 
D 45-49 
0 50 and above 
0Marricd 
0 Indian 
0 thcr (pie c sp ·cily) 
Q6. What i your highest education level? 
0 Primary sch I 
0 c ndary h ol 
0 ollcge I ndcrgradu tc chool 
I] Postgraduate IM· t r 
0 PhD. I pc ialist 
0 ther (Plea c. pc ify) 
7. ou o n a mpu1 r? 
Ovc 
lfno,ar ou planning to g Lon' 
0 ·s 
Wh' 
0No 
0 No 
• R Do 
[] r: [ IN( 
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Cou11selli11g Portot 
Q9. How often do you use the Internet? (Tick as many as apply) 
0 Everyday 0 About once a fortni ht 
0 Few times a week 0 About once am nth 
0 About once a week 0 r .ess ften 
QJO. What do you use the Internet for? (Tick as many as apply) 
0 General surfing 
0 E-mail I messaging 
0 Information 
0 Banking 
0 Booking travel, show or concert tickets 
0 Shopping 
0 Entertainment 
0 Online discussion and chat rooms 
0 Job-hunting 
0 Other (please specify)---------- 
Where do you usually s rf the web? 
0 At home 
0 yber afe 
0 Office 
0 Computer Lab 
0 ther (Please specify ------ 
What is your current operating system? 
0 Windows9x 
0 Windows 2000 
0 Window M 
0Window XP 
0Ma 
0 ther (Plea e specify) 
What is your favourite web brow er? 
0 Netscape 
0 Microsoft Internet xpl rcr 
0 NeoPlanet 
0 ther Plea e specify)---~-- 
Q 14. Have you heard of the PFIP 1 hn logy and it dvantagcs? 
0Ye 0No 
QIS. 
Q16. 
I lave you come aero 
0Yes 
any web ite made using Pl IP? 0 0 
Do you normally find the things that 
0Ye 
u arch for on th Intern ·t 
0No 
17. er all, do you think that the lnternet is beneficial lo y ur dail Iii'? 
0Yc 0No 
GENERAL COUNSELLING 
18. D ou know what ounselling i and what it an do for ou 
0Yes 0 o 
19 Ila c D e u had .ouns 'I ling of un kind b '!bit' J No 
OU 1111ghl ll ~I Oil km l lll' 't)tlllli~ 11111~ NCI I ... Ill lli • 11 • II li11u1 ' 
[] N) 
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Cmmse{li11g Portal 
Q21. Do you know what a counselling portal is? 
0 Yes 0 No 
Q22. In your opinion, which of these types of counselling should be includ d in 
portal? (Tick as many as apply) 
0 Family I relationship counselling 
0 Career counselling 
0 Academic counselling 
0 Health counselling 
0 Legal matters counselling 
0 Substance addiction counselling 
0 Money counselling 
un en ing 
Q23. Do you face any academic related problems, difficulties or uncertainties? 
0Yes 0No 
Q24. Have you ever been to an academic counselling homepage? 
0Yes 0No 
ff yes, proceed to Section A. 
If no, skip Section A and proceed to ection B. 
Section A 
Q25. Why did you visit the academic counselling website in the fir t place? 
0 I was facing a huge cadcmic pr blcrn and was looking for a solution which I 
couldn't find elsewhere 
0 I was searching for supplementary information to enhance my studie 
0 I wa too shy to sec my academic advisor and tried looking for virtual help 
instead 
0 My course/program required me visit them ften 
0 I was curious to know what academic coun lling really is 
0 No reason - I ju t happened to stumbl upon them 
Q26. Where did you find out ab ut the academic c unsclling w b ire that you've i ii d? 0 W rd of mouth 
0 earch engine 
0 Link fr mother w •b itos 
0 d crti ement 
0 ther (Plea e specify)_--------- 
Q27. What t pc f information do u often eek f r in th 1 ad mi c unsolling web ito? 
(Tick as man as appl 
0 a ic lud skill 
0 urdeline and inft nnation rm 1 ·Int ·d ours • 1rng11r11 
0 Tip f rs oring • a111111utio11s und us ignrn •nt. 
0 luuons l(H ti 'ti! '1111' p1ol I •ms fi .qu 'lltl luc 1d h ,'Ill f •11(, n Pi ·µ111011011 for '011 'g ind Ulll '!Sit 
0 A a 1111 ussi tun • , . u h 1, . ·h )! 11shq: nud f'und .• tuloung 1111d n1011vol1un 
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Coumel/iug Portal 
Q28. Were you always able to find what you wanted from those academic couns llino 
websites? 
0 Yes 0 No 
Q32. 
033. 
Q3. 
Q29. If no, tell us what topic(s) you would like to be covered rnor 
Q30. Listed below are the elements of a web site. Indicate how sari fled 
Listed below are the attributes of an academic counselling website that we're going to 
build. Indicate how you would like them displayed. 
Maximum Medium D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D 
Contents 
Interface design 
Site design 
Layout 
Navigation 
Speed 
Q31. 
Graphics 
Animations 
olours 
Multimedia elements 
Text 
implicity 
legance 
Professional-feel 
Minimum 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
in h 
isit d. 
Not At All 
atisfied 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
Zero 
D 
D 
B 
8 
D 
D 
In your opinion, which of these methods of virtual academic coun elling can prov id the 
most effective result? 
0 E-mail 
0 nline counsellor 
D Discu sion group 
0 Message board 
D hat 
Do you agree that the academic c unselling portal can iub: titutc th • tru huonul on '-to- 
one acad mic c un cl ling off r d at our in stilulion? 
0 Ye 0 No 
Wh? 
Do ou think that the academic counselling portal i here to sta ? 
0 e 0No 
Wh 
Whu! ·c1 1C"'\ ould ou • p t 1111·ud1m1· ounselhng, (b,11•11ovid you' 
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Cmmselllug Ponat 
Q36. Which of these topics do you think should be includ din An a d rm nun. llinQ, 
website? (Tick as many as apply) 
D Basic study skills 
D Guidelines and information on related course/program 
D Tips for scoring examinations and assignments 
0 Solutions for academic problems frequently faced by student 
0 Preparation for college and university 
0 Academic assistance, such as cholarships and funds, tutoring and moti ation 
seminars. 
0 Others (Please specify)------------------ 
Q37. Who do you think should be the target audience for an academic counselling website? 
(Tick as many as apply) 
0 Kindergarten kids 
0 Primary/elementary school students 
0 Secondary school students 
0 ollege students/Undergraduates 
0 Master/PhD students I Postgraduates 
0 Professional group 
0 Unemployed work r 
Q 8. Listed below are th attribute of an acadcmi unsclling web itc that we're going to 
build. lndicate how you would like them di played. 
Maximum Medium Minimum Zero 
Graphics 0 0 0 0 
Animations 0 0 0 0 
Colours 0 0 0 0 
Multimedia elements 0 0 0 0 
Text 0 0 0 0 
implicity D D D 0 
legance 0 0 0 0 
Profes ional feel 0 0 0 0 
Q39. Jn your opinion, which of the e method f irtual cadcmi 
provided in our academic couns lling web ite? (Tick as man 0 -mail 
0 nline counsellor 
0 Di cu i n group 
0 Mes age board 
D hat 
ouns lling hou Id c 
a apply) 
Q 0 0 u thmk an a ad 1111 • .oun 'lltng portul oul 1 be b ·11 ·fi •111 tu our v ·ryd 1y !if·? D o ON 
Thunk ou f r an v mug Ilu · qu • uonu 111 -. 
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